WILL COUNTY LEGISLATIVE & POLICY
COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA
302 N. CHICAGO ST.
JOLIET, IL 60432
APRIL 12, 2016
County Board Committee Room

Regular Meeting

I.

CALL TO ORDER / ROLL CALL

II.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
1.

IV.

V.

9:00 AM

WC Legislative & Policy Committee - Regular Meeting - Mar 8, 2016 9:00 AM

MISCELLANEOUS LEGISLATIVE REPORTS
1.

Washington Update-Email frm Brett Garson-SDA 01apr16
(Document)

2.

Email re Market Place Fairness Act
(Document)

3.

Will County Board State Legislative Update-April 8, 2016 Curry & Assoc - Added
(Document)

OLD BUSINESS
1.

Disc Re: Business/Travel Policy Meal Allowance Reimbursement
(Jim Moustis)

2.

Current Electronics Recycling Update
(Dean Olson/Marta Keene)

VI.

OTHER OLD BUSINESS

VII.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

Request to Speak Re: Issues with Same Day Registration
(Nancy Schultz Voots)

2.

SB 2202-SA1
(Julie Curry)

3.

SB2059
(Dean Olson)

4.

SB2870-Electronic Monitor-Drugs & Alcohol
(Ragan Freitag)

5.

Resolution in Support of FRA Crew Size Rule
(Don Moran)

VIII.

OTHER NEW BUSINESS

IX.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

Will County, Illinois

Posted: 4/7/2016
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Agenda

Will County Legislative & Policy Committee

X.

PUBLIC COMMENT

XI.

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT / ANNOUNCEMENTS

XII.

ADJOURNMENT

April 12, 2016

NEXT MEETING - MAY 10, 2016
FOR INFO RE: ANY STATE BILLS PLEASE REFER TO: www.ilga.gov

Will County, Illinois

Posted: 4/7/2016
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From: Brett Garson [mailto:brettg@sda-inc.com]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 2:57 PM
Subject: Washington Update - April 1, 2016
Below is both the legislative update and list of grants that were recently released (some of
which have already been sent to you). Please let us know if you have any questions.
Executive Summary –
·
·

·
·
·
·

There has been no action in the Congress on the President’s budget since its release in
February.
Senate Commerce bill, S. 2658, a bill to reauthorize the FAA, was passed on a bipartisan basis on March 16 and could come up for a vote as early as next week. The
House bill, H.R. 4442, has still not passed the full House.
The House passed the Older Americans Act Reauthorization on March 21 st by voice
vote.
Immigration reform continues to be a key topic. The House Committee on the
Judiciary passed the Refugee Program Integrity Restoration Act in mid-March.
On March 3, the Senate approved a pipeline safety authorization bill.
The Senate passed the Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act, S. 524, with a 94
to 1 vote.

Legislative Update April 1, 2016
(Report of federal grant announcements follows below the legislative update)

April has arrived and both the House and Senate continue their district work period in
observance of the Easter holiday. The Senate will return to session on April 4th, while the
House will be out for an additional week before re-convening on April 12th. Since Congress
remains in recess, the majority of this report is a recap of legislative activity during March.
When Congress returns, they will continue their efforts to agree on a budget and move
individual appropriations bills.
Budget and Appropriations
The CBO’s analysis of the president’s FY 2017 budget was issued March 29 and concluded
that the federal budget deficit would decline in 2017 and 2018. After that, the report indicates
outlays would rise more quickly than revenues. As a result, federal debt held by the public
would grow as well. By 2026—the end of the period covered by the President’s budget—such
debt would be higher than it is now, measured as a percentage of the nation’s economic
output. CBO projects the nation’s deficits would be smaller under the President’s proposals
than those that would occur under current law. Most of the deficit reduction in the President’s
budget would be achieved by raising revenues.
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There has been no action in the Congress on the President’s budget since its release in
February. House and Senate budget committees have refused to hold hearings with the White
House budget director, stating that the proposal was not worthy of consideration. There have
been numerous other budget proposals under consideration. Conservatives on both sides of
the aisle have continued to banter back and forth in support of and in opposition to multiple
budget proposals throughout the month. House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI) and the House
Budget Committee Chair Tom Price (R-GA) floated moving a budget resolution in keeping with
the current budget agreement to provide $1.07 trillion in discretionary spending for FY 2017 to
be followed by separate proposals to slash mandatory spending by $30 billion. Senate
Republicans reacted without enthusiasm for the proposals, which deflated support by House
conservatives.
The Republican Study Committee (RSC) also offered an alternative proposal to cut $8.6 billion
over 10 years to reach a balanced budget and thereby cut $2 trillion more than the House
leadership proposal. This RSC budget seeks to repeal the Affordable Care Act, transform
Medicaid into a block grant, and raise the age for receiving full Social Security benefits to 70
among other items. The RSC floated its wish list soon after another conservative group in the
House--the Freedom Caucus--voiced its opposition to the Ryan-Price proposed budget.
As leadership and multiple conservative budget discussions continued, House and Senate
appropriators announced their intentions to move spending proposals with or without 302(b)
allocations (which is essentially the total funding for each appropriations bill). On March 21,
House Interior Appropriations Chair Ken Calvert (R-CA) indicated his intent to proceed with a
markup in April using the totals from last year as his starting point. House Speaker Ryan
declared no appropriations bills would move to floor debate until a budget is adopted, as the
first spending bill--Military Construction & Veterans Affairs--cleared subcommittee approval.
The Senate indicated a goal of completing all 12 appropriations bills before summer.
Congress is not required to adopt a budget proposal to proceed with appropriations measures.
As deliberations on FY 2017 spending move forward in House and Senate Appropriations
committees, reports continue to suggest a Continuing Resolution will keep the government
funded starting October 1.
Aviation
Senate Commerce bill, S.2658, a bill to reauthorize the FAA, was passed on a bi-partisan basis
on March 16 and could come up for a vote as early as next week. Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-KY) has not yet signaled how the Senate will proceed. Two complicating factors
are how the tax portion of the bill will be handled (at this point Senate Finance has not
scheduled a markup for an aviation tax extension) and whether there will be an effort to
address security issues in the aftermath of the Brussels suicide bombings. Senate Commerce
Committee has jurisdiction over the TSA in the Senate.
Since S. 2658 was reported out of the committee on a bipartisan basis, the bill is more likely to
be considered under expedited procedures--a cloture petition supported by both party leaders
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and seven other Senators from each party gets a vote the next calendar day after it is filed and
the usual 30 hours of post-cloture debate is dispensed with. However, some Democrats on
Finance would like to add a package of extensions for clean energy tax breaks to the tax title of
the bill. Republicans have indicated they have little appetite to re-start the whole tax extension
process – this will delay bringing the bill to the floor until that is resolved. The Commerce
Committee has yet to file its report on the bill, therefore the revised text of S. 2658
incorporating the dozens of amendments adopted by the committee during the mark-up has
not been made public.
Congressman DeFazio and his colleague Rep. Rick Larsen, ranking Democrat on the aviation
subcommittee, argued the privatization plan in Chairman Shuster’s FAA bill, and its provisions
removing the air traffic control operations from the rest of the FAA into a separate nonprofit
corporation, would shortchange taxpayers who have financed the nation's aviation
infrastructure by turning over billions of dollars of taxpayer-owned property and equipment to
a non-profit corporation. In a letter to the Democratic caucus they urged their fellow members
to oppose H.R. 4441, the AIRR Act. They have suggested that the House and Senate bills could
be conferenced fairly easily if the ATC corporation was split out and addressed separately.
Affordable Health Care and Public Health
The Centers for Disease Control reported 258 cases of the Zika virus in the continental U.S. Of
those, 18 affect pregnant women and 6 are reported as sexually transmitted. In U.S. territories,
the total number of Zika virus reports is 283 with 35 affecting pregnant women and 3 arising
from travel-associated infection. The CDC updated its advice on Timing of Pregnancy after Zika
Exposure, Prevention of Sexual Transmission and Considerations for Reducing Unintended
Pregnancy in Areas with Zika Transmission on March 26.
The White House initiated a proposal to assist low-income families with the purchase of baby
diapers. According to the report, one in three families struggle to afford baby diapers for
infants and toddlers and poor families pay 14 percent of their income on diapers alone. The
President is conducting outreach to “online retailers, diaper manufacturers and non-profits” to
address the issue and help provide more affordable access to diapers for low income families.
Education
Congresswoman Tammy Duckworth (D-IL) introduced a bill to increase on-campus child care
assistance for college students. The Child Care Access Means Parents in School Reauthorization
(H.R. 4681) would provide additional funds to support the current CCAMPIS grant program in
the U.S. Department of Education designed to assist low-income students with child care
offerings on campus by increasing the total program to $67 million. The bill was co-sponsored
by Congresswoman Katherine Clark (D-MA) and referred to the House Committee on Education
and the Workforce.
John B. King, Jr., was confirmed by the Senate to be the Secretary of Education on March 14.
Before joining the Obama Administration as the Deputy Secretary of Education in 2011, he was
the Commissioner of Education for the state of New York. Dr. King earned a BA in Government
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from Harvard University, a Masters in the teaching of social studies and a Doctorate in
educational administrative practice from Columbia University's Teachers College and a J.D. from
Yale.
Congressional Members, as well as education stakeholder groups, continued to convene
following February’s Congressional oversight hearings on the Every Student Succeeds Act. They
continue to highlight some of the divisions between Congress and the U.S. Department of
Education and are working to develop a path forward to implement the new education law,
especially when it comes to accountability and interventions in struggling schools.
Employment & Training
The U.S. Department of Labor announced the launch of TalentWorks, which is an online tool to
assist employers and human resource professionals ensure their online applications are
accessible to job seekers with disabilities. The tool was created by the Partnership on
Employment and Accessible Technology within the department’s Office of Disability
Employment Policy. It includes general background info on accessibility and e-recruiting,
practical tips for online applications, digital interviews, pre-employment tests, and programs for
accessible resume uploading. The tool was the result of a national survey that found 46
percent of respondents indicated online employment applications were “difficult to impossible”
to complete for people with disabilities.
On March 29, the Supreme Court released a divided 4-4 ruling in a case that considered
whether public employees represented by a union can be required to pay "fair share" fees
covering collective bargaining costs even if they are not members. This tie vote means public
sector unions in about half the states can continue collecting fees from workers who choose
not to join. At a January 10 hearing, the court’s then-conservative majority made it clear they
intended to rule that the mandatory fees violated teachers’ free-speech rights by requiring
them to subsidize political positions they opposed. With the death of Justice Scalia, the court
has instead delivered a tie vote.
Health & Human Services
The House passed the Older Americans Act Reauthorization on March 21st (S. 192) by voice
vote. The Senate passed the bill in July 2015 so the bill awaits the President’s signature. The
original law was enacted in 1965 to provide social services and programs that include nutrition,
family caregiver support, community service employment, a long-term care ombudsman and
elder abuse prevention. The bill extends the programs through 2019.
Highlights include:
·
·
·
·
·

Providing better protection for vulnerable elders;
Streamlining programs and improving program administration;
Promoting the delivery of evidence-based programs;
Improving nutrition services programs;
Aligning senior employment services with the workforce development system.
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·
Rear Admiral Michelle Dunwoody, an assistant Surgeon General, was dispatched to Flint MI to
serve as a temporary senior advisor to Mayor Karen Weaver to assist in the city’s recovery from
lead contamination in the water. U.S. Health & Human Services officials continue to be on the
ground to address the crisis situation.
Immigration
Immigration reform continues to be a key topic. The House Committee on the Judiciary passed
the Refugee Program Integrity Restoration Act (H.R. 4731) in mid-March with a vote of 18 to 9.
The bill changes who determines the number of refugees that may enter the country from the
President to the Congress, and sets the total number of refugees to enter the country at 60,000
with a provision that allows the President to recommend other levels to be considered and
approved by Congress. It also permits state and local governments to determine if they will
accept refugees within their borders and restricts current waiver authorities held by the
Secretary of Homeland Security regarding refugee admissions.
The Supreme Court is set to hear arguments on April 18 on Deferred Action for Parents of
Americans (DAPA), an executive action that President Obama announced in November 2014.
The program would permit parents of citizens or permanent residents to defer deportation
actions and/or extend employment authority for up to three years. A Texas-led coalition of 25
Republican-controlled states blocked the government from starting the program as planned in
May 2015 with a December 2014 lawsuit.
Infrastructure
On March 3, the Senate approved a pipeline safety authorization bill to continue the U.S.
Department of Transportation’s Pipeline & Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
operation. The Safe PIPES Act (S. 2276) reauthorizes operations through 2019 and seeks
greater transparency in the nation’s emergency response plans and protocols. Controversy
arose regarding a provision to provide lawmakers with unredacted versions of the plans, which
some opponents believe would be able to be leaked or stolen by terrorist groups. Focus now
turns to the House, which has a discussion draft in circulation.
Justice Programs/Addiction and Treatment
The Senate passed the Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act (S. 524) with a 94 to 1 vote.
The bill provides $77.9 million of previously appropriated funds and permits Congressional
appropriations latitude to increase the funding up to $311.6 million over the next four years.
S. 524:
·
·
·
·

Provides increased access to naxolone and other reversal antidotes to overdoses;
Creates a grant program to assist rural areas;
Reauthorizes heroin and methamphetamine tasks forces across the states;
Expands public education programs especially for unused prescription drug disposal
and prescription drug monitoring;
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·
·
·

Launches an evidence-based opioid and heroin treatment intervention program;
Establishes a medication assisted treatment demonstration program;
Increases funds to assist non-violent addicts in the criminal justice system.

·
President Obama spoke at the National Rx Drug Abuse & Heroin Summit in Atlanta. The Event
Organizer was Operation UNITE (Unlawful Narcotics Investigations, Treatment and Education,
Inc.), which was created in 2003 by House Appropriations Chairman Harold Rogers (R-KY). As
part of the event, the President announced additional public and private sector actions to
escalate the fight against the prescription opioid abuse and heroin epidemic. The president’s FY
2017 budget contained $1.1 billion to help federal and state governments fight addiction to
prescription painkillers and heroin
Medicare & Medicaid
In an effort to address increasing costs for Medicare Part B prescriptions, the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid released a proposed rule to revamp its payment processes for
Medicare drugs. The new program to be conducted through the CMS Innovation Center will
seek to vary what is paid for drugs supplied by doctor’s offices or outpatient hospitals visits as a
way to examine the cost differences. The purpose of the proposed rule is to test varying
patient and physician incentives to improve prescription efficiencies and patient outcomes.
Overall costs for drugs in the Medicare Part B program increased 12.6 percent in 2014 and are
expected to continue to rise. CMS is accepting comments on this proposed rule through May 9,
2016.
Tax Reform and Legislation
As of mid-March, reports indicated Ranking Senate Finance Committee Member Ron Wyden (DOR) seeks to add renewable energy tax benefits that are expiring this year as an amendment to
federal aviation reauthorization legislation. Other tax benefits set to expire this year include
racehorse deductions, taxes on mortgage debt forgiveness, and film and television production
subsidies. There have been mixed reactions from House and Senate leadership with some
responding that a group of tax extenders were completed at the end of the last Congress and
are not expected to arise again this year.

SDA Grants Update - April 1, 2016

AGRICULTURE
Federal-State Marketing Improvement Program
Eligible Applicants: Public and State controlled institutions of higher education
State governments
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FSMIP provides matching funds on a competitive basis to assist eligible entities explore new
market opportunities and to encourage research and innovation aimed at improving the
efficiency and performance of the U.S. agricultural marketing system. The 2016 allocation for
grants is approximately $1 million. Proposals may focus on addressing barriers, overcoming
challenges or realizing opportunities manifesting at any stage of the marketing chain including
direct, wholesale, and retail. Proposals must have a strong marketing focus, must involve
research, and the primary beneficiaries must be agricultural producers and agribusinesses.
Applications are due by May 12, 2016.
Specialty Crop Block Grant Program – Farm Bill
Eligible Applicants: State Governments
The Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) announces the availability of approximately $62.6
million in grant funds to solely enhance the competitiveness of specialty crops. Specialty crops
are defined as fruits and vegetables, dried fruit, tree nuts, horticulture and nursery crops
(including floriculture). State departments of agriculture interested in obtaining grant program
funds are invited to submit applications to AMS. State departments of agriculture, meaning
agencies, commissions, or departments of a State government responsible for agriculture
within the 50 States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam,
American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands are eligible to apply. Please contact your local State department of agriculture if you are
not eligible to apply. State departments of agriculture are encouraged to conduct outreach
regarding the Specialty Crop Block Grant Program – Farm Bill to specialty crop stakeholders,
socially disadvantaged, and beginning farmers and conduct a competitive grant proposal
process. State department of agriculture contacts and state requests for proposals can be
found at www.ams.usda.gov/services/grants/scbgp.
Applications are due by July 6, 2016.
Conservation Innovation Grants
Eligible Applicants: Individuals
State governments
Nonprofits having a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of higher education
For profit organizations other than small businesses
City or township governments
Private institutions of higher education
Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
Public and State controlled institutions of higher education
County governments
Special district governments
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Small businesses
Overview: The purpose of CIG is to stimulate the development and adoption of innovative
conservation approaches and technologies, while leveraging the Federal investment in
environmental enhancement and protection in conjunction with agricultural production. CIG
projects are expected to lead to the transfer of conservation technologies, management
systems, and innovative approaches (such as market-based systems) into NRCS technical
manuals and guides or to the private sector. CIG is used to apply or demonstrate previously
proven technology in order to increase adoption with an emphasis on opportunities to scale
proven, emerging conservation strategies. CIG promotes sharing of skills, knowledge,
technologies, and facilities among communities, governments, and other institutions to ensure
that scientific and technological developments are accessible to a wider range of users. CIG
funds projects targeting innovative on-the-ground conservation, including pilot projects, field
demonstrations, and on-farm conservation research.
Applications are due by May 10, 2016.
2017 National Urban and Community Forestry Grant Program
Eligible Applicants: Nonprofits that do not have a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than
institutions of higher education
Public housing authorities/Indian housing authorities
County governments
Private institutions of higher education
Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
Nonprofits having a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of higher education
Public and State controlled institutions of higher education
Independent school districts
City or township governments
State governments
Special district governments
Available Funding: The U.S. Forest Service anticipates that the statutory authority (Sub Title 9 of
the Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act) for the Fiscal Year 2017 Urban and Community
Forestry (U&CF) Program may provide, approximately $900,000 in grant funds to be awarded
through the 2017 National Urban and Community Forestry Challenge Cost-Share Grant
Program. Funds are to support national urban and community forestry projects on nonfederal
public land that have a national or multi-state impact and application.
Applications are due by June 17, 2016
Outreach and Education, Technical Assistance, and Financial Education for FSA Programs,
Functions, and Activities
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Eligible Applicants: Public and State controlled institutions of higher education
Nonprofits having a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of higher education
FSA allocated $2.5 million to fund between 25 and 125 awards when the Request for
Application (RFA) for Outreach, Education, Financial Literacy and Technical Assistance was
announced in September 2015. The purpose of the RFA was to partner with non-government
organizations with a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS and public and State controlled institutions of
higher education. The initial RFA also provided for four evaluation periods scheduled to occur
between November 2015 and May 2016.
Applications are due by Jul 11, 2016
COMMERCE
Clinical Studies of Safety and Effectiveness of Orphan Products Research Project Grant (R01)
Eligible Applicants:
City or township governments
Independent school districts
Special district governments
Others (see text field entitled "Additional Information on Eligibility" for clarification)
Public housing authorities/Indian housing authorities
Private institutions of higher education
State governments
Nonprofits having a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of higher education
Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
Public and State controlled institutions of higher education
For profit organizations other than small businesses
Native American tribal organizations (other than Federally recognized tribal governments)
Nonprofits that do not have a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of higher
education
Small businesses
County governments
The goal of FDA's OPD grant program is to support the clinical development of products for use
in rare diseases or conditions where no current therapy exists or where the product being
developed will be superior to the existing therapy. FDA provides grants for clinical studies on
safety and/or effectiveness that will either result in, or substantially contribute to, market
approval of these products. Applicants must include in the application's Background and
Significance section documentation to support the assertion that the orphan disease or
condition to be studied is a “rare disease or condition” and an explanation of how the proposed
study will either help support product approval or provide essential data needed for product
development.
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Applications are due by Oct 18, 2018 Application Due Date(s): February 4, 2015; February 3,
2016; February 1, 2017; February 7, 2018. Resubmission Due Date(s): October 15, 2015;
October 14, 2016; October 16, 2017; October 15, 2018). This FOA uses non-standard due dates
FDA Scientific Conference Grant Program (R13/U13)
Eligible Applicants: Agriculture
Business and Commerce
Consumer Protection
Education
Food and Nutrition
Health
Information and Statistics
Natural Resources
Regional Development
Science and Technology and other Research and Development
The FDA recognizes the value of supporting high quality, small conferences and scientific
meetings relevant to its mission and to the public health. A small conference or scientific
meeting is defined as a symposium, seminar, workshop, or any formal meeting, whether
conducted face-to-face or virtually to exchange information and explore a defined subject,
issue, or area of concern impacting the public's health within the scope of the FDA's mission.
Support of such meetings is contingent upon the fiscal and programmatic interests and
priorities of the FDA's respective Offices and Centers.
Applications are due by Jun 16, 2017
EDUCATION
Office of Elementary and Secondary Education (OESE): Carol M. White Physical Education
Program CFDA Number 84.215F
Eligible applicants: LEAs, including charter schools that are considered LEAs under State law,
and CBOs, including faith-based organizations provided that they meet the applicable statutory
and regulatory requirements. (b) The Secretary limits eligibility under this discretionary grant
competition to LEAs or CBOs that do not currently have an active grant under PEP. For the
purpose of this eligibility requirement, a grant is considered active until the end of the grant's
project or funding period, including any extensions of those periods that extend the grantee's
authority to obligate funds.
The Carol M. White Physical Education Program (PEP) provides grants to local educational
agencies (LEAs) and community-based organizations (CBOs) to initiate, expand, and improve
physical education for students in grades K–12. Grant recipients must implement programs that
help students make progress toward meeting State physical education standards.
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Applications are due b May 20, 2016.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Land and Water Conservation Fund Outdoor Recreation Legacy Partnership Program
Department of the Interior
Eligible applicants: Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
Special district governments
City or township governments
County governments
State governments
The National Park Service State and Local Assistance Division announces the availability of $15
million (total) set aside in FY 2015 and FY 2016 appropriations for Land and Water Conservation
Fund State Assistance grants for a nationally competitive grant program. Eligible U.S. state and
local government agencies and federally recognized Indian tribes are invited to submit
proposals for matching grants to support projects that would acquire or develop public land for
outdoor recreation purposes located within or serving Census-delineated "urbanized areas":
places with a population of 50,000 or more people that are densely settled.
Applications are due by May 20, 2016.
Environmental Education Local Grants Program -- Solicitation Notice for 2016
Eligible Applicants: Others (see text field entitled "Additional Information on Eligibility" for
clarification)
The purpose of the Environmental Education Local Grants Program is to support locally-focused
environmental education projects that increase public awareness and knowledge about
environmental issues and provide the skills that participants in its funded projects need to
make informed environmental decisions and take responsible actions toward the environment.
Applications are due by April 8, 2016
Environmental Education Local Grants Program -- Solicitation Notice for 2016
Environmental Protection Agency
Eligible Applicants: See Section II of the announcement for eligibility information.
The purpose of the Environmental Education Local Grants Program is to support locally-focused
environmental education projects that increase public awareness and knowledge about
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environmental issues and provide the skills that participants in its funded projects need to
make informed environmental decisions and take responsible actions toward the environment.
Applications are due by Apr 8, 2016 See Section IV of the announcement for additional
information.
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
SAMHSA is accepting applications for up to $15.9 million in Sober Truth on Preventing
Underage Drinking Act (STOP Act) grants
Eligible Applicants: Domestic public and private nonprofit entities that are current or former
Drug Free Communities Support Program (DFC) recipients and past STOP Act recipients. See
Section III-1 of the funding opportunity announcement for complete eligibility information.
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) is accepting
applications for up to a total of $15.9 million over the next four years for STOP Act grants
designed to prevent alcohol use among underage youth in communities across the nation.
The STOP Act program was created to strengthen collaboration among the federal, state, local
and tribal governments and communities to more effectively reduce alcohol use among youth.
This mission includes disseminating timely information to communities about state-of-the-art
practices and initiatives that are proven to be effective in preventing and reducing alcohol use
among youth. The STOP Act program enhances, not supplants, effective local community
initiatives for preventing and reducing alcohol use among youth.
SAMHSA plans to fund up to 80 grantees up to $50,000 annually in individual grants for up to a
four-year period. Actual amounts may vary, depending on the availability of funds.
WHO IS ELIGIBLE: Domestic public and private nonprofit entities that are current or former
Drug Free Communities Support Program (DFC) recipients and past STOP Act recipients. See
Section III-1 of the funding opportunity announcement for complete eligibility information.
Applications are due by May 10, 2016.
Up to $75 Million Available in Grants for the National Child Traumatic Stress Initiative –
Category II Treatment and Service Adaptation Centers
Eligible Applicants: domestic public and private non-profit entities. See Section III-I of the
Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) for complete eligibility information.
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) is accepting
applications for the National Child Traumatic Stress Initiative – Category II TSA Centers totaling
up to $75 million over the course of five years.
The purpose of the Category II, TSA Centers is to provide national expertise for specific types of
traumatic events, population groups and service systems. It also supports the specialized
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adaptation of effective evidence-based treatment and service approaches for communities
across the nation.
SAMHSA expects to fund as many as 25 grantees with up to $600,000 per year for up to five
years. The actual award amount may vary, depending on the availability of funds.
Applications are due by May 11, 2016.
SAMHSA is accepting applications for up to $33 million in grants to provide substance use
disorder treatment to minority women at high risk for HIV/AIDS
Eligible applicants: Eligible applicants are domestic, nonprofit, community-based organizations,
tribes, and tribal organizations. [See Section III-1 of the Funding Opportunity Announcement
(FOA) for complete eligibility information.]
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) is accepting
applications for up to $33 million in Target Capacity Expansion -HIV: Minority Women grants
over the next three years. The grant program will expand substance use disorder treatment and
HIV services for African American, Hispanic/Latina, and other racial and ethnic minority women.
People benefiting from these expanded services will include heterosexual, lesbian, bisexual, and
previously incarcerated women who have substance use or co-occurring substance use and
mental disorders and are living with or at risk for HIV/AIDS. The services will also be provided to
the women’s significant others.
SAMHSA expects that awards of up to $500,000 per year will be provided to an estimated 22
selected grantees for a period up to three years. The actual award amounts may vary
depending on the availability of funds.
Applications are due by April 28, 2016.
HOMELAND SECURITY
2016 Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP)
Eligible Applicants: State governments
The purpose of the Fiscal Year (FY) 2016 HSGP is to support state and local efforts to prevent
terrorism and other catastrophic events and to prepare the Nation for the threats and hazards
that pose the greatest risk to the security of the United States. The FY 2016 HSGP provides
funding to implement investments that build, sustain, and deliver the 32 core capabilities
essential to achieving the National Preparedness Goal (the Goal) of a secure and resilient
Nation. The building, sustainment, and delivery of these core capabilities are not exclusive to
any single level of government, organization, or community, but rather, require the combined
effort of the whole community, inclusive of children, individuals with disabilities and others
with access and functional needs, diverse communities, and people with limited English
Page 13 of 20
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proficiency. The FY 2016 HSGP supports core capabilities across the five mission areas of
Prevention, Protection, Mitigation, Response, and Recovery based on allowable costs.
Applications are due by April 25, 2016
Fiscal Year (FY) 2016 Emergency Management Performance Grant Program - Region 1
Eligible Applicants: State governments
The purpose of the Emergency Management Performance Grant (EMPG) Program is to provide
federal funds to states to assist state, local, territorial, and tribal governments in preparing for
all hazards, as authorized by Section 662 of the Post Katrina Emergency Management Reform
Act (6 U.S.C. ¿ 762) and the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (42
U.S.C. ¿¿ 5121 et seq.). Title VI of the Stafford Act authorizes DHS/FEMA to make grants for the
purpose of providing a system of emergency preparedness for the protection of life and
property in the United States from hazards and to vest responsibility for emergency
preparedness jointly in the Federal Government, states, and their political subdivisions. The
Federal Government, through the EMPG Program, provides necessary direction, coordination,
and guidance, and provides necessary assistance, as authorized in this title, to support a
comprehensive all hazards emergency preparedness system. The FY 2016 EMPG will provide
federal funds to assist state, local, tribal, and territorial emergency management agencies to
obtain the resources required to support the National Preparedness Goal¿s (the Goal¿s)
associated mission areas and core capabilities. The EMPG program supports the Quadrennial
Homeland Security Review Mission to Strengthen National Preparedness and Resilience.
Applicants are due by Mar 18, 2016
Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 Emergency Management Performance Grant Program - Region 2
Eligible Applicants: State governments.
The Emergency Management Performance Grant (EMPG) Program provides federal funds to
assist state, local, tribal and territorial governments in preparing for all hazards, as authorized
by Section 662 of the Post Katrina Emergency Management Reform Act (6 U.S.C. 762) and the
Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5121 et
seq.). Title VI of the Stafford Act authorizes FEMA to make grants for the purpose of providing a
system of emergency preparedness for the protection of life and property in the United States
from hazards and to vest responsibility for emergency preparedness jointly in the federal
government and the states and their political subdivisions. The FY 2015 EMPG will provide
federal funds to assist state, local, tribal and territorial emergency management agencies to
obtain the resources required to support the National Preparedness Goal's (NPG's) associated
mission areas and core capabilities. The federal government, through the EMPG Program,
provides necessary direction, coordination, and guidance, and provides necessary assistance, as
Page 14 of 20
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authorized in this title, to support a comprehensive all hazards emergency preparedness
system.
Applications are due by April 24, 2015.
Fiscal Year 2016 Nonprofit Security Grant Program (NSGP)
Eligible Applicants: State governments.
The NSGP provides funding support for target hardening and other physical security
enhancements to nonprofit organizations that are at high risk of a terrorist attack and located
within one of the urban areas receiving funding under the Fiscal Year (FY) 2016 Urban Area
Security Initiative (UASI). The program seeks to integrate the preparedness activities of
nonprofit organizations that are at high risk of a terrorist attack with broader state and local
preparedness efforts. The NSGP also serves to promote emergency preparedness coordination
and collaboration activities between public and private community representatives as well as
state and local government agencies. The NSGP supports the Quadrennial Homeland Security
Review Mission to Strengthen National Preparedness and Resilience.
Applications are due by Apr 25, 2016
2015 Fire Prevention and Safety Grant Program
Eligible Applicants: Nonprofits having a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of
higher education
City or township governments
Others (see text field entitled "Additional Information on Eligibility" for clarification)
Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
County governments
Public and State controlled institutions of higher education
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Federal Emergency Management Agency's (FEMA)
Grants Programs Directorate is responsible for the implementation and administrations of the
Assistance to Firefighters Grant (AFG) Program. The purpose of the AFG Program is to enhance
the safety of the public and firefighters with respect to fire and fire-related hazards. The Grants
Programs Directorate administers the Fire Prevention and Safety (FP&S) grants as part of the
AFG Program. FP&S offers grants to support activities in two categories: (1) activities designed
to reach high-risk target groups and mitigate incidences of death and injuries caused by fire and
fire-related hazards ("Fire Prevention and Safety Activity") and (2) research and development
activities aimed at improving firefighter safety ("Firefighter Safety Research and Development
Activity"). The program guidance document provides potential applicants with the details of the
requirements, processing, and evaluation of an application for financial assistance for both of
these activity areas.
Page 15 of 20
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JUSTICE
Comprehensive School Safety Initiative
Eligible Applicants: County governments
Public and State controlled institutions of higher education
For profit organizations other than small businesses
Independent school districts
Nonprofits that do not have a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of higher
education
Nonprofits having a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of higher education
Others (see text field entitled "Additional Information on Eligibility" for clarification)
Small businesses
Individuals
Private institutions of higher education
State governments
City or township governments
Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
The Comprehensive School Safety Initiative (CSSI) funds rigorous research to produce practical
knowledge that can improve the safety of schools and students. The initiative is carried out
through partnerships between researchers, educators and other stakeholders, including law
enforcement and mental health professionals. Projects funded under the CSSI are designed to
produce knowledge that can be applied to schools and school districts across the nation for
years to come. This solicitation includes multiple funding categories with different expectations
and requirements to accomplish the purposes of the CSSI.
Applications are due May 27, 2016.
Justice and Mental Health Collaboration Program
Eligible Applicants: City or township governments
Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
State governments
Others (see text field entitled "Additional Information on Eligibility" for clarification)
County governments
The Justice and Mental Health Collaboration Program (JMHCP) supports innovative crosssystem collaboration for individuals with mental illnesses or co-occurring mental health and
substance abuse disorders who come into contact with the justice system. BJA is seeking
applications that demonstrate a collaborative project between criminal justice and mental
health partners from eligible applicants to plan, implement or expand a justice and mental
health collaboration program. The program is authorized by the Mentally Ill Offender
Treatment and Crime Reduction Act of 2004 (MIOTCRA) (Pub.L. 108-414) and the Mentally Ill
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Offender Treatment and Crime Reduction Reauthorization and Improvement Act of 2008
(Pub.L. 110-416).
Applications are due by May 17, 2016.
Smart Policing Initiative
Eligible Applicants: Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
City or township governments
County governments
State governments
This FY 2015 Smart Policing Initiative (SPI) grant program seeks to build upon analysis-driven,
evidence-based policing by encouraging state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies to
develop effective, economical, and innovative responses to crime within their jurisdictions.
Applications are due by Apr 12, 2016
TRANSPORTATION
Federal Highway Administration Announces $60 Million in Grants for Advanced Transportation
and Congestion Management Technologies
The U.S. Department of Transportation's (USDOT) Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
today announced $60 million in grants to fund cutting-edge transportation improvement
technologies that will improve safety, efficiency, system performance, and infrastructure return
on investment.
“This program will take technological innovation to a new level and help to make the entire
transportation network more reliable for commuters, businesses, and freight shippers,” said
U.S. Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx. “An efficient transportation system is the
foundation of a strong economy.”
The new program—Advanced Transportation and Congestion Management Technologies
Deployment Program (ATCMTD)—is aimed at addressing the concerns outlined in
Beyond Traffic, the USDOT report issued last year that examines the challenges facing America's
transportation infrastructure over the next three decades, such as a rapidly growing population
and increasing traffic. Gridlock nationwide is expected to increase unless changes are made
soon.
U.S. Department of Transportation Announces $266 Million Funding Opportunity to Improve
Bus Service Nationwide
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WASHINGTON – The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
today announced the opportunity to apply for approximately $266 million in competitive grant
funding for bus programs nationwide. The funding consists of $211 million in grants for buses
and bus facilities projects, as well as $55 million specifically for FTA’s Low and No Emission
(Low-No) bus program, which promotes technologically-advanced and environmentally-friendly
buses. These investments will help advance the President’s vision for a cleaner, 21st century
transportation system that reduces carbon emissions while expanding transportation options
for families.
“Transit buses are a lifeline to opportunity for countless Americans, but too often these buses
are outdated and unreliable,” said U.S. Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx. “As demand for
transit grows and our nation’s population continues to expand, these much-needed funds will
help bring communities the latest technologies to strengthen and improve their bus
infrastructure.”
Apply Now for $5.3 Million Funding Opportunity to Improve Mobility Focused on Healthcare
The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal Transit Administration (FTA) today announced
the availability of $5.3 million in competitive grant funds to improve public transportation
options that increase access to healthcare for those who lack good transportation choices.
FTA’s Rides to Wellness Demonstration and Innovative Coordinated Access and Mobility Grants
will help build partnerships between health, transportation and other service providers to
develop strategies that connect patients with public transportation options. A Notice of
Funding Opportunity (NOFO) appeared in today’s Federal Register.
The grants will focus on communities demonstrating mobility management, technological
solutions, and effective partnerships. Grant applicants must include participating groups with
stakeholders from the transportation, healthcare and human service sectors.
Low or No Emission Program (Low-No Program) - 2016 NOFO
Eligible Applicants: Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
State governments
City or township governments
County governments
Others (see text field entitled "Additional Information on Eligibility" for clarification)
The main purpose of the Low-No Program is to support the transition of the nation’s transit
fleet to the lowest polluting and most energy efficient transit vehicles. The Low-No Program
provides funding to State and local governmental authorities for the purchase or lease of zeroemission and low-emission transit buses, including acquisition, construction, and leasing of
required supporting facilities.
Applications are due by May 13, 2016.
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FY2016 Commercial Motor Vehicle Operator Safety Training Grant Program
Eligible Applicants: For profit organizations other than small businesses
Special district governments
Native American tribal governments (Federally recognized)
Public and State controlled institutions of higher education
County governments
Others (see text field entitled "Additional Information on Eligibility" for clarification)
City or township governments
State governments
Small businesses
Nonprofits having a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of higher education
Private institutions of higher education
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) announces the Fiscal Year (FY) 2016
CMVOST grant program Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) to solicit applications from
organizations that provide CMV operator training, including accredited public or private
colleges, universities, vocational-technical schools, post-secondary educational institutions,
truck driver training schools, associations, and State and local governments, including Federallyrecognized Native American Tribal governments that support CMVOST activities.The CMVOST
grant is a nationwide Federal financial assistance program intended to reduce the severity and
number of crashes on U.S. roads involving CMV by training operators and future operators in
the safe use of such vehicles.
Applications are due by Apr 5, 2016 No Explanation
FY 2016 Commercial Drivers License Program Implementation Notice of Funding Availability
Eligible Applicants:
Individuals
Others (see text field entitled "Additional Information on Eligibility" for clarification)
City or township governments
Public and State controlled institutions of higher education
Special district governments
Nonprofits having a 501(c)(3) status with the IRS, other than institutions of higher education
County governments
Private institutions of higher education
State governments
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) announces the Fiscal Year (FY) 2016
Commercial Driver's License Program Implementation (CDLPI) grant program Notice of Funding
Availability (NOFA) to solicit applications from State agencies, local governments, as well as
other persons and organizations representing government agencies that support CDLPI
Page 19 of 20
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activities. The goal of the national Commercial Drivers License (CDL) program is to reduce the
number and severity of commercial motor vehicle crashes in the United States by ensuring that
only qualified drivers are eligible to receive and retain a CDL. This goal focuses on maintaining
the concept that for every driver, there is only one driving record and only one licensing
document, commonly referred to as "One Driver One License One Record". States are required
to conduct knowledge and skills testing before issuing a CDL; to maintain a complete and
accurate driver history record for anyone who obtains a CDL; and to impose driver
disqualifications as appropriate.
Applications are due by April 5th, 2016

Brett Garson | Smith Dawson & Andrews | 1150 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 1025 |
Washington, DC 20036 | P 202.835.0740 | F 202.775.8526 | C 440.339.6916 | brettg@sdainc.com | www.sda-inc.com
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From: Susan Shukstor [mailto:Susan.Shukstor@tn.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:48 PM
To: Jim Moustis
Subject: Marketplace Fairness Act

Hi, I live in Shorewood, IL, & I read an article in the Joliet Herald recently, about the March 2016
meeting of the Will County Board’s Legislative & Policy Committee. I’m sorry, but I can’t help
myself, when I see mention of the “Marketplace Fairness Act” (MFA)…in a negative light.
I wasn’t sure who to email, after I saw your “invitation” to participate, on the Will County
website. My request, is that you can forward this email on to the appropriate people. Hopefully
they will then wholeheartedly promote the passage of the “MFA.” Will County would receive so
many more tax dollars, with no burden on small businesses.
Think about it…how often does an individual buy something on-line…& not pay sales tax? Pretty
often…
That is the sales tax that should be paid to Will County (and the State of IL) etc. Will County is
losing money!
(Oh sure…maybe…I might…as an individual, pay a little bit of that sales tax on my IL1040…but
the State keeps that sales tax…)
There are two sides of the “MFA” fence here:
1) Businesses outside of the State of IL, that sell to IL customers &
2) Businesses in IL, that sell to customers outside of the State of IL
Now imagine…because of the “MFA,” those businesses that are outside of Illinois, without
nexus…now have to collect that full rate of IL sales tax, & submit it to IL & Will County. Free
money! That is all of the sales tax money, that Will County has been missing out on, because of
the ease of making internet purchases. Plus, Internet sales are killing our small businesses. It’s
so much easier to buy something on-line, & comparison shop, until you find a company that
won’t charge you sales tax. There is no way that a small business in Will County, IL can compete
with that.
Ok…maybe…there are some businesses in Will County & elsewhere in IL, that sell to customers
outside of the State of IL.
Maybe…they think it’s an inconvenience, or that it will cost them a lot of money…..NOT!!!
Holy cow…everything is computerized in the 21st century….& the tax software is free…or a
business can sign up with a “CSP,” or Certified Service Provider. It is also free. That “CSP” does
all the work for you. It doesn’t cost the business a penny. (The “CSP” gets paid by all of the
States that the business has customers in.)
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This might even enable small businesses to compete for on-line sales…but in all honesty, most
small businesses’ sales, are generated from their immediate vicinity…so the “MFA” would have
minimal effect on small business…but what a landslide of sales tax money for Will County, from
those out-of-state businesses!
I really don’t see any arguments for not promoting the ”MFA.” I have no idea what
“protections” & “exemptions” are needed by the naysayers, that are not already in the “MFA.”
If a business is worried about their risk of being audited…seriously?! Most State governments
are lucky to be able to audit 2-3% of their in-state businesses with nexus. Anyone with a little
common sense, knows that there is no potential in the audit of a “little guy.” It’s the old “penny
wise, dollar foolish.”
If you would like additional information on an organization that started this brilliant idea, check
out this website…& the FAQ…
http://www.streamlinedsalestax.org/
Also, I do work for the State of Tennessee, though I live in Will County (long story), & I have
been assigned to work with this SST organization, on the behalf of the State of Tennessee. The
big picture….States & Counties are losing a LOT of sales tax revenue, due to internet sales. The
“MFA” can help to close that loophole. This sales tax revenue helps support programs that are
desperately needed by the people of Will County, & the State of IL. This “lost” sales tax
revenue, is most definitely owed by purchasers, to Will County & Illinois…but we have no way
to collect it from each individual, if they don’t pay it to the seller. And…it will help small
business, way more than it would ever harm small business.
So…as a Will County taxpayer…I believe that we should start promoting the “MFA,” & get
Illinois on board…Will County, & the State of Illinois, can definitely use this additional revenue
stream of lost tax dollars. (And come on…it’s a win-win for everybody…)
Please feel free to call me, or anyone at the (SST) Streamlined Sales Tax Org, as I’m sure they
would love to pitch their side of the “MFA” to you, as well as any other counties/municipalities
that might be interested. (I know they’d love to get Illinois to participate too.)

Susan (Sue) Shukstor - Tax Auditor Supervisor-Special
Tennessee Department of Revenue
800 Roosevelt Road, Bldg B, Suite 206
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Plus…just because an Illinois business would have to charge sales tax for Wisconsin, or Indiana,
etc, doesn’t mean it’s actually coming out of their pocket. For example, if an IL business sells a
product for $100 to a “TN” customer, & charges them 9.25% TN sales tax, or $9.25c …the
business will receive $109.25 from that “TN” customer, & the business electronically files &
remits that $9.25 to the State of “TN.”
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Will County Board
State Legislative Update
April 8, 2016
Prepared by
Curry & Associates, LLC

Illinois General Assembly Update
The following are important dates of interest remaining on the General Assembly’s calendar:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

April 8, 2016
April 8, 2016
April 22, 2016
April 22, 2016
May 13, 2016
May 13, 2016
May 27, 2016
May 27, 2016
May 31, 2016

House Deadline: House Bills out of Committee
Senate Deadline: Senate Bills out of Committee
House Deadline: Third Reading House Bills
Senate Deadline: Third Reading Senate Bills
House Deadline: Senate Bills out of Committee
Senate Deadline: House Bills out of Committee
House Deadline: Third Reading Senate Bills
Senate Deadline: Third Reading House Bills
House & Senate Adjournment

County Priority Updates
County Clerk
Foreign Language Ballots
Will County opposes requiring ballots and other elections material be available in a second language in any
precinct that overlaps a census tract where at least 10% of the population is considered limited in English
proficiency. The expenses far outweigh the benefits and managing multiple languages by precinct will increase
the risk of errors.

Elections
SB 2468 (Koehler) – ELEC CD TABULATION OF VOTES
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Election Code. Provides that, until December 31, 2019 (previously, 2015), in elections at
which fractional cumulative votes are cast and a Direct Recording Electronic Voting System is used, the
tabulation of those votes may be made by the election authority at its central office location, and 4
copies of a "Certificate of Results" shall be printed by the automatic tabulation equipment and shall be
posted in 4 conspicuous places at the central office location. Effective July 1, 2016.
1
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http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2468lv.pdf
Bill Status:
3/3/2016
Placed on Senate Calendar Order of 3rd Reading March 8, 2016

Cell Towers
The County’s lack of authority over the siting of cell towers has led to a reduction in quality of life for many Will
County residents. Despite county efforts to encourage appropriate siting with reasonable setbacks from
residential property lines, several towers have been constructed dangerously close to homes. Will County
supports legislation that will grant counties zoning and planning authority similar to the authority
municipalities currently have. We would further support legislation providing for assurances that a
telecommunication carrier would be responsible for the removal of obsolete facilities and site restoration as
technology is advanced and towers are no longer beneficial.

SB 2200 (Bertino-Tarrant) – TELECOMMUNICATION PILOT PROJ
(Will County Board Legislative Initiative)
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Counties Code. SB 2200 adds Will County to a pilot project concerning regulation of new
telecommunication facilities. See attached link to legislation below.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2200lv.pdf
Bill Status
4/7/16
Placed on Calendar Order of 2nd Reading April 12, 2016

Property Foreclosures
Will County opposes legislation that will allow plaintiffs in foreclosure suits to select entities to conduct
foreclosure sales. Efforts to allow private entities, rather than county sheriffs, to conduct the sales will cost the
county more than $1.2 million in lost revenue annually. We strongly believe that county sheriffs should conduct
the sales. Will County opposes bills that attempt to change the current practice – a practice that ensures
fairness to all concerned.

Probation Funding
The Will County Board supports the full funding of county probation and detention funding services by the
state of Illinois.

HB 4603 (Bennett) – CNTY CD PUBLIC DEFENDER REPORT – (County Public Defenders)
House Committee Amendment No. 1
Provides that the county board may determine if the Public Defender shall prepare and file a quarterly
or monthly report (currently, shall prepare and file a monthly report).
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4603lv.pdf
2
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Bill Status:
4/7/2016

Placed on Calendar Order of 1st Reading April 12, 2016

Clean Construction and Demolition Debris
Will County Supports state legislation that will require groundwater monitoring at CCDD Facilities in Illinois.
Will County currently has nine active CCDD sites located within the county.
* We are currently working with Representative Emily McAsey on language to address ground water
monitoring requirements at CCDD sites. Rep. McAsey will introduce a shell bill prior to the deadline to file bills
in the Illinois House on February 11th.

HB 5369 (Madigan - McAsey) – Safety Tech
(Will County Board Legislative Initiative)
House Committee Amendment No. 1
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Amends the Environmental Protection Act. Deletes
provisions in a definition for "clean construction or demolition debris" concerning when clean
construction or demolition debris are not considered "waste". Requires the Environmental Protection
Agency to propose rules concerning the protection of groundwater at clean construction or demolition
debris fill operations and the protection of groundwater at uncontaminated soil fill operations to the
Pollution Control Board within one year of the effective date. Requires the Board to adopt rules
meeting specified requirements concerning the protection of groundwater at clean construction or
demolition debris fill operations and the protection of groundwater at uncontaminated soil fill
operations within one year of the Agency's proposal. Changes specified fee amounts. Provides limits on
specified fees. Makes other changes. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB5369ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
4/6/2016
House Committee Amendment No. 1 Referred to Rules Committee

Emergency Management
The Illinois Nuclear Safety Preparedness Act, 420 ILCS 5/, includes provisions for annual licensing fees for
commercial nuclear stations. This generates roughly $24,000,000 each year, which goes to Illinois EMA. The
Illinois Nuclear Safety Preparedness Act should be amended to increase funding levels for counties.

HB 4390 (Hoffman) $IEMA
Synopsis As Introduced
Appropriates $12,000,000 from the Disaster Response and Recovery Fund to the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency for its FY16 expenses associated with disaster response and recovery. Effective
immediately. See attached link to legislation below.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4390lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/23/2016
Assigned to Appropriations- Public Safety Committee
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Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Illinois Emergency Management Agency Act. Provides that the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency shall establish guidelines by rule for the expenditure of the funds in the
Homeland Security Preparedness Fund with input provided by a statewide interagency organization
and public safety multidisciplinary organizations established to advise the Director of the Illinois
Emergency Management Agency regarding public safety preparedness. Provides that the Illinois
Emergency Management Agency shall spend the moneys in the fund to enhance State and local
homeland security preparedness, all risk disaster response readiness, and statewide public safety
mutual aid. Amends the State Finance Act to create the Homeland Security Preparedness Fund.
Amends the Illinois Vehicle Code. Provides that, beginning with the 2017 registration year, a $3
surcharge shall be collected in addition to other registration fees for motor vehicles of the first division,
motorcycles, motor driven cycles, pedalcycles, and vehicles registered in the 8,000 lb. and less flat
weight plate category to be deposited into the Homeland Security Preparedness Fund for the Illinois
Emergency Management Agency to use as directed under the Illinois Emergency Management Agency
Act. Provides that this surcharge shall not apply to registration of vehicles by units of local, State, or
federal government and other specified organizations.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2592lv.pdf
Bill Status:
3/10/2016
Postponed- Senate State Government and Veterans Affairs

Resource Recovery
* Amend the Electronic Products Recycling and Re-Use Act (Public Act 97-0287) so that
10 the goals of manufacturers include convenience standards that ensure funding year round, even if goals are
met, to sufficiently fund residential electronic recycling programs.
• Will County supports the consolidation of state revenue from the Renewable
Portfolio Standard (RPS) into a single fund that cannot be swept by the State.

HB 6017 (McAsey) – SAFETY-TACH
(Will County Legislative Priority)
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Electronic Products Recycling and Reuse Act.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB6017lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/11/2016
Referred to House Rules Committee

HB 6066 (McAsey)- SAFETY-TECH
(Will County Legislative Priority)
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Electronic Products Recycling and Reuse Act. Makes a technical change in a Section
concerning the short title.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB6066lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/11/2016
Referred to House Rules Committee
4
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SB 2592 (Althoff) – IEMA: HOMELAND SECURITY

HB 5920 (Fortner)- ELECTRONICS RECYCLING-TABLET
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Electronic Products Recycling and Reuse Act. In a definition of "tablet computer", provides
that human interface with a tablet computer is achieved through a touch-screen and video display
screen greater than 4 (instead of 6) inches in size. Defines "cell phone" and "smart phone".
House Committee Amend No 1
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Reinserts the language of the introduced bill with the
following changes: Consolidates the definitions for "cell phone" and "smart phone" into the definition
of "mobile telephone". Makes a change to the definition of "computer".
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB5920ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
4/4/2016
House Committee Amend No. 1 Rules Refers to House Renewable Energy &
Sustainability

SB 2202 (Althoff) – MUNI CD RECYCLED MATERIALS
Senate Amendment 1
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Amends the Illinois Municipal Code. Defines "general
construction or demolition debris". Provides that on or after the effective date of this amendatory Act
of the 99th General Assembly, the corporate authorities of a municipality may not dispose of, or
approve of the disposal of, general construction or demolition in the same manner as garbage, refuse,
and ashes. Provides that general construction or demolition debris shall be disposed of in a manner to
encourage competition, reduce cost, and increase recycling and reuse of those materials. Further
provides that no contracts may be entered into, renewed, or extended that provides for an exclusive
method or methods of disposition of garbage, refuse, and ashes which requires general construction or
demolition debris to be disposed of in the same manner as garbage, refuse, and ashes. Effective
immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2202sam001.pdf
Bill Status:
4/7/2016
Senate Placed on Calendar Order of 2nd Reading April 12, 2016

SB 2224 (Link) – PLASTIC BAG RECYCLING
Synopsis As Introduced
Creates the Plastic Bag and Film Recycling Act. Requires manufacturers of plastic carryout bags to
register with the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency and pay to the Agency an initial registration
fee and annual registration renewal fee. Prohibits a manufacturer from selling or offering to sell plastic
carryout bag in the State unless the manufacturer is registered with the Agency and its name is printed
on the plastic carryout bags it manufactures. Requires each manufacturer to develop, and submit to
the Agency, a plan to support the collection and recycling of plastic carryout bags and plastic film
product wrap. SB 2224 prohibits retailers from purchasing plastic carryout bags from manufacturers
under certain circumstances. The bill sets forth duties of the Agency and creates penalties for
violations of the Act. It encourages manufacturers to include recycled content in the plastic carryout
bags that they produce and requires certain reports to be filed with the General Assembly. SB 2224
makes the Act inapplicable in units of local government with a population of over 2,000,000 and
specifies that the Plastic Bag and Film Recycling Act controls in the event of a conflict with another Act.
Denies home rule powers. It amends the Regulatory Sunset Act to provide for the repeal of the Plastic
Bag and Film Recycling Act on October 1, 2017.
5
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http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2224lv.pdf
Bill Status:
4/7/2016
Senate Placed on Calendar Order of 2nd Reading April 12, 2016

Emergency Telephone System Board
The Will County supports the immediate appropriation to the Department of State Police from the Statewide 91-1 Fund (funded by the 9-1-1 surcharge on phone lines and wireless phones) an amount necessary to pay all
costs pursuant to the Emergency Telephone System Act, including the operation of 9-1-1 dispatch centers
throughout the State of Illinois.
JCAR Rules Update
On January 17, 2016 the Illinois State Police adopted 6 new parts by emergency rule to the Consolidation of 91-1 Emergency Systems. These emergency rules implement Public Act 99-6 which transfers authority to
establish technical and operational rules for 9-1-1 systems under the Emergency Telephone System Act from
the ICC to the DSP, effective 1-1-16. The emergency rules can be found on the following link:
http://www.isp.state.il.us/statewide911/statewide911.cfm







Consolidation of 9-1-1 Emergency Systems
Standards of Service Applicable to 9-1-1 Emergency Systems
Requirements for Private Business Switch Service to Comply with the
Emergency Telephone System Act
9-1-1 Emergency Systems Consolidation Grants
Standards of Service Applicable to Wireless 9-1-1
Emergency Systems
Administration of the Statewide 9-1-1 Fund

Assessments
Pollution Control Equipment: The Will County Board opposes an expansion of the definition for pollution control
equipment.
We continue to monitor two bills that were introduced in the spring 2015 legislative session, HB 1352
(Hoffman) and SB 741 (Haine). Both bills would change the definition of pollution control devices and how
they are assessed. Both bills remain in the Rules and Assignments committees.
Other Bills of Involving Assessments

HB4667 (Yingling) -PROP TX-ASSESSMENT
Amends the Property Tax Code. Requires the township assessor or chief county assessment officer in a
county with a population of more than 300,000 but less than 3,000,000 inhabitants to deliver to each
person who makes a request a description or statement of any property assessed in that person's
name or in which he or she holds ownership interest and the valuation placed on that property.
6
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Provides that the statement must include certain specified information. Provides that, in lieu of this
statement, the assessor may include the equalization factors applied to the property and an
explanation of how equalization affects the assessment. Provides that the county board may
determine additional qualifications for board of review members above and beyond the statutory
requirements. Requires assessors in counties of more than 300,000 but less than 3,000,000 residents
to maintain a list of all properties where the equalized assessed value has increased by more than 15%
over the equalized assessed value of that property in the previous assessment year. Provides that the
list shall be transmitted to the chief county assessment officer with the assessment books for that
taxable year.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4667lv.pdf
Bill Status
3/29/2016
Assigned to House Property Tax Subcommittee

HB 6022 (McAsey) - PROP TX-PETROLEUM
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Property Tax Code. Provides that property that is (i) located within a county of less than
1,000,000 inhabitants and (ii) used for a petroleum refinery may be the subject of a real property tax
assessment settlement agreement if litigation is or was pending as to its assessed valuation as of
January 1, 2003 or thereafter.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB6022lv.pdf
Bill Status
3/29/2016
Assigned to House Property Tax Subcommittee

County Treasurer
The Will County Board supports legislation that amends the property tax code to reduce the number of Court
Ordered “Sale in Errors” and the Interest Rate Penalty for Court Ordered Refunds. In addition the Board
supports an increase in the “Sale in Error” from $60 to $100 per parcel.

HB 4568 (Hoffman) – PROP TX NOTICE JUDGMENT SALE
Amends the Property Tax Code. Provides that notices of application for judgment and sale may be sent
by first class mail (instead of registered or certified mail). Provides that the mailing must be supported
by the certificate or affidavit of the employee of the county collector who mailed the document,
stating the time and place of mailing or delivery, the complete address which appeared on the
envelope or package, and the fact that the proper postage was prepaid. Effective January 1, 2017.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4568lv.pdf
Bill Status:
3/29/2016
Assigned to House Property Tax Subcommittee

HB 6159 (Skoog) PROP TX-SALE IN ERROR
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Property Tax Code. In provisions concerning sales in error, provides that, in cases where
7
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improvements upon the property sold have been substantially destroyed or rendered uninhabitable or
otherwise unfit for occupancy, the court may order assignment of the certificate of purchase to the
county collector or the delinquent county tax agent instead of declaring a sale in error upon request of
the county collector. Provides that, if the certificate of purchase is assigned to the county delinquent
tax agent because the improvements have been substantially destroyed or rendered uninhabitable or
otherwise unfit for occupancy, then the county delinquent tax agent shall extend the redemption
period by 24 months. Requires the court to notify the county collector when it declares a sale in error
under certain conditions.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB6159lv.pdf
Bill Status:
3/29/2016
Assigned to House Property Tax Subcommittee

HB 6311 (Tryon) PROP TX- TAX PURCHASERS
Synopsis As Introduced
Provides that each tax purchaser shall pay to the county collector an automation fee set by the county
board of not more than $10 for each item purchased (currently, each county collector may assess such
a fee). Provides that the indemnity fee in counties with less than 3,000,000 inhabitants shall be not
more than $20 (currently, the fee is $20). Makes changes concerning the fee imposed by the county
board on each person purchasing property at a sale under the Code for payment of interest and costs.
House Amendment 1
Provides that the automation fee and the indemnity fee shall be set by the county collector (in the
introduced bill, the county board).
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB6311ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
4/4/2016
House Committee Amendment No. 1 Rules Refers to Revenue & Finance Committee

SB 874 (Harmon) – PROP TX-TAX DEED
Senate Committee Amendment 2
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Reinserts the provisions of the introduced bill. In
provisions concerning the issuance of tax deeds, provides that, if a current or former owner of the
property alleges and the court finds that the tax purchaser failed to substantially comply with
provisions of the Code concerning notices of sale and redemption rights, then the court shall presume
that the owner was prejudiced by the error contained in the notice. Further amends the Property Tax
Code. In provisions concerning the first notice of sale and redemption rights, provides that the notice
shall contain language stating that, if the last day to redeem is a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday, then the
time to redeem shall automatically be extended to the next day the office of the county clerk is open
to the public for business. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB0874sam002.pdf
Bill Status:
2/24/2016
House Property Tax Subcommittee
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Senate Committee Amendment 1
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Amends the Property Tax Code. Makes changes
concerning the notice of tax sale and redemption rights and the notice of expiration of period of
redemption to provide that certain information must appear in bold type. Provides that the notice of
expiration of period of redemption shall also be served by conspicuously and securely posting the
notice on or immediately adjacent to a principal entry door to the property. Provides that certain
notices must also be sent by first class mail. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB1525sam001.pdf
Bill Status:
4/7/2016
Senate Placed on Calendar Order of 2nd Reading April 7, 2016

SB 1629 (LaHood) – PROP TX- GARBAGE INVOICE
Senate Floor Amendment 1
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Reinserts the provisions of the introduced bill with
changes. Provides that the provisions of the introduced bill apply to a municipality that (i) has a
population of 114,000 but not more than 117,000 according to the 2010 decennial census, (ii) is
located in a county with a population of more than 185,000 but not more than 188,000 according to
the 2010 decennial census, and (iii) has in effect on January 1, 2015 an ordinance imposing a municipal
service charge on all residential locations within the municipality for the collection, hauling, and
disposal of garbage, refuse, and ashes (in the introduced bill, those provisions apply in a municipality
with a population of more than 100,000 but less than 1,000,000). Provides that the amendatory Act
shall not be construed to authorize a municipality to require that garbage, refuse, and ashes from
residential locations be disposed of at a specific disposal site or sites.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB1629sam001.pdf
Bill Status:
1/29/2016
House Final Action Deadline Extended April 28, 2016

Other






Oppose unfunded mandates imposed by State and Federal governments, and fund programs as
mandated by state law;
Oppose legislation that reduces our existing authority;
Oppose legislation that erodes our existing revenue base;
Honor all of the state’s financial obligations;
Do not divert dedicated revenues including, but not limited to, sales, gasoline, income and RTA taxes,
that should come to the county.

Property Tax Freeze/Property Tax Exemptions
There have been a number of bills introduced by members of the Illinois General Assembly since January 2015
that restricts a unit of local government’s ability to increase local property taxes. Governor Bruce Rauner
included this reform in the “Turn Around Agenda” that he announced in his 2015 State of the State address.
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SB 1525 (McGuire) REVENUE-TECH

State law created the Property Tax Extension Limitation Law (PTELL) with the intent of limiting increases in tax
extensions. Under the PTELL, a taxing district automatically receives an inflationary increase in tax extensions
on existing property. Only 39 counties of Illinois’ 102 are subject to the PTELL.
Many of the proposals that have been introduced essentially would freeze property tax extensions at the 2015
extension. This would apply to all units of local government throughout the state including home rule and
non-home rule units of government and both current PTELL and non-PTELL counties. Through a referendum
voters would be empowered to decide whether to grant a local unit of government additional taxing authority
in a given year.
Please find below bills that have been introduced that change the current method in which local governments
extend taxes in Illinois. As the spring 2016 legislative session progresses we will update you on any new
information or action that the Legislature might take regarding this matter.

HB 677 (Madigan/ Bradley) – REVENUE TECH
Amends the Property Tax Code.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB0677ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
3/3/2016
House Bill Second Reading Special Order- Property Tax Freeze

HB 695 (Madigan/Franks) – REVENUE TECH Amends the Property Tax Code. Provides that,
beginning with the 2015 levy year, the Property Tax Extension Limitation Law applies to all taxing
districts, including home rule units. Provides that, beginning with the 2015 levy year, the extension
limitation under the Property Tax Extension Limitation Law is 0% or the rate of increase approved by
the voters. Preempts home rule.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB0695ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
3/3/2016
House Bills Second Reading Special Order - Property Tax Freeze

HB 696 (Madigan/Franks) – REVENUE TECH
HA 1 to HB 696 Amends the Property Tax Code and the Property Tax Extension Limitation Act.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB0696ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
3/3/2016
House Bills on Second Reading Special Order- Property Tax Freeze

HB 4263 (Franks)- PTELL-SCHOOL FUNDING
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Property Tax Code. Provides that, for the 2016 and 2017 levy years, the Property Tax
Extension Limitation Law applies to all taxing districts, including home rule units and school districts.
Provides that, for the 2016 and 2017 levy years, the extension limitation under the Property Tax
Extension Limitation Law is 0% or the rate of increase approved by the voters. Preempts home rule.
Amends the State Mandates Act to require implementation without reimbursement. Amends the
10
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School Code. Creates a General State Aid Committee to propose a revised school funding formula for
Illinois schools. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4263lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/24/2016
House Property Tax Subcommittee

HB 4267 (Crespo) – PTELL RESERVES
Amends the Property Tax Extension Limitation Law in the Property Tax Code. Provides that, if, at the
end of any levy year, a taxing district has reserves of 50% or more of its operating budget for that levy
year, then, for the next levy year, "extension limitation" means 0% or the rate of increase approved by
the voters. Preempts the power of home rule units to tax.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4267lv.pdf
Bill Status:
3/29/2016
House Property Tax Subcommittee

HB 4290 (Franks) – PROP TX SENIOR OCCUPANT
Amends the Property Tax Code. Provides that the aggregate rate of tax imposed by all taxing districts
on any parcel of residential property that, as of January 1 of the levy year, has been occupied by a
qualified taxpayer as his or her principal dwelling place for a period of at least 30 years shall not exceed
5%. Provides that the term "qualified taxpayer" means a person who (i) is 65 years of age or older
during the taxable year, (ii) is liable for paying real estate taxes on the property, and (iii) is an owner of
record of the property or has a legal or equitable interest therein as evidenced by a written
instrument, except for a leasehold interest, other than a leasehold interest of land on which a single
family residence is located. Contains provisions concerning applications for the reduction. Effective
immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4290lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/24/2016
Assigned to House Property Tax Subcommittee

HB 4291 (Franks) – PROP TX SELLING PRICE EXEMPT
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Property Tax Code. Provides that, if the cumulative amount paid in property taxes by a
particular taxpayer for a particular parcel of homestead property equals or exceeds the selling price of
that homestead property at the time the property was sold, transferred, or conveyed to the taxpayer,
then that property is exempt from taxation until such time as the property is sold, transferred, or
conveyed to another taxpayer. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4291lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/24/2016
Assigned to House Property Tax Subcommittee

HB 4573 (Cabello) – PROP TX LEVY REDUCTION
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Property Tax Code. Provides that, beginning in taxable year 2016 and concluding in taxable
11
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year 2021, the county clerk shall reduce the property taxes levied by each taxing district to a level that
is not greater than that taxing district's levy in the previous taxable year. Provides that the county clerk
may increase or decrease the portion of a total tax levy paid by any individual taxpayer, provided that
the increase or decrease in the individual taxpayer's tax bill is based solely on a change in the equalized
assessed value of the taxpayer's property. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4573lv.pdf
Bill Status:
3/29/2016
Assigned to House Property Tax Subcommittee

HB 4612 (Franks) – PROP TX SENIOR FREEZE
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Property Tax Code. In a Section granting a Senior Citizens Assessment Freeze Homestead
Exemption, provides that the maximum income limitation is $60,000 for taxable year 2016 and
thereafter. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4612lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/1/2016
Referred to House Rules Committee

SB 2189 (Morrison) – PROP TX DISABLED VETERANS
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Property Tax Code. Provides that the homestead exemption for veterans with disabilities
applies to all real property that is the primary residence of a veteran with a disability (currently, the
exemption applies only to property with an equalized assessed value of less than $250,000). Provides
that, if the veteran has a service connected disability of 70% or more, then the maximum exemption
amount is $250,000 (currently, the property is exempt). Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2189lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/18/2016
Assigned to Subcommittee on Property Tax

Local Government Travel Expenses
HB 4379 (McSweeney) – LOCAL GOV TRAVEL EXPENSES
House Committee Amendment 1
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Reinserts the provisions of the introduced bill with the
following changes: Provides that the Act also applies to community college districts (currently, school
districts and non-home rule units of local government); and that expenses officers or employees
expend that exceed the maximum allowable expenses, and any expenses for members of the
governing board or corporate authorities, must be approved by the governing board or corporate
authorities (currently, all expenses must be approved by the board or corporate authorities).
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4379ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
4/7/2016
House Placed on Calendar Order of 3rd Reading- Short Debate
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Local Government Finance
SB 2270 (Stadelman) LOCAL GOV AUDITORS
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Governmental Account Audit Act. Provides that units of local government (including
school districts and public colleges and universities) shall limit contracts or appointments with auditors
to 5 years and shall competitively bid auditor contracts or appointments. Provides that a unit of local
government may not contract with or appoint an auditor or auditing firm who has done any audit of
the unit of local government in the previous 5 fiscal years unless an auditing firm practices audit
partner rotation. Allows the Comptroller to waive the limitation on the same auditor or auditing firm in
certain circumstances. Amends the Counties Code, the Illinois Municipal Code, the Park District Code,
the School Code, the Board of Higher Education Act, and the Public Community College Act making
conforming changes.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2270lv.pdf
Bill Status:
4/6/2016
Postponed to Senate Local Government

HB 4238 (Cabello) – MUNI HOME RULE TAX LIMITAION
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Illinois Municipal Code. Provides that notwithstanding any provision of law to the
contrary, on and after the effective date of this amendatory Act, no home rule unit may impose any tax
increase, or levy any new or additional tax, without prior referendum approval.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4238lv.pdf

Casino Gaming/Video Gaming
HB 2663 (Jones) GAMING TECH
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Video Gaming Act.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB2663ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
2/24/2016
House Finance Subcommittee

HB 2939 (Rita) GAMING CHICAGO CASINO/BOAT
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Riverboat Gambling Act. Changes the short title to the Illinois Gambling Act and changes
corresponding references to the Act throughout the statutes. Authorizes the Illinois Gaming Board to
conduct gambling operations on a riverboat or in a casino, through a licensed manager, within the City
of Chicago. Provides that the City of Chicago shall select the site for the gambling operation and
acquire, upon consultation with the Capital Development Board, any land necessary for its
construction, including by condemnation or eminent domain, and the City of Chicago shall convey to
13
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the Illinois Gaming Board property so acquired upon reimbursement to the City of Chicago of the
purchase price of the property, plus reasonable interest costs. Requires the Capital Development Board
to construct, repair, and maintain, or contract for and supervise the construction, repair, and
maintenance of, facilities for use by the Board to conduct the gambling operations. Provides deadlines
for the selection of a licensed manager for the gambling operations and limits the number of positions
that may be operated. Provides that no admissions tax shall be imposed upon admissions to that
gambling operation. Amends the Riverboat Gambling Act and the Video Gaming Act to prohibit
political contributions from certain licensees. Makes other changes. Contains a severability clause.
Effective September 1, 2015.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB2939lv.pdf
Bill Status:
1/26/2016
Assigned to House Executive Committee

HB 4325 (Hays) VIDEO GAMING DISTILLERIES
House Amendment 1
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Amends the Video Gaming Act. Provides that "licensed
establishment" includes the premises of any craft distiller licensee under the Liquor Control Act of
1934 where alcoholic liquor is drawn, poured, mixed, or otherwise served for consumption on the
premises. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4325ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
2/16/2016
House Committee Amendment 1 Refers to Executive Committee

HB 4629 (Brady) VIDEO GAMING TRUCK STOPS
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Video Gaming Act. Provides that a licensed truck stop establishment that sells at retail
more than 50,000 gallons of diesel or biodiesel fuel per month may operate up to 10 video gaming
terminals on its premises at any time. Provides that all other licensed truck stop establishments may
operate no more than 5 video gaming terminals. Provides that the restricted area in which video
gaming terminals must be located may be monitored in real time via a closed-circuit video camera
system by at least one on-premises employee who is over 21 years of age (as an alternative to having
the entrance of the restricted area within the view of such an employee).
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4629lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/1/2016
Referred to House Rule Committee

SB 2169 (Noland) – RIVERBOAT GAMBLING TAX CREDIT
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Riverboat Gambling Act. Provides that an owners licensee that conducted gambling
operations prior to January 1, 2015 shall receive a dollar-for-dollar credit against the taxes imposed by
the Act for any money paid to a local government or charitable organization. Provides that the credit
shall not impair, prevent, or otherwise limit the ability of a local government to receive certain funds
under the Riverboat Gaming Act. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2169lv.pdf
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Bill Status:
2/18/2016

Assigned to Senate Subcommittee on Tax Credits

SB 2216 (Link) – GAMING LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Riverboat Gambling Act. Provides that a first conviction for driving under the influence
under the Illinois Vehicle Code is not considered a subsequent conviction under certain licensure
provisions of the Act concerning disqualifying criminal convictions if the conviction was more than 10
years prior to his or her application for a license to operate a licensed establishment, licensed truck
stop establishment, licensed fraternal establishment, or licensed veterans establishment under the
Video Gaming Act.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2216lv.pdf
Bill Status:
3/3/2016
Placed on Senate Calendar Order of 3rd Reading March 8, 2016

SB2357 (Syverson) GAMING FUNDS
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Riverboat Gambling Act. Removes provisions concerning the distribution of certain funds
into the Horse Racing Equity Fund.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2357lv.pdf
Bill Status:
3/8/2016
Placed on Senate Calendar Order of 3rd Reading March 9, 2016.

Prompt Payment/Late Payment
HB 4429 (Nekritz) – PROMPT PAYMENT LATE PAYMENT
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the State Prompt Payment Act. Provides that after the effective date of the amendatory Act,
any bill approved for payment under the Act and pursuant to a health benefit plan under the State
Employees Group Insurance Act of 1971 or submitted under Article V of the Illinois Public Aid Code,
except a bill for pharmacy or nursing facility services or goods, if payment is not issued to the payee in
a timely manner under the Section, the following interest penalty shall apply to any amount approved
and unpaid until final payment is made: the sum of the prime commercial rate plus 4.0% per year,
applied pro rata for the amount of time the bill remains unpaid. Defines "prime commercial rate".
Amends the Illinois Insurance Code. In provisions concerning timely payment for health care services,
provides that the interest to be charged on late payments of periodic payments, payments by
independent practice associations and physician-hospital organizations, and payments by health
insurers, health maintenance organizations, managed care plans, health care plans, preferred provider
organizations, and third party administrators shall be the sum of the prime commercial rate plus 4.0%
per year. Defines "prime commercial rate". Amends the State Employees Group Insurance Act of 1971.
Provides that the program of health benefits offered under the Act is subject to certain provisions of
the Illinois Insurance Code concerning late payments and assignability except as otherwise provided.
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http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4429lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/24/2016
Referred to House Finance Subcommittee

Road Districts / MFT Revenue / Highway Right-of-Way
HB 4368 (Pritchard) – CNTY CD MOTOR FUEL REVENUE
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Counties Code. Provides that the county board of Boone County (currently, only DuPage,
Kane, and McHenry counties) may impose a tax on those selling motor fuel. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4368ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
2/24/2016
Assigned to House Sales and Other Taxes Subcommittee

SB 2172 (Forby) - $DOT ROAD DISTRICTS
Synopsis As Introduced
Appropriates $582,500,000 from the Motor Fuel Tax Fund to the Department of Transportation for
counties, municipalities, and counties for distribution to road districts in accordance with the Motor
Fuel Tax Law. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2172lv.pdf
Bill Status:
9/9/2015
Referred to Senate Assignments

SB 2237 (Harmon) – HWY CD TELECOMM COMPNAY
Senate Committee Amendment No. 1
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Reinserts the provisions of the bill as introduced and
makes a change providing that upon receipt of an application, consent to use a highway may be
granted to any communications provider (rather than telecommunications company) issued a
certificate of public convenience and necessity from the Illinois Commerce Commission. Provides
requirements (same as those under current law for a public utility) for communications provider
(rather than telecommunication company) use of a highway right-of-way if the highway authority does
not have fee ownership of the property to be used. Defines "communications provider".
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2237sam001.pdf
Bill Status:
4/7/2016
Senate Placed on Calendar Order of 2nd Reading April 12, 2016

Will County Road Projects





Weber Road and Interstate 55
Interstate 55
Interstate 80
County Road Projects
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HB 1191 (Madigan/McAsey) – CIVIL LAW- TECH
(Will County 2016 Legislative Priority)
House Amendment No. 1
Replaces everything after the enacting clause. Amends the Eminent Domain Act. Provides that quicktake proceedings may be used for a period of no more than one year after the effective date by Will
County for the acquisition of certain described property for the purpose of expanding the portion of
Weber Road (County Highway 88) between Normantown Road and West 135th Street. Effective
immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB1191ham001.pdf
Bill Status:
4/4/2016
House Placed on Calendar 2nd Reading – Short Debate

Revenue/ Tax Proposals
HB 4300 (Franks) – BIMP-REVENUE
Synopsis As Introduced
Creates the FY2016 and FY2017 Budget Implementation (Revenue) Act. Creates the Illinois Business
and Economic Development Corporation Act. Authorizes the Department of Commerce and Economic
Opportunity to incorporate the Illinois Business and Economic Development Corporation as a not-forprofit corporation. Creates the Health Insurance Claims Assessment Act. Imposes an assessment of 1%
on claims paid by a health insurance carrier or third-party administrator. Provides that the moneys
received and collected under the Act shall be deposited into the Healthcare Provider Relief Fund.
Repeals the New Markets Development Program Act on July 1, 2016. Amends the Illinois Income Tax
Act. Makes changes concerning: the apportionment of business income for persons other than
residents; the bonus depreciation deduction for property acquired by a small business; the research
and development credit; and transfers into the Local Government Distributive Fund. Amends the Tax
Delinquency Amnesty Act. Provides for an amnesty period beginning October 1, 2016 and ending
November 8, 2016. Amends the Limited Liability Company Act. Reduces certain fees. Eliminates
stipends for various local and county officers. Amends various Acts to eliminate compensation and
expense reimbursement for certain boards and commissions. Amends the Use Tax Act, the Service Use
Tax Act, the Service Occupation Tax Act, and the Retailers' Occupation Tax Act. Provides that the rail
carrier and rolling stock exemptions sunset on June 30, 2016. Makes changes concerning gasohol.
Makes changes concerning the Public Aid Code. Amends the Unified Code of Corrections. Makes
changes concerning staffing. Effective immediately.
House Committee Amendment No. 4
Makes changes to provisions of the introduced bill amending the Illinois Public Aid Code. Provides that
all 340B dispensing fees shall be reduced by 2.25% from the rates in effect as of April 30, 2015 (in the
introduced bill, in State fiscal year 2016, dispensing fees for 340B drugs and non-340B drugs are $2.35
for brand name drugs and $5.38 for generic drugs).
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4300ham004.pdf
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Bill Status:
4/4/2016

House Committee Amend No. 4 Rules Refers to Revenue & Finance Committee

HB 4631 (Smiddy) – CNTY CD SCHOOL FACILITIES
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Counties Code. Increases the maximum rate for the county school facility occupation tax
from 1% to 2%. Provides that, in addition to the uses currently provided for by law, proceeds from the
tax may also be used for transportation costs and technology investments. Effective July 1, 2016.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4631lv.pdf

Bill Status:
2/24/2016

House Sales and Other Taxes Subcommittee

HB 5598 (Flynn Currie) – IDOR TAX COMPLIANCE FUND
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Department of Revenue Law of the Civil Administrative Code of Illinois. Provides that
moneys in the Tax Compliance and Administration Fund shall consist of deposits provided for in tax
laws, reimbursements, or other payments received from units of local government for administering a
local tax or fee on behalf of the unit of local government in accordance with the Local Tax Collection
Act, or other payments designated for deposit into the Fund. Amends the Retailers' Occupation Tax
Act. In provisions concerning the disclosure of information, provides that the Department of Revenue
may furnish certain information to counties as well as municipalities. Provides that, in addition to other
information that the Department of Revenue is authorized to disclose, the Department may also
disclose the standard classification number assigned to a business. Makes changes concerning
cancellation of agreements. Provides that the Department of Revenue may enter into tax collection
agreements with any unit of local government (currently, only counties and municipalities). Contains
provisions concerning ordinances or resolutions imposing or discontinuing a tax collected by the
Department pursuant to an intergovernmental agreement. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB5598.pdf
Bill Status:
2/24/2016
House Sales and Other Taxes Subcommittee

County Nursing Home
HB 4958 (Tryon) – PTELL NURSING HOME
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Property Tax Extension Limitation Law in the Property Tax Code. Provides that a taxing
district may, by ordinance, specify a period of time during which it will suspend its extension for
nursing home purposes. Provides that, for the first levy year in which that taxing district resumes its full
extension for nursing home purposes, the district's aggregate extension base shall be calculated as if
the district had used its maximum extension for nursing home purposes for the levy years during which
the extension was suspended. Provides that a taxing district may recapture the amount that the district
18
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could have levied for nursing home purposes during the suspension period by passing an ordinance
increasing its aggregate extension base for that purpose. Effective immediately.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/HB/PDF/09900HB4958lv.pdf
Bill Status:
2/24/2016
House Property Tax Subcommittee

SB 2519 (Link) – FACILITY ELECTRONIC MONITORING
Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Authorized Electronic Monitoring in Long-Term Care Facilities Act. Adds references to
facilities licensed under the MC/DD Act to the definitions of "facility" and "resident's representative".
In a provision that requires a resident conducting authorized electronic monitoring to obtain the
consent of any new roommate, provides that if a new roommate does not consent to authorized
electronic monitoring and the resident conducting the authorized electronic monitoring does not
remove or disable the electronic monitoring device, the facility shall (instead of may) turn off the
device. Provides that all electronic monitoring device installations and supporting services shall comply
with the requirements of the 2012 edition (instead of the 2000 edition) of the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) 101 Life Safety Code. Provides that the Department of Public Health's distribution
of up to $50,000 in funds to certain residents for the purchase and installation of authorized electronic
monitoring devices is subject to appropriation. Amends the MC/DD Act. Provides that a resident shall
be permitted to conduct authorized electronic monitoring of the resident's room. Provides that it is a
business offense for a person to intentionally retaliate or discriminate against any resident for
consenting to authorized electronic monitoring under the Authorized Electronic Monitoring in LongTerm Care Facilities Act. Provides that it is a business offense for a facility to prevent the installation or
use of an electronic monitoring device by a resident who has provided the facility with the required
notice and consent.
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/99/SB/PDF/09900SB2519.pdf
Bill Status:
4/6/2016
Senate Placed on Calendar Order of 2nd Reading April 7, 2016
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INTRODUCTION
1.1.

PURPOSE
a. To provide definitions for travel status, meals and incidentals, and
other reimbursements of legitimate and necessary travel/business
expenses in general conformance with Internal Revenue Service
requirements under appropriate accountable plan
b. To provide written guidelines for all Will County officials and
employees who incur, authorize, and/or approve travel/ business
expenses.
c. To provide procedures for the equitable and timely processing of
travel/business expense reimbursements.
d. To provide uniform instructions for the reporting and documentation
of travel/business expenses.
e. The primary emphasis of this Policy is on business and travel
expense reimbursements because those expense reimbursements
are the focus of Internal Revenue Service (IRS) accountable plan
rules. Very generally, the following are the IRS requirements for
tax-free reimbursements of expenses under an appropriate
accountable plan:
i.
There must be a business connection for the expense and
the expense must be reasonable and necessary.
ii.
There must be a reasonable accounting for the expense.
f.

The IRS has issued a number of regulations which further define these
requirements and this Policy is designed to meet them.

2
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APPLICABILITY

These rules apply to the expenditure of public funds by County Officials, Will
County Board Members and employees for Travel/ Business expenses incurred
within or outside the County of WILL. Applicability includes Countywide elected
officials, County Board members, officials appointed by the Twelfth Judicial
Circuit, judges and employees of Will County and the Twelfth Judicial Circuit.
1.3.

AUTHORITY

The Will County BUSINESS/TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT REGULATIONS and
Will County BUSINESS/TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT SCHEDULE are
promulgated in accordance with statutory authority of the Will County Board.
1.4.

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

IRS accountable plan rules require the county to maintain a policy under which
persons defined must account for all business and travel expenses and
allowances. The accounting must include:
a. sufficient information to establish a valid business purpose of the
travel, entertainment, or other business expense;
b. substantiation of the business and/or travel expense with required
original receipts and an adequate record of each expense
indicating the amount, date and place for all expenses.
1.5. DEFINITIONS
a. Travel Status
i.
Traveling Away From Tax Home
An applicable individual as defined who is traveling away from home. You
are traveling away from home if (1) Your duties require you to be away
from the general area of your tax home substantially longer that an
ordinary day’s work and (2) You need to sleep or rest to meet the
demands of your work while away from your home.
ii.

One Day Trip

An applicable individual as defined that travels for a one day trip. The IRS
considers breakfast and dinner allowances, figured on the basis of hours
worked, to be taxable to the employee. One day trip is defined as when an
employee departs and returns the same day. .
b. Travel

3
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1.2.

Business Travel and Professional/Educational Travel are defined herein.
Expense reimbursements for authorized travel include, but are not limited
to, registration fees, transportation, lodging, and meals and incidentals
separated by the travel status definitions.
i.

ii.

Business Travel
1. Travel to business meetings, case conferences, etc as a
direct assignment or in the direct interest or benefit to WILL
County, at which the attendance of a County representative
or representatives is considered necessary for the
development, execution, or maintenance of a course of
action by the County or a County agency
2. Travel for training, where such training is required for job
performance, e.g. basic police training, property appraiser
courses, special EDP programming courses, etc
3. Travel required by County officials and/or employees to
appear before the Congress, the Legislature, governmental
bodies, their committees or sub-committees, or any other
official body or organization. Includes attendance at
professional conventions where pending or contemplated
legislation is to be reviewed or discussed which, if enacted,
would affect the interest of WILL County.
4. Travel required for the planning and completion of newly
approved or ongoing capital construction project, e.g. site
visits, architect meetings, etc.
5. Travel required to maintain or obtain financing for ongoing or
newly approved programs, e.g. bond sales, federal or state
grants, etc.
Professional /Educational Travel
1. Expenses associated with professional/educational travel
are authorized in relation to budget approval, as well as
County Official or Department Head’s judgment as to the
benefits to the County and/or the long-term value of an
employee attending these particular organized presentations
2. Travel to a meeting of a professional organization or a major
division thereof, which is open to attendance by all members
and other interested parties at which subjects of general
interest to the entire group or a major division thereof are
reviewed.

4
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3. Travel to attend an institute, seminar, symposium, or lecture
series where a specific course or instruction is provided, or
opinions are gathered on a single subject or group of closely
related subjects. Included are those meetings of user
groups for certain systems utilized by the County.
c. Incidentals
Incidentals are fees and tips given to porters, baggage carriers, hotel staff
and staff on ships.
d. Per Diem Reimbursement
A per diem reimbursement is a daily allowance to pay for meals and
incidentals while traveling on business. The amount of expenses
reimbursed under a per diem allowance method will be deemed
substantiates without receipts, provided the requirement of the
accountable plan requirements are met. (Reg 1.62-2(h)(2)(i)(B)
1.6.

General
It is the policy to reimburse allowable, authorized expenses incurred in the
performance of County duties, within the budgetary constraints
established by the County Board.
County officials and employees are expected to exercise good judgment
and proper regard for public funds when incurring business and travel
expenses. It is the policy of the County to use the least expensive means
of travel when travelling on County business. Personal items and other
non- business/professional related expenses will not be reimbursable.
Any deposit, pre-registration fees or other pre-trip costs that are lost or
forfeited due to an alteration in the official’s or employee’s plans other than
those caused by emergencies of work or family, shall be reimbursed to the
County immediately and include receipt issued by Treasurer to the
Auditor’s office as proof thereof.
Reimbursable expenses that have been incurred in the last quarter of the
fiscal year must be submitted for reimbursement by the end of the 90 day
“reserve window”. Failure to comply with the timing requirement may
result in a disallowance of reimbursement.

5
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When a spouse or child (children) accompanies the elected or appointed
official or county employee, the spouse’s/child’s expenses will not be
reimbursed by the County. The elected or appointed official or the County
employee shall pay the difference between single and double
accommodations and all other expenses as stated in 4 of this policy.
No County official or employee involved with a non-unique or non-sole
source product or service evaluation, recommendation, or approval of
purchases shall accept free out-of-state transportation or lodging.
Any county official or employee traveling at the expense of an existing
vendor who either (a) bills related costs back to the County under a
reimbursable expense clause or (b) assumes such cost, shall fully
disclose the travel destination and business being conducted.
In order to minimize the County’s total cost per trip, County officials and
employees are encouraged to maximize the use of reduced-fare
promotions. While travelers are not normally permitted to leave early or
stay longer than designated business requires at County expense, they
are encouraged to take advantage of reduced fares whenever possible.
This may mean leaving in advance, or possibly staying longer. The total
cost savings should take into account lost productivity if normal working
time is missed. This lengthened stay may be permissible when it can be
documented that the net effect is a lower cost for a trip. This cost saving
statement shall be articulated in a MEMO from the Department Head or
Elected Official and attached to the Travel Expense Report as an
explanation for early or extended stays.
a. Guidelines for Documentation and Receipts for lodging and transportation
i.
In order to receive reimbursement for allowable travel expenses, an
appropriate completed Business and Travel Expense Report with
appropriate receipt documentation must be submitted within (30)
days of the return date of the trip. Specifically, after return, an
expenditure report must be completed, and required receipts must
be submitted by the elected or appointed official or by the County
Employee within (30) days on a properly completed reimbursement
form.
ii.
The employee must verify the date, time, place, amount, and
business purpose of expenses. This should be substantiated by
attaching the meeting/seminar detailed agenda. Unless business
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purpose is substantiated under the per diem plan, receipts are
required for reimbursement
i.

After return from the trip the elected or appointed official or the
County employee who engaged in authorized travel shall submit
receipts for all expenditures for which that official or employee is
seeking reimbursement.
ii.
All receipts for lodging, transportation, and registration expenses
shall be in the name of the elected or appointed official or the
county employee in order for such expenses to be reimbursable.
iii.
If expenses were incurred for attendance at any seminar or other
event for which a registration form was required, a completed copy
of same must be submitted with the reimbursement request.
b. Registration fees for professional/educational activities
i.
Actual registration fee reimbursement is allowed for authorized
attendance or professional/educational activities. Advance
registration should be used where the amount of the registration fee
increases as the date of the event approaches.
ii.
Prepaid Fees
If registration fees were prepaid, include indication of the
prepayment on the Business and Travel Expense Reimbursement
Form.
If a registration fee includes a meal(s), there will be no per diem for
meal cost in lieu of those already in the fees, unless prior
authorization is obtained from Elected Official or Department Head
and only for health, dietary, or religious reasons.

2.

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES
a. MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
i.

Usual local and long distance modes of transportation to
destinations authorized for travel in the course of County business
include automobiles, airlines, railroads, buses, taxicabs, and limos.
Items identified under Policy may affect decisions related to the
mode of transportation. In all cases, travel should be by the most
economical mode of transportation available, considering travel
time and work requirements.

7
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ii.

County vehicles should not be used for out-of-state trips where the
final destination is more than 100 miles outside the Illinois border.

b. ROUTING OF TRAVEL
i.

Travel shall be by the most direct route. Travel by other routes is
allowed when required by the individual’s official duties, safety
considerations and unusual circumstances. Higher cost travel
interruptions for individual convenience are not reimbursable.
Explanations of unusual circumstances shall be reflected in a
MEMO to the Auditor’s Office by the appropriate Department Head
or Elected Official and attached to the Business and Travel
Expense Report.

c. COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION
i.

Individuals will be reimbursed for actual and necessary costs of
transportation by airline, railroad, or other common carrier following
these guidelines:

ii.

Commercial Common Carriers
1. Uses of common carriers such as airlines, trains, and buses
will be reimbursed at actual cost of the most common rate.
Upgrades to higher fares will only be considered in
emergencies and must be supported by written statements
detailing the circumstances that created the extraordinary
expenditure. In all cases, a traveler shall attempt to secure
the lowest fare available given scheduling requirements.

iii.

Taxicab Fares
1. Taxicab fares are reimbursable. Receipts for fares are
required unless splitting of fare with other riders makes it
impractical to obtain. If this occurs, the fare information
should be included on the Business and Travel Expense
Report and an explanation attached. If free van, bus or
shuttle service is available and convenient, it is
recommended in lieu of taxicabs or limos.

iv.

Limousine Service
1. Use of limousine service is reimbursable when there is an
economic cost benefit compared to the use of alternative

8
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transportation including parking costs. Limousine services
will not be reimbursed where it can be demonstrated that
use of other transportation can be more cost effective.
v.

Vehicle Rental
1. A rental vehicle is not to be used as a personal convenience.
Rental vehicle reimbursement is limited to:
2. A situation that occurs where the traveler’s final geographic
destination is remote to the transportation terminal and there
is no other cost effective conveyance from the common
carrier terminal.
3. A situation where there are three or more County travelers,
and it is cost effective to rent a vehicle in lieu of the total
actual round trip cost of the taxi, limo, etc., for each traveler.
4. A situation where timely flight connections can only be made
by utilizing a short-term car rental.

d. PRIVATE CONVEYANCE
i.

The use of a privately owned means of transportation for County
business is permitted when such use is necessary or desirable due
to lack of any convenient means of transportation, or is otherwise
advantageous to the County.

ii.

Personal Automobiles

iii.

Use of personal automobile for travel will be reimbursed using the
prevailing IRS mileage allowance for the private auto trip.

iv.

When two or more employees travel in one vehicle, reimbursement
will be made to only one employee. The names of all travelers
shall be indicated on a MEMO signed by the Department Head or
Elected Official and attached to the Business and Travel Expense
Report

v.

Reimbursement for long distance trip auto mileage shall be the
lower of coach airfare or actual miles times the prevailing IRS rate
per mile. Vehicle trips under normal circumstances should be 750
round trip miles or less.

9
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vi.

When more than one County employee travels to the same
destination, the employees will be required to travel in the same
vehicle. If the employees do not travel in the same vehicle, the
Department Head or Elected Official will have to submit a MEMO
indicating the reason why the employees did not travel together. If
a letter is not submitted by the Department Head or Elected Official,
then the reimbursement will not be made.

e. INCIDENTAL AUTO EXPENSES

3.

i.

Certain costs associated with the use of vehicles are reimbursable.

ii.

Gasoline required for the continued use of a County vehicle is
reimbursable with appropriate documentation.

iii.

The cost of automobile parking fees, bridge, road and tunnel tolls
shall be allowed. The fee for parking a vehicle at a common carrier
terminal, or other parking area, while the traveler is away shall be
allowed only to the extent that the fees, plus the allowable mileage
reimbursement to and from the terminal area, does not exceed the
estimated cost for use of a limousine or taxicab to and from the
terminal.

LODGING ALLOWANCE
a. It is the responsibility of each individual to request the lowest lodging rate
available at the time of making the reservation. Special seminar,
conference, or government rates shall be sought.
b. Lodging reimbursement shall be at actual costs consistent with facilities
available and proximity to the location of a conference, seminar or
business meeting. Where multiple occupancy involving a spouse and/or
other family members has occurred, the County official or employee may
only claim the actual and necessary cost of his or her single occupancy at
a single rate. If no single rate exists, the lowest double rate shall be
reimbursed.
c. Lodging provided by a friend, relative or non-invoicing lodging organization
is not reimbursable.
d. The number of nights for which an employee may obtain reimbursement
will be limited to the number necessary to conduct County business. For
those conferences or meetings that begin in the morning, arrival the night
before the conference is reimbursable. For conferences, which end after
10
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5:00PM, lodging expenses for that night will also be reimbursed.
Employees are encouraged to return home on the final day of the
conference whenever possible.
e. Longer stays where lodging is reimbursable are permitted if they result in
a significant savings in transportation costs. The employee requesting the
reimbursement must document the net savings if longer stays are
requested, including the lodging expense and meals. Lost work time
should also be taken into account when calculating the cost savings.
f. It is not considered prudent to use public funds for overnight lodging within
a 75 mile radius of the Building where the Department is located, therefore
it is not normally reimbursed. Exceptions to this policy would be:
i.

If documented business meetings extend past 8:00 p.m., and then
resume again at 8:00 am the next morning. Business meetings, in
this instance, do not include dinners, receptions, or social functions
sponsored for attendees during the evening hours. Employees
may attend these functions, at their own expense, and if they
choose to remain away from home overnight, lodging will not be
reimbursable.

ii.

If weather conditions make a return trip unsafe, then an overnight
stay may be reimbursable.

iii.

If due to a physical handicap or other special needs extended travel
time is necessary, then an overnight stay may be reimbursable.

g. Personal items such as movie rentals, clothes cleaning, etc., are not
reimbursable.
4.

Per Diem for Meals and Incidentals
a. Meal Allowance
i.

An individual who meets the definition for traveling away from tax
home will be eligible for per diem allowance as determined by the
U.S. General Services Administration CONUS (Continental United
States) rate for the location and time the event occurred. In the
event the per diem locality is not listed in the CONUS rate listing,
the Standard CONUS rate should be used. A list of the CONUS
rates can be obtained from the Auditor's Office, by visiting the
County Intranet, or the GSA
website:www.gsa.gov/portal/content/104877
11
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ii.

An individual on a one day trip as defined above will be reimbursed
for meal only in the following cases:

iii.

When an employee leaves their official station two or more hours
before their regular work shift, they are eligible for breakfast per
diem.

iv.

When an employee returns to their official station two or more
hours after their regular work shift, they are eligible for dinner per
diem. Lunches on one day trips are reimbursed only in the following
cases: When traveling as an Outside the US Board Member or
unpaid member of an advisory committee, When a meal at a
convention, conference or meeting is part of the agenda and the
cost of the meal has not previously been paid with the registration
fee. Receipt and documentation required.

v.

When directed or required to attend mealtime business meetings,
including community or public relations meetings. Receipt and
documentation required.

12
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b. MEAL (S) INCLUDED IN REGISTRATION FEES

Total

i.

When the cost of a meal(s) for an approved
professional/educational conference, seminar or business meeting
is included as a portion of the Registration Fee, the traveler shall
not request a meal reimbursement in lieu of the meal in the
registration cost. If the traveler does not partake in the meal, the
cost of the replacement meal is not reimbursable, unless prior
authorization is obtained from Elected Official or Department Head
and only for health, dietary, or religious reasons and included with
reimbursement request to the auditor.

ii.

When traveling away from tax home and meal(s) are included and
paid for as part of registration, the table below represents the per
diem allowable reimbursement for meals and incidentals by
CONUS rates.

Continental

Lunch

Dinner

IE

Breakfast/
Breakfast
$51

$11

$12

$23

$5

$54

$12

$13

$24

$5

$59

$13

$15

$26

$5

$64

$15

$16

$28

$5

$69

$16

$17

$31

$5

$74

$17

$18

$34

$5
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Total

First and Last Day of
Travel

$51

$38.25

$54

$40.50

$59

$44.25

$64

$48.00

$69

$51.75

$74

$55.50
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c. FIRST AND LAST DAYS OF TRAVEL
i.
Meals and incidentals are reimbursed on the first and last days of
travel at 75% of applicable CONUS per diem rate.
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Background ........................................................................................................2

5.2.a

From its review of the electronic waste (“e-waste”) recycling program created by the Electronic Products
Recycling and Reuse Act (“Act”), Illinois EPA has concluded that mandated manufacturer recycling goals
do not result in the sufficient collection of residential e-waste. The Act’s underlying premise, that these
goals would create a robust collection program that would sustain a healthy recycling market, has
turned out to be flawed.
The safe management of e-waste will require a multi-faceted solution. In this report, Illinois EPA
recommends amending the current e-waste recycling program to provide a collection infrastructure that
is available year-round, accepts all devices, and is distributed throughout the State based on population
density.
Illinois EPA would like to thank everyone who participated in this program review process. These
individuals represent a diverse and experienced group of local governments, collectors, recyclers, and
manufacturers. Their input has been essential to this report.

Background
The Electronic Products Recycling and Reuse Act took effect on September 17, 2008, to “set forth
procedures by which the recycling and processing for reuse of covered electronic devices (“CEDs”) will
be accomplished in Illinois.” Under the Act, CEDs are defined to include the following when taken out of
service from a residence in Illinois:
Televisions
Computer Monitors
Printers
Computers (laptop, notebook,
netbook, tablet, desktop)
Electronic Keyboards

Facsimile Machines
Small-Scale Servers
Videocassette Recorders
Portable Digital Music Players
Digital Video Disc Players
Video Game Consoles

Scanners
Electronic Mice
Digital Converter Boxes
Cable Receivers
Satellite Receivers
Digital Video Disc Recorders

Effective January 1, 2012, the Act instituted a ban on the disposal of any of the above devices in Illinois
landfills. To provide for the large-scale diversion of e-waste from landfills, the Act required
manufacturers that sell CEDs in Illinois to register with the Illinois EPA, pay a registration fee, and meet
annual e-waste recycling goals. For program year 2012, each manufacturer was required to recycle or
reuse at least 40 percent of the total weight of the CEDs that the manufacturer sold in Illinois during the
calendar year beginning 2010. For program years 2013 and 2014, each manufacturer was required to
recycle or reuse at least 50 percent of the total weight of the CEDs that the manufacturer sold in Illinois
during the calendar year two years before the applicable program year. To meet these goals, the Act
allows manufacturers to count not only recycled CEDs, but also recycled eligible electronic devices
(“EEDs”) which are defined as mobile phones, portable digital assistants, computer cables, and zip
drives.
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Executive Summary

In addition to setting forth procedures by which e-waste is to be recycled in Illinois, the Act requires
Illinois EPA to prepare an annual report to the Governor and General Assembly that documents the ewaste program’s performance during the previous year. These reports, available on the Illinois EPA’s
website at http://www.epa.illinois.gov/topics/waste-management/electronics-recycling/legislativereports/index, contain data on the weight of CEDs and EEDs recycled or processed for reuse along with
relevant information concerning e-waste education and outreach, use of manufacturer collection
credits, and administrative citations and other enforcement actions taken under the Act.
On July 10, 2015, Public Act 99-13 (“P.A. 99-13”) amended the Electronic Products Recycling and Reuse
Act. Most notably, the amendments:







Increase manufacturers’ e-waste recycling goals and assign higher goals to manufacturers of
televisions and computer monitors. For program year 2015, the total annual recycling goal is
30.8 million for television and monitor manufacturers and 15.8 for manufacturers of all
remaining CEDs.
o For program years 2016 and 2017, the total annual recycling goal is 34.0 million for
television and monitor manufacturers and 15.6 million for manufacturers of all remaining
CEDs. Individual manufacturer’s annual recycling goals are in proportion to that
manufacturer’s market share of their CEDs sold in Illinois during the calendar year two years
before the applicable program year.
o For program year 2018, each manufacturer shall recycle or reuse at least 50 percent of the
total weight of the covered electronic devices that the manufacturer sold in Illinois during
the calendar year two years before the applicable program year.
Allow a carry-forward collection credit for manufacturers;
Require recyclers and refurbishers to acquire certification from an independent, third-party
certification body;
Allow the placement of cathode-ray-tube (CRT) glass from televisions and computer monitors into
retrievable storage cells at a landfill as a means of meeting a manufacturer’s recycling goal; and
Restructure the penalties assessed to manufacturers so that penalties are triggered at a higher
threshold.

The revised goals and new credit apply to program years 2015, 2016, and 2017.

Program Review Process
The Act mandates Illinois EPA to perform a thorough review of the e-waste recycling program created by
the Act, including the sufficiency of e-waste recycling goals; the fairness of the formula used to establish
individual manufacturer goals; the adequacy of the credit and penalty components that have been
instituted; and the adequacy of the collection systems that have been implemented. As part of this
review, the Act directs the Illinois EPA to perform three specific tasks:
1. To solicit and review written comments by July 1, 2015 regarding all aspects of the e-waste
program for the purpose of determining if the program required any modifications.
3
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5.2.a

5.2.a

This report fulfills task three and documents the successful completion of tasks one and two.
On June 1, 2015, Illinois EPA emailed an electronic survey (Appendix A) to approximately 350
stakeholders; 154 individuals responded (44 percent). The survey population included all collectors,
recyclers, refurbishers and manufacturers registered with the Illinois EPA in program year 2015, along
with units of local government, trade associations, and other individuals active in the development of
P.A. 99-13.
The survey asked 18 questions related to the following issues:
1. Sufficiency of the annual statewide recycling goals;
2. Fairness of the formulas used to determine individual manufacturer goals;
3. Adequacy of, or the need for, continuation of several specific credits that may be applied toward
manufacturers’ recycling and reuse goals;
4. Any temporary rescissions of county landfill bans granted by the Illinois Pollution Control Board;
5. Adequacy of, or the need for, the penalties listed in the Act; and
6. Adequacy of the collection systems that have been implemented as a result of the Act, with a
particular focus on promoting the most cost-effective, convenient collection system possible for
Illinois residents.
On July 29, 2015, Illinois EPA held a public meeting in Springfield to present the survey findings and to
take additional comments and questions. Presentation materials (Appendix B) included the survey
results, program statistics, information about e-waste mismanagement, and an overview of how ewaste is regulated by other States. Fifty-one people attended the meeting, 14 of whom presented oral
comments. These commenters were Champaign County, Clay County Rehabilitation, Consumer
Electronics Association, Eagle Enterprises Recycling, Illinois Manufacturers Association, Illinois Retail
Merchants Association, Jackson County Health Department, Product Stewardship Council, Sims
Recycling Solutions, Solid Waste Agency of Lake County, Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County,
Supply Chain Inc., Transparent Planet, and Will County. During the meeting, Illinois EPA informed
participants that all written comments would be shared with stakeholders via email to ensure
transparency during the program review.
On August 6, 2015, the Illinois EPA distributed the written comments submitted at the public meeting
along with follow-up responses to two questions asked at the meeting. The distribution list included the
same individuals to whom it sent the electronic survey, as well as any other person who requested to be
added to the distribution list or who attended the public meeting. As stated in the August transmittal
message, the Illinois EPA recommended that stakeholders review the public meeting comments and
provide additional feedback from their perspective.
4
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2. To hold a public hearing by August 1, 2015 to present findings from the comments and to solicit
additional comments to be submitted in writing no later than October 1, 2015; and
3. To submit a report to the Governor and General Assembly by February 1, 2016 containing Illinois
EPA’s recommendations for any necessary and appropriate modifications to the e-waste
program.

5.2.a

To better understand the different viewpoints of collectors, recyclers, local governments and
manufacturers, the Illinois EPA hosted separate follow-up meetings for each of those groups to allow for
more in-depth discussions of their concerns. Although the follow-up meetings were held to discuss the
concerns of each particular stakeholder group, the meetings were open for anyone to attend.








Attendees at the meeting for collectors, held October 19, 2015, included representatives of Will
County, the Solid Waste Agency of Lake County, and Eagle Enterprises Recycling. Call-in
participants at the meeting included representatives from Champaign County, DeKalb County,
DuPage County, Kane County, Ogle County, the Solid Waste Agency of Lake County, COM2
Recycling, Goodwill of the Heartland, the City of Chicago, and USEPA Region 5.
Attendees at the meeting for registered recyclers, held October 27, 2015, included
representatives from BLH Computers and Sims Recycling. Call-in participants at the meeting
included representatives from COM2 Recycling, Dynamic Recycling, Elgin Recycling, eWorks,
Goodwill of the Heartland, Kane County, Supply-Chain Services, and Vintage Tech Recyclers.
Attendees at the meeting for local governments, held October 29, 2015, included
representatives from Jackson County, Macon County, Madison County, the City of Monmouth,
Perry County, the Solid Waste Agency of Lake County, the Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook
County, Will County, and BLH Computers. Call-in participants at the meeting included
representatives from Boone County, Champaign County, Cook County, DeKalb County, DuPage
County, the City of Galesburg, Kane County, Ogle County, Orland Park Township, the City of
Urbana, and USEPA Region 5.
Attendees at the meeting for manufacturers, held November 2, 2015, included representatives
from ComTIA, the Consumer Electronics Association, the Illinois Chamber of Commerce, the
Illinois Manufacturers’ Association, the Illinois Retail Merchants Association, Panasonic,
Samsung, Shattuck & Associates, USMe, and Vizio. Call-in participants at the meetings included
representatives from Acer, Dell, DuPage County, Hewlett Packard, and the Solid Waste Agency
of Northern Cook County.

Illinois EPA used the same agenda for each of the follow-up meetings (Figure 1), and asked for
stakeholders’ thoughts on the following specific issues related to common themes identified from
stakeholder comments: e-waste collection issues, recordkeeping and reporting requirements, and
collection cost issues. Appendix C identifies the stakeholders who participated in each of the meetings
and/or submitted comments.
On December 2, 2015, Illinois EPA shared the findings and recommendations from its program review in
a public meeting in Springfield to which all stakeholders were invited. Approximately 45 stakeholders
participated, either in person or by phone.

5
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The formal comment period remained open until October 1, 2015. On October 2, 2015, Illinois EPA sent
to stakeholders the written comments received between July 29, 2015, and October 1, 2015. In the
August and October emails the Illinois EPA transmitted a total of 93 pages of comments to the
stakeholders.

5.2.a

Recommendations





Each county with a population density that is greater than 50 persons per square mile should
have at least one collection location that is open year round and that accepts all devices,
including CRTs. At present, 48 counties, representing more than 93 percent of the State’s
population, have a population density that is greater than 50 persons per square mile. See
Figure 2 and the table below.
The 12 most urban counties and the City of Chicago should have additional collection locations
proportional to their population densities, as set forth in the table below.

Recommended Minimum Coverage Areas Based on Population Density
50-249 persons
per square mile
250-499 persons
per square mile
500-749 persons
per square mile
750-999 persons
per square mile
1000-4999 persons
per square mile
5000+ persons
per square mile

Requires 1 collection site per county

36 counties – see Figures 4 and 5.

Requires 2 collection sites per county

Peoria, Rock Island, Kendall, Madison and
St. Clair

Requires 3 collection sites per county

McHenry and Winnebago

Requires 4 collection sites per county

Kane and Will

Requires 5 collection sites per county

Lake, DuPage, and Cook without Chicago

Requires 10 collection sites per unit of
government

City of Chicago

Any changes to the current program will be the subject of continued negotiation among the
stakeholders. These recommendations are a starting point only, which is why this report does not
include specific implementation details or prescriptions about statutory amendments that are needed to
effectuate these changes.
Key issues that will require discussion among the stakeholders include:






Collection financing.
Collection infrastructure allocations for manufacturers.
Accommodations for manufacturers with retail site collections and mail-back programs.
Definition of “open year-round” for the population density being served.
Adequate outlets to ensure safe management of accumulated e-waste.

6
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If the State continues a policy of banning electronic devices from landfill disposal, the e-waste collection
infrastructure needs to be expanded and stabilized to provide collection opportunities in more areas of
the State, year round, and for all devices. To that end, the Illinois EPA recommends the following:

5.2.a

Findings
Reported Problems with Collection Infrastructure

In 36 percent of Illinois counties, there were no registered e-waste collection locations for
program year 2015 (See Figure 3). The number of registered collection locations falls each year.
When combined with a landfill ban, the result is a lack of reliable e-waste disposal outlets for
Illinois residents, especially in rural areas downstate. This lack of access to e-waste collection
infrastructure makes it not only difficult, but also costly, for Illinois residents to properly dispose
of the e-wastes they generate. For example, with fewer collections sites in rural areas, residents
must drive great distances to drop-off their e-waste.
b. Some Registered Collection Sites Do Not Accept All CEDs or Damaged CEDs.
Not all recyclers and collectors accept all CEDs. Some recyclers and collectors accept only those
portions of the e-waste stream that are profitable to recycle. Furthermore, as valuable materials
are removed from those items that are collected, what remains is less valuable. For example,
after a scrapper removes the copper-containing yoke and cord from a CRT-containing device,
many recyclers will not accept the device for processing. Some local governments and recyclers
commented that this “cherry picking” is causing them to be inundated with devices that no one
else will accept. Devices containing CRTs are a particular problem.
Organizations that collect only a portion of the e-waste stream may also have other practical
reasons for not accepting all CEDs, such as limitations on floor space in retail establishments, the
inability of manufacturers to reclaim devices that they did not manufacture, and, in the case of
some collectors, the lack of access to reliable downstream, end-use outlets.
In addition, of those recyclers that will accept devices containing CRTs, some will not accept
devices with a broken CRT. Recyclers who will accept broken CRT-containing devices usually
charge a fee to do so on the theory that the broken device is a scrapper-generated waste. It is
also worth noting that many recyclers have commented that broken CRT-containing devices
present a safety hazard (e.g., sharp glass and potential exposure to heavy metals) for their
employees who must handle those devices.
c. Some Registered Collection Sites Are Not Available Year-Round.
Collections are jeopardized once funding is exhausted and/or manufacturers’ goals are reached.
As reported by stakeholders, this problem worsens at the end of the calendar year. When
collection and recycling availability are unreliable, residents are left with limited or no options
for e-waste drop-offs. This, in turn, increases the potential for improper e-waste management,
including stockpiling and open dumping.
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a. The State’s E-Waste Collection Infrastructure Is Underdeveloped in Some Areas.

5.2.a

Reported Problems with Goals and Recordkeeping

Recycling and reuse goals are currently based on the total weight of devices manufacturers sold
in Illinois two years prior. However, the weight of devices sold two years prior may not be
proportionate to the weight of devices currently being collected for recycling. For example, flat
screen televisions sold in the State two years ago are often significantly lighter than CRTcontaining televisions currently being collected for recycling.
b. Goals May Underestimate the Expected Useful Life of Devices.
Although manufacturers’ individual recycling and reuse goals are based on the weight of devices
sold in the State two years before, the expected useful life of devices are typically greater than
two years. In most circumstances, a device is expected to arrive in the recycling stream much
later than two years after the date it is sold. Therefore, the current method for setting e-waste
recycling goals does not accurately estimate manufacturers’ actual contributions to the e-waste
stream.
c. The Inability to Verify Recycling Data Presents a Challenge to the Current Reporting System.
The convoluted transactions between collectors, recyclers, and manufacturers make it difficult
to accurately account for the movement of devices that are collected and recycled. Some
recyclers are concerned that the current system for reporting manufacturers’ progress towards
their goals allows devices to be reported as recycled when they have not, in fact, been recycled.
Figure 4 provides a single example of the sort of complex relationships that exist between
various market participants.
d. The Underserved County Collection Credit Is Available In Too Many Counties.
Under existing law, manufacturers receive double credit for any CEDs that are collected free of
charge in an underserved county. The Act currently defines an underserved county as any
county with a population density of 190 persons or less per square mile. As a result, in 85 of
Illinois’ 102 counties, manufacturers are currently entitled to double credit toward their
recycling goals for any CEDs they collect without charge. See Figure 5 for a listing of population
density by county.
In practice, this credit reduces the amount of e-waste actually collected throughout the State
and fails to promote the fair distribution of e-waste collection opportunities for Illinois residents
in areas where collection opportunities are truly lacking.
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a. Goals May Not Effectively Apportion Manufacturers’ E-Waste Recycling Responsibilities.

5.2.a

Figure 1. E-waste Stakeholder Meeting Worksheet
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Collection Issues
1. Should all registered collectors be required to accept ALL CEDs?
a. Regardless of capacity (some retailers don’t have room to store all CEDs)
b. Regardless of cost (several CEDs have a negative value, meaning that the cost to recycle
them is greater than the return on any material the device contains)
2. What specific collection issues are you facing?
a. Insufficient collections
b. Cost associated with collections
c. Lack of recycler choices
i.
Due to inability to charge a unit of local government serving as a collector, if
recycler has an OEM contract.
ii.
Lack of recyclers in area.
iii.
Lack of recyclers willing to take on more clients.
d. No outlet for CRTs
3. Would establishing a convenience standard address existing collection issues?
a. Changing the collection infrastructure will help
b. If yes, what minimum criteria should be used:
c. Establish a collection site in every county of the state and at least one collection site for any
city with a population of XX,XXX or more. A collection site for a county may be the same as
a collection site for a city that meets the threshold population.
d. Hold 2 one-day collections per year in every county.
e. Establish “reasonably convenient” service areas based on driving distance.
f. Another alternative:
g. Another alternative:
4. Are broken TVs and monitors an issue for you?
The law should specify how to handle broken CRTs
If yes, what do you recommend:
Reporting Issues
1. Are new reporting requirements needed?
If yes, what should change?
a. More frequent reporting of pounds collected and recycled (monthly, quarterly, or semiannually)
b. Cross-check between collectors, recyclers and manufacturers to validate numbers (i.e., all
entities have to sign off to verify data are accurate)
c. Another alternative:
2. Which of the options in 1. above do you think would be most effective in reducing ghost weight?
3. Should Illinois EPA track downstream vendors to assure reuse and recycling?
If yes, to what level?
a. Two steps
b. Through completion
Fee Issues
1. Do you think consumers should be charged a fee for recycling their CEDs?
If yes, how so?
a. At time of sale
b. At time of collection
c. All CEDs
d. Only certain CEDs, such as CRTs
e. Another alternative:
2. If a fee were to be allowed, how should it be structured?
a. Sliding scale based on type of CED
b. Capped at certain amount for all devices
c. Each collector determines fee based on local market
d. Another alternative:
3. What barriers exist to taking receipt of the fee?
a.

Figure 2. Recommended Minimum Coverage Area for Registered
Year-Round Collection Locations
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Carroll

5.2.a

Figure 3. Area of State Where E-Waste Collection Infrastructure is
Currently Underdeveloped
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Figure 4. Following the Pounds
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Figure 4. The Act mandates all registered collectors to submit an annual “Collector’s Total Weights Collected” report
outlining the number of pounds of CEDs and EEDs collected from residential sources in the previous program year. In
addition, registered collectors must designate the registered recycler with whom they are partnering. Registered collectors
who are also registered recyclers oftentimes re-report pounds they receive from a collector for processing as part of their
pounds they collected, resulting in duplicate reporting. In addition, many collectors send pounds to multiple recyclers who
partner with other recyclers who also partner with multiple manufacturers. Complicating the process even further,
manufacturers may partner with brokers who may partner with multiple recyclers or even with multiple collectors.
Recyclers are not required to report, unless they are registered as a collector, which results in an inadequate tracking of
pounds since the recycler is the key connection to the manufacturer. Additionally, no cross-reference verification
requirements exist to track pounds from the collector to a recycler that ultimately ends up with a manufacturer. This
inability to verify that the same set of pounds is not being reported multiple times could result in “ghost weight” applied
towards a manufacturer’s recycling obligation.
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325,402
Collector/Rec/Ref
146,242
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Figure 5. Population Density of Illinois Counties
(Inhabitants per Square Mile of Land Area)
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Figure 5 (Continued). Population Density of Illinois Counties
(Inhabitants per Square Mile of Land Area)
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5.2.b

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q1 Please specify whether you are or
represent any one or more of the following
(select each category that may apply):
Skipped: 0

A collector
(i.e., a per...

A recycler or
refurbisher...

A manufacturer
(i.e., a per...

A unit of
local...

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%
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40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Answer Choices

Responses

A collector (i.e., a person who receives covered electronic devices directly from a residence for recycling or processing for reuse)

100.00%

66

A recycler or refurbisher (i.e., a person who recycles or processes for reuse either covered electronic devices or eligible electronic devices)

40.91%

27

A manufacturer (i.e., a person who manufactures any covered electronic device)

4.55%

3

A unit of local government, State agency, or elected official

13.64%

9

Other (please specify)

1.52%

1

Total Respondents: 66

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

dismantler

6/12/2015 9:30 AM
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Answered: 66

Q2 Under existing law, manufacturers'
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goal for program year 2015 is
36,852,133 pounds (i.e., 50% of the total
weight of covered electronic devices sold in
Illinois during the calendar year two
years before the current year). Is that goal
sufficient?
Answered: 66

Skipped: 0
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Answer Choices
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Responses

Yes

48.48%

32

No

51.52%

34

Total

66

#

If no, please explain why you feel the current goal is insufficient.

Date

1

The goal is not sufficient due to the fact that the electronics being collected in 2015 are TVs and monitors from 10
plus years ago. So the weight is double or triple the weight of TVs sold in 2012 or 2013.

6/23/2015 8:40 AM

2

The current law does not meet collection demand as demonstrated by the last few years of collections that
exceeded 50 million pounds. It is clear that demand is greater. Collections in coordinated by SWALCO for Lake
County have been averaging about six pound per capita. If this program would truly have convenient collections
statewide the volumes seen in Lake County would mean the goal would have to be nearly 66 million pounds.

6/20/2015 11:03 PM

3

From a recycler's standpoint the total weight will never be sufficient due to self interests. However, from an OEM
standpoint the goal is always sufficient (again, due to self interests).

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

4

I don't feel that the total goal represents a sufficient weight amount considering IL is in the top 10 largest
populations in the US. but exactly I don't have enough data to make this conclusion except to look at the total
weight reported on ERCC's data documents year to year for manufacturer take back. So IL looks to be 3% of the
total collected/reported which doesn't like the correct pro rate share.

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

5

not enough outlets in Illinois to get rid of e-waste

6/17/2015 12:16 PM

6

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

7

Although we have no OEM contracts; what we are hearing is what they are paying is not enough to cover all the
material being collected. Leaving it as an expense to the recyclers or collectors.

6/16/2015 2:40 PM
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Electronic Recycling

8

Because Television produced within the last 2 yrs are much lighter than the televisions produced before, and
therefore the weight of the older style CRT televisions is much higher than the newer style LED televisions. the
weight therefore is not accurately represented, what is being collected at the electronic recycling event is not
televisions from with in the last 2 yrs but televisions from ten yrs ago.

6/15/2015 9:57 AM

9

There are several communities/regions that have shut down collections due to insufficient manufacturer funding
and others are exceeding their projected quotas.

6/12/2015 11:33 AM

10

CRTs remain the most significant covered electronic devices; however the United Nations sTEP numbers show
that LCDs will exceed CRTS in end-of-life status in the U.S. in July 2015. Illinois must rapidly increase its
responsible recycling stewardship for LCDs immediately. Funding is essential to this effort.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

11

Most devices are made from materials that can be made of at least 80% recycled materials.

6/10/2015 10:26 AM

12

The goal needs to be higher.

6/9/2015 6:37 PM

13

I don't believe it should be based on the total weight sold. I think it needs to factor in the usable lifespan of the
different electronics and the accessibility of the electronics which would lead to higher discarded amounts than
usable lifespan.

6/9/2015 4:31 PM

14

People tend to recycle their electronics after use of 3 or more years, we are still receiving Big bulky CRT
Televisions/Monitors, Projection/Wood TVs that were sold more than 5 years ago. These old products are much
more heavier than the products sold two years ago, i.e. a Projection TV can weigh anywhere between 120 lbs to
200 lbs and a 27 inch CRT TV weights 60-80 lbs. On the other side a 42" LCD Television (which most probably
was sold two years ago) weighs around 25 - 40 lbs only. So basically 4-5 LCD TVs sold two years ago will most
probably cover only one CRT TVs. Although, the televisions are used here as an example, this applies to any
covered electronics. For example, old Video cassette recorders are much heavier than newer DVD
player/recorders. Same thing goes for computers, laptops, record players, even the product as small as IPod.

6/9/2015 10:13 AM

15

The real amount of electronics that are collected is much higher statewide. Because of that, many
collectors/recyclers end up having a surplus of these pounds and a manufacturer doesn't need them. On top of
that, because there is such a surplus they are very competitive in price to sell. We end up selling them to
manufacturers for MUCH MUCH less than what it costs us to actually recycle them.

6/9/2015 9:52 AM

16

State need more educational programs for the it residents

6/9/2015 9:10 AM

17

Yes, because storage times are going up and weights are going down.

6/6/2015 9:14 PM

18

We need to try to be as close to a 100% as possible.

6/4/2015 9:04 AM

19

Primarily because of the difference in weight between the new item sold and the item being replaced. Nearly
everything is replacing something and is being made smaller and with lighter components. The largest problem,
of course is TV's, where replacement weight can approach 20% of the item that needs to be recycled. But even
CPU's and laptops are being replaced with tablets at considerably less purchase vs. recycle weight.

6/4/2015 8:17 AM

20

I believe that 1) the pounds per capita was underestimated and 2) the 50% is too low. Our collector/recycler is
underfunded for the materials that we are collecting.

6/3/2015 12:10 PM

21

The law does not specify that the electronics that have to be recycled are collected in Illinois. This allows
maufacturers to purchase back electronics from outside of Illinois and still get credit in Illinois. This leaves
collectors in Illinois out in the cold

6/2/2015 7:46 PM

22

We are being asked to pay once we hit a specific amount and given what we have taken in already, we will hit the
amount. The program goal is far too low. Many areas around us do not even have funded recycling and their
residents are crossing county lines to use our drop-off sites..

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

23

there continues to be large quantities of legacy material specially TV's and CRT's. in addition, and more important
is that there is no system wide check as to the source, type and accounting to make sure that the material
handled by collectors is the same material totals that is reported by recyclers (specific to Illinois) and further
submitted by the OEM to meet intent of the law. the System in place for reporting at all three levels is ripe for
misrepresentation of both type and qualities of materials reported. Without a true verifiable system to account for
materials we are just playing games with the numbers and the OEM's are potentially not meeting the intent of the
law.

6/2/2015 1:25 PM

24

Goals should be increased incrementally on an annual basis.

6/2/2015 9:30 AM

25

It is too low.

6/1/2015 3:40 PM
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Electronic Recycling

26

it allows for manufacturers to stop collecting, but material keeps coming in, plus weights coming into recycling
programs are still high due to crt material, even though current products sold weigh so much less.

6/1/2015 2:28 PM

27

Because the manufacturers stop funding electronics recycling when their goals are met. Because the weight of
electronics are getting lighter, the goals are going down. The weight of collected electronics (mostly TV's) does
not appear to be decreasing. So the processors are charging the collectors for electronics recycling, which should
be paid for by the manufacturers. We have been paying for recycling glass TV's & monitors for several years
since the manufacturers are not paying enough.

6/1/2015 11:05 AM

28

Rural areas are not being serviced. Large companies are given collection contracts and filling them with their own
material leaving smaller colle ctors with no outlet for Monitors and TV's

6/1/2015 11:00 AM

29

Manufacturers should be paying for 100% recycling and/or reuse

6/1/2015 10:13 AM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q3 Currently, each manufacturer must
individually recycle an amount that is equal
to at least 50% of the total weight of the
covered electronic devices that it sold in
Illinois two years prior. Is this formula for
determining individual manufacturer goals
fair?
Answered: 66

Skipped: 0

Fair

Unfair
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Responses

Fair

53.03%

35

Unfair

46.97%

31

Total

66

#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

A manufacture cannot determine what a buyer does with their recycling

6/23/2015 1:36 PM

2

50% of the weight 2 years prior in not reflective to what we are collecting currently.

6/23/2015 8:40 AM

3

The formula does not recognize the collection reality of dealing with heavy legacy weight, primarily CRT devices.
The formula needs to be replaced with a take all program that does not include artificial collection goals.

6/20/2015 11:03 PM

4

From a planning standpoint for the OEMs it helps to plan future recycling costs by using sales data from two
years prior. 50% is fair.

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

5

But it is in the favor of the OEMs. The good thing about it is that it incorporates two years prior which allows the
OEMs to properly budget for it in advance.

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

6

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

7

To be honest I am unsure. I know there are some manufacturers that didn't even produce CRT's to begin with
and are being held accountable for covering costs. On the flip side recyclers can't cover the cost and stay in
business. So hard for me to say who should cover the costs..

6/16/2015 2:40 PM
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Electronic Recycling

8

There should be an agreement and the manufacturere should be made to pay 100% of the total weight collected
and not this 50% of the 80% collected. Also this should be on a year to year basis not sell " credits" or use ghost
pounds to meet the goal. Because then the actual pounds are not collected but are written down and it looks like
a higher amount was colleced then what really was collected. Skewing the results to benefit the Manufacturer is
what this is called.

6/15/2015 9:57 AM

9

The 50% target was formulated several years ago and has been insufficient in providing the necessary funding
for the volume of electronics for recycling. The commitment should ensure coverage.

6/12/2015 11:33 AM

10

Illinois should try to be recycling more then 50%.

6/12/2015 9:30 AM

11

It should be 80% so that we can ramp up for the tsunami of LCDs that will end up in the waste stream if we do not
take immediate action.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

12

I believe that some of the data received is not valid. There are small manufacturers that are weighing in on
recycled weight however not participating in the buyback program.

6/10/2015 10:26 AM

13

The weight of electronics are much lighter now.

6/9/2015 6:37 PM

14

It seems unfair on two fronts. Manufacturers are not set up to recycle and recyclers should not have to compete
with manufacturers. Manufacturers should not be liable "individually", but should partner with local recyclers.
Partnerships allow both businesses to focus on core strengths.

6/9/2015 12:24 PM

15

how does a manufacturer control what consumers choose to recycle? If this does not rely on consumer recycling,
why would a manufacturer want to have a minimum amount of "scrap" that is to be recycled? A manufacturer
want to produce as little scrap and recycling as possible.

6/9/2015 11:08 AM

16

The explanation is same as in Question number 2.

6/9/2015 10:13 AM

17

The formula needs to include some stipulation for the CRT's that were purchased 15 plus years ago and are now
being replaced with LCD's and LED's. Those alone will make up for a large portion of their pounds but they are
not accounted for in the amount because they haven't been sold for over 2 years.

6/9/2015 9:52 AM

18

With almost all electronic devices becoming obsolete within 2-3 year it has to be higher. May be 75%.

6/4/2015 9:04 AM

19

Not all manufacturers are created equal. It is understandable that a manufacturer of printers doesn't want to pay
for the real problem that is CRT glass.

6/4/2015 8:17 AM

20

The reasoning for the time lag between "now" and sold two years prior is sound, however the 50% goal is too
low. The state statute bans 100% of these materials. We are collecting some things purchased many years ago
and some things purchased last year.

6/3/2015 12:10 PM

21

How is the weight of the covered electronic devices figured? Flat panel TV and monitors sold and all electronics
sold today are much lighter than what was manufactured even just a few years ago. The number of electronics to
be recycled will be much less than 50% of what is sold

6/2/2015 7:46 PM

22

This is an arbitrary goal - it is not based on population nor does it guarantee that all the electronics brought into a
drop-off will be funded by the manufacturers. The goal should be to have manufactures pay for everything that
comes into the drop-off sites. Perhaps it is fair to base responsibility on them by how much they sell but not set
the goal based on it.

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

23

see comment above. How do we know that the material reported came from Illinois? How do we know that the
material reported was not also reported by another OEM for the same reporting period.

6/2/2015 1:25 PM

24

Goals should be increased incrementally on an annual basis.

6/2/2015 9:30 AM

25

It does not take into account the weight of older devises compared to newer

6/1/2015 3:40 PM

26

see above, same idea, they sell light weight products, but items coming in are high in weight

6/1/2015 2:28 PM

27

See answer to #2.

6/1/2015 11:05 AM

28

They should collect 100% until tube TV's and monitor streams slow

6/1/2015 11:00 AM

29

Should be 100%

6/1/2015 10:13 AM
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Electronic Recycling

Q4 This spring, the General Assembly
passed House Bill 1455, which, if enacted,
will modify manufacturers' annual recycling
and reuse goals. Under House Bill 1455, for
program year 2015, the Statewide electronic
product recycling and reuse goal for
television and computer monitor
manufacturers is 30,800,000 pounds (i.e.,
approximately 80% of the total weight of
televisions and computer monitors sold in
Illinois two years prior), and for the same
year, the Statewide electronic product
recycling and reuse goal for manufacturers
of all other covered electronic devices
is 15,800,000 pounds (i.e., approximately
50% of the total weight of those devices
sold in Illinois two years prior). For
program years 2016 and 2017, respectively,
the Statewide electronic product recycling
and reuse goal for television and computer
monitor manufacturers is 34,000,000
pounds (i.e., approximately 80% of the total
weight of televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior),
and for the same two years, the Statewide
electronic product recycling and reuse goal
for manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices is 15,600,000 pounds
(i.e., approximately 50% of the total weight
of those devices sold in Illinois two years
prior). Are these goals sufficient?
Answered: 66

Skipped: 0
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Electronic Recycling
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Responses

Yes

56.06%

37

No

43.94%

29

Total

66

#

If no, please explain why you feel these goals are insufficient.

Date

1

They actually seem high because it makes the useful life of products seem too short

6/23/2015 1:36 PM

2

While SWALCO supported HB1455, the goals set were a compromise that is still lower than the amount being
collected.

6/20/2015 11:03 PM

3

From a recycler's standpoint the total weight will never be sufficient due to self interests. However, from an OEM
standpoint the goal is always sufficient (again, due to self interests).

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

4

Same answer as #2

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

5

more generated this year than the past couple years need more recyclers to take more weight.

6/17/2015 12:16 PM

6

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured. This is especially true for tvs. CRT containing items are a huge problem.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

7

Likely not... Everything being sold now is getting smaller and weighs less. However, there many things out there
that weigh much more that still need to be recycled... So it won't accurately cover what is being recycled.

6/16/2015 2:40 PM

8

Because once again the televisions being brought in are not from 2 yrs ago and are from before that and weigh
much more than the newer style and if the "credits" and and other ways to skew the results stay in place then the
actual tonage will not be known. 100% for 100% no credits no sales of credits , no ghosts pounds.

6/15/2015 9:57 AM

9

No one can be certain these goals will be sufficient and if volume exceeds the funding established by these goals
the program will still be at a deficit like it has been thus far.

6/12/2015 11:33 AM

10

Reuse and recycling rates should both be a least 80%.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

11

I think the goals should be higher for other electronics since they are more easily replaced.

6/9/2015 4:31 PM

12

Does House bill 1455 describe what to do with these CRT's? As a recycler, I am forced to turn away CRT's
because no one will process them. Unfortunately, most of these will probably end up in landfills. Formulas are
only as good as the plan to make them happen.

6/9/2015 12:24 PM

13

The explanation is same as in Question number 2. Even 80% of TVs/Monitors sold two years ago is not sufficient.

6/9/2015 10:13 AM

14

But it costing more money for businesses in recycling bu

6/9/2015 9:10 AM

15

Yes, because storage times are going up and weights are going down.

6/6/2015 9:14 PM

16

Same as above. "all other covered electronic devices" should be at least 75%-80%.

6/4/2015 9:04 AM
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Yes

17

Doubtful. While it is a significant improvement, processors throughout the state were meeting their contract limits
by June and July, suggesting that the statewide goal could be as much as 40-45% short of needed capacity. Add
to that shortage, robust year-over-year growth experienced in public participation due to education and the
underserved rural areas that are searching for solutions, the goal will likely fall short of need yet again.

6/4/2015 8:17 AM

18

Again, 100% of these items are banned from landfills no matter when they were purchased - we need to assure
sufficient funding for our residents to recycle electronics if they are unable to throw them away. This Bill is a good
start but may have to be amended again if the problems continue.

6/3/2015 12:10 PM

19

The total pounds is probably not sufficient to get a significant portion of the electronics to be recycled off the
street but it is probably more that what the manufacturewrs want to pay for. Until you add the stipulation that the
electronics to be recycled under Illinois law has to be collected in Illinois, we will lose the battle.

6/2/2015 7:46 PM

20

This is still an arbitrary goal. It doesn't provide service across the state. The goal should be to have manufactures
pay for everything that comes into the drop-off sites and to have as many drop-off sites as possible so residents
can get to them conveniently. However, HB1455 is a compromise and was the only way manufacturers would
agree to any increase in the goals.

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

21

Goals, are better under this law than projected under old law. That is a positive move. However, the reporting and
accounting issues raised above still exist.

6/2/2015 1:25 PM

22

Goals should be increased incrementally on an annual basis.

6/2/2015 9:30 AM

23

The total percentage should be more in line with actual usage since the this form of electronics is readily
recycable. Suggest a goal of at least 90%.

6/2/2015 8:54 AM

24

See previous answer

6/1/2015 3:40 PM

25

I suppose we do not know yet if these goals are sufficient, it's a start though

6/1/2015 2:28 PM

26

The weight of new TV's and monitors are a fraction of the old tube types still needing recycled.

6/1/2015 11:00 AM

27

Should be 100% for all electronics

6/1/2015 10:13 AM
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Q5 If House Bill 1455 becomes law, then for
program years 2015 through 2017,
television and computer monitor
manufacturers must collectively recycle
80% of the televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior, and
the manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices must collectively recycle
50% of the total weight of all other covered
electronic devices sold in Illinois two years
prior. Is this formula for determining
individual manufacturer goals fair?
Answered: 66

Skipped: 0
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Fair

66.67%

44

Unfair

33.33%

22

Total

66

#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

Manufacturers that don't have high volume sales in the state of Illinois, should not be "penalized" by having to
collectively recycle the volume put in the market by other manufacturing companies. The cost will increase
significantly for companies that don't have a strong presence in that state.

6/23/2015 5:10 PM

2

See comment above

6/23/2015 1:36 PM

3

As stated in #4, HB1455 was a compromise bill. SWALCO still believes that the overall goal remains still too low.

6/20/2015 11:03 PM

4

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured. This is especially true for tvs. CRT containing items are a huge problem.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

5

I am also unsure what is fair. I know that recycling responsible is important and having the recyclers stay in
business while doing so is also important. I am unsure if this is the correct model to do so.

6/16/2015 2:40 PM

6

The manufacturer want society to buy new all the time so then the manufacturer should be responsible for 100%
not just 80% or 50%. when we as consumers buy or pay for a service we have to pay 100%.

6/15/2015 9:57 AM
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Electronic Recycling

7

Again, these figures are arbitrary and will likely not reflect manufacturer volume ratios and associated
collection/processing costs appropriately. Although TVs and computer monitors place a disproportionately
heavier burden on the program, this change may actually be more unfair based upon what is collected. Suggest
possibly a premium cost factor be placed on TV volume but let the requirement for each manufacturer be
determined by the category collection volumes that actually occur.

6/12/2015 11:33 AM

8

It's better than we have now and will be law when the Governor signs it. We should up the out years in future
legislation.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

9

Newer monitors are lighter. Older monitors are heavier and last long enough to still be in the scrap market. This
may make it too easy for monitor manufacturers to reach their goals without recycling current scrap. Other
electronics tend to have a lesser usable lifespan than monitors. I think the goal should be higher.

6/9/2015 4:31 PM

10

If a plan was passed to describe how to process these numbers, we could make them 100%. People want to
recycle - if you can show me where to process these legally and legitimately, I am certain together we could
process 100%

6/9/2015 12:24 PM

11

The explanation is same as in Question number 2. Even 80% of TVs/Monitors sold two years ago is not sufficient.

6/9/2015 10:13 AM

12

See above

6/4/2015 9:04 AM

13

Mostly fair. But I believe replacement surveying should be performed on tablets specifically and perhaps other
items that have downsizing potential. If those devices are indeed replacing CPU's and laptops, then it really is the
same fairness issue that centers on TV's.

6/4/2015 8:17 AM

14

Monitors and TVs are less than half of our total weights collected since 2010. Using the new formula, our
community will still have a sizable amount of electronics not funded for recycling - the goal doesn't cover the total
weight for monitors and TVs but really falls short for the "other covered electronics".

6/3/2015 12:10 PM

15

see comment in #4

6/2/2015 7:46 PM

16

Manufacturers of electronic devices that were never CRT based manufacturer items that replace TVs. Many
people today use handheld devices for what used to be watched on TV. Everyone should be treated equally,
even if they never made a CRT device.

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

17

See previous answer

6/1/2015 3:40 PM

18

Same as above

6/1/2015 11:00 AM

19

Needs to be for 100%

6/1/2015 10:13 AM
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Q6 Please select the statement below that
best reflects your thoughts about the
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016
and 2017 as set forth in House Bill 1455.
Answered: 63

Skipped: 3
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Q7 The Electronic Products Recycling and
Reuse Act currently allows manufacturers
to obtain extra credit toward their annual
recycling and reuse goals for electronic
devices that are (i) processed for reuse; (ii)
donated for reuse to certain entities; (iii)
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#

If no, please specify which of the credits should be discontinued and explain why the credit should be
discontinued.

Date

1

The credits to process for reuse and donated for reuse should be part of the business plan not a credit.

6/23/2015 8:45 AM

2

None of the credits should be continued because they lower the overall actual goal in Illinois. In 2014 such credits
lowered the statewide goal by over 5 million pounds per Illinois EPA estimates. The more populated counties are
at a disadvantage economically vs. the underserved counties. A better approach would be a convenience
standard that guarantees locations in rural or urban areas with a program that remains open year round with no
limit on the volume accepted.

6/20/2015 11:14 PM

3

they should have to take all they can in one year and not be able to extend the credit for the next year

6/17/2015 12:18 PM

4

NO None of the credits should be continued because they skew the results of what is actually collected.
Agreements for what needs to be met should be signed and then have contingency plans for when that recycler is
filled up go on to the next one.

6/15/2015 10:01 AM

5

With respect to extra credit for not-for-profit corporations that employs a specified percentage of developmentally
disabled persons, the program is available to any organization that wants to do so making it at fair offering. And,
the program has been an incredible success by creating sustainable, long-term employment for those who
otherwise have very limited options. In a time when economic hardship is causing many state programs to be
drastically cut or eliminated altogether, this program actually reduced the burden of supporting many individuals
with disabilities by providing gainful work. For the small percentage of the total manufacturer credits that are
absorbed by the extra credit offering, the overall benefits to the State and its citizens far outweigh the small
impact to the recycling program overall. The Department of Human Services is a strong advocate of this program
as evidenced through award distinction as a premier job creation provider.

6/12/2015 11:34 AM

6

I don't think they should get extra credits for reuse. Yes reuse is the best option as it has the least environmental
impact however reuse is still a form of recycling not to mention the fact that reused electronics will end up back in
the stream for recycling sooner than a new electronic thus manufacturers can double up their recycling
obligations. If a manufacturer reuses equipment than they should decrease new production which would reduce
their recycling obligations.

6/9/2015 4:38 PM

7

Is the goal total pounds collected or how they are processed?

6/9/2015 1:16 PM
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8

Collect and count pound for pound. Regardless of where it came from. They are putting 150 pounds out, then
they need to bring in the correct percentage of those pounds back in...no matter what county it comes from or if
its reused.

6/9/2015 9:55 AM

9

The purpose of the ERP is environmental. The best environmental outcome is reuse not material recovery.

6/6/2015 9:16 PM

10

I'm not sure if these credits are adequate for the manufacturers. If we are trying to deal with 100% of the
materials that are banned from the landfill, perhaps these credits can be counted toward reaching a goal of 100%
and not be included in the 80% or 50% goals in the proposed Bill.

6/3/2015 12:12 PM

11

If you are giving manufacturers credit for collecting today in next years goals you are fighting a losing battle. As
new electronics get smaller and lighter you are giving manufacturers extra to n ot collect the older heavier
electronicas.

6/2/2015 7:51 PM

12

th

6/2/2015 3:54 PM

13

No - they corrupt the goal and they fail to provide service in areas of major density and in areas that fail to find
reputable, manufacturer funded pounds. They also undermine struggling private sector companies squeezed by
markets and manufacturers.

6/2/2015 2:22 PM

14

Credits should roll through the system yearly and not be carried forward forever. In addition, with credits it is
critical to have record keeping and accounting in place.

6/2/2015 1:27 PM

15

The weights are too low to begin with

6/1/2015 3:42 PM

16

The credits need to be carried by the collector/recycler. They are the entities that are paying for the collection of
over collected electronics, not the manufacturer.

6/1/2015 10:40 AM
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Q9 In addition, if House Bill 1455 becomes
law, then, in program years 2015 and 2016,
manufacturers will receive a credit for
exceeding their recycling and reuse goals.
That credit will be equal to 25% of the
amount the manufacturer collects above its
annual goal, and it may be (i) used in the
program year after it is earned or (ii) sold to
other manufacturers in the program year
after it is earned. Do you feel the new credit
is adequate?
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Q10 If House Bill 1455 is enacted, then
should the credit (i.e., the credit
manufacturers would receive for exceeding
their recycling and reuse goals) created by
that bill be continued?
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#

If no, please explain why the credit should be discontinued.

Date

1

No credit to manufacturer should be given for exceeding their recycling and reuse goals, instead, provide
benchmarks that would allow increase recycling overall as a responsibility.

6/23/2015 6:20 PM

2

If you mean should the “credit” be part of a term by term fix, then the answer is no. If you mean until 2017 for the
short term., then yes, that is what was agreed up in HB 1455.

6/20/2015 11:14 PM

3

should be no credit they should be forced to take all

6/17/2015 12:18 PM

4

all credits should be discontinued because credits are being counted in with what is collected and that is not
representing a clear accurate picture of what has been collected.

6/15/2015 10:01 AM

5

I don't believe the credit should be transferrable.

6/9/2015 4:38 PM

6

Is the ultimate goal the number of pounds of material being diverted from landfills? If manufacturers exceed their
quota, they should be able to count that quantity toward their next goal. The idea of "selling" credits is not goal
oriented. Are there fines associated with failure to meet goals?

6/9/2015 1:16 PM

7

What exactly is the "credit"?

6/9/2015 11:10 AM

8

No extra credit!!! They should be held accountable to their goals, and that's it!

6/9/2015 9:55 AM

9

I think there should be some reward for exceeding goals (by paying for the recycling) but not to offset another that
hasn't met goals - they should be fined. This should be measured in dollars - the collectors and processors are
the entities that would actually exceed the goals - the manufacturers only exceed their goals if they are paying for
the recycling of their items.

6/3/2015 12:12 PM

10

but should roll through only the next year.

6/2/2015 1:27 PM
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Sold is ok, but not to defer for the next year

6/1/2015 3:42 PM

12

why a credit for reaching a goal?

6/1/2015 2:33 PM
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#

If yes, please explain the circumstances under which it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban.

Date

1

Landfill should not be an option.

6/23/2015 5:20 PM

2

There could be an issues with markets or businesses that would force the need to lift the landfill ban.

6/23/2015 8:52 AM

3

It took a considerable time to establish the law and landfill ban and everyone is now used to following it. Allowing
landfilling again would dramatically impact this progress and its effectiveness may never be renewed.

6/12/2015 11:36 AM

4

I'm not familiar with the landfill ban.

6/9/2015 11:15 AM

5

Landfill disposal can never be considered as recycling, and this survey is all about recycling. Isn't it?

6/9/2015 10:17 AM

6

Under-served counties/out of service areas where landfill may be more economical option for disposal for
SWMDs etc...

6/9/2015 9:20 AM

7

We need to protect out landfill more even but in smart way

6/9/2015 9:15 AM

8

I believe that any electronic device can be properly recycled therefor there is no need to landfill it.

6/4/2015 9:12 AM

9

If we continue to put hazardous mateial in landfills, we will continue to poison the earth

6/2/2015 7:56 PM

10

The law should putt in place the system to collect CED's for residents of the State.

6/2/2015 1:30 PM

11

Not sure

6/1/2015 11:08 AM

12

If the manufactures do not have to do 100%

6/1/2015 10:18 AM
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you feel that there are circumstances when
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#

Please briefly explain your answer.

Date

1

I think this should be optional

6/29/2015 9:55 AM

2

There are many globally recognized certifications available. Why should one more be introduced? Besides that,
we have to bear in mind that certifications are costly. Recyclers should at least have one certification in place,
being e-Stewards or R2, plus ISO.

6/23/2015 5:20 PM

3

Certifications are not fairly assessed the requirements levied on smaller recyclers can put them out of business
due to the cost in gaining the certifications. Some smaller recyclers are only one or two people and putting the
same requirements that cost thousands of dollars will put them out of business these certifications aren't really
one size fits all

6/23/2015 1:43 PM

4

Yes there should be a requirement to be certified. By certifying these individuals is levels the playing field.

6/23/2015 8:52 AM

5

Not sure why the question refers to US EPA-recognized certification programs. US EPA does not formally
recognize e-scrap certifying bodies such as R2 or E-Stewards to the best of our knowledge. HB1455, requires
recyclers to be R2 or E-Stewards certified.

6/20/2015 11:25 PM

6

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18000, and R2 should be required of recyclers.

6/19/2015 1:43 PM

7

R2 Certification, plus ISO14001, plus OHSAS 18001. And if this were the case it will make it easier to go to a
universal statewide system for all US states.

6/19/2015 1:43 PM

8

Would be using tax payer funds to certify what are already the core service offering of recycling / refurbishment
business entities that could otherwise be applied to other public initiatives.

6/17/2015 11:43 AM

9

state laws differ

6/16/2015 11:30 AM

10

If everyone is registered then everyone will have to answer about where the recyclables are going, without any
registration then there would be room for dishonesty and " illegal disposal". everyone would have to follow the
same rules and this would hopefully deter shortcuts in the recycling of televisions.

6/15/2015 10:05 AM
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Q14 Should there be a requirement for
recyclers and refurbishers to be certified
through a USEPA-recognized certification
program?

11

Recommend the R2 standard as it is the most adopted and provides a solid foundation for responsible recycling.

6/12/2015 11:36 AM

12

This makes for a level playing field. there are many cost with being certified. It's hard to compete if one company
has less cost because of not being certified than the other.

6/11/2015 3:24 PM

13

Not unless the cost is reasonable. If it will be, then my answer would be definitely 'yes'.

6/10/2015 10:38 AM

14

Just because a company is certified doesn't mean they are compliant. Just because a company is not certified,
doesn't mean they are doing things wrong. Certifications are often a marketing tool and can only be pursued by
companies with deep pockets, so this would exclude all honest mom & pop shops. It is a step in the right
direction, but I believe that if a company wants to take part in the program they should volunteer for a USEPA
audit and that will be used to determine a companies eligibility.

6/9/2015 4:44 PM

15

It's the only way to keep track of the volume of recycled materials and it provides a list of available facilities for
consumers to dispose of their e-waste.

6/9/2015 3:56 PM

16

It may help bring uniformity to the industry.

6/9/2015 1:29 PM

17

What would such certification ensure?

6/9/2015 11:15 AM

18

Unclear as to what program that is.

6/9/2015 9:56 AM

19

R2/RIOS or similar should be adequate....

6/9/2015 9:20 AM

20

that will not make them do better job anyway

6/9/2015 9:15 AM

21

US law 104-113, OMB Circular A119, and Executive Order 13963 say that Voluntary Consensus Standards
(VCS) should be used, not private standards when there are appropriate VCS. To include a certification to a
standard that is in violation of a law, a directive and an Executive Order is inappropriate.

6/6/2015 9:23 PM

22

then everyone would know the rules

6/4/2015 9:02 PM

23

You want to do everything possible to make sure that the material is being handled properly and limit the potential
for the CRT dumpsite / cash grab that have happened throughout the country.

6/4/2015 8:34 AM

24

Recyclers and refurbishers should be certified to ensure sound environmental policies and procedures. Our
residents pay attention to this and frequently ask where these materials go and how are they processed.

6/3/2015 12:13 PM

25

I don't know whqat the costs of doing this are but if it is typical of most Federal programs then smaller entities
won't be able to afford it or be able to keep up with the paperwork involved.

6/2/2015 7:56 PM

26

One of the problems the recyclers have had to contend with is an unlevel playing field - some recyclers
processed CRT items and some did not - this automatically meant the ones that did not accept CRT items could
price their services to manufacturers lower. In addition, some recyclers earned E-Stewards and R2 certifications
while others did not - again, this meant that the non-certified recyclers were able to price services to
manufacturers lower than those that had proven they were handling items properly. Lastly, the EPA has limited
resources and third-party certifications act as a means to assurance that these materials are being properly
handled, not dumped or taken apart in unsafe and contaminating ways.

6/2/2015 2:30 PM

27

Would assist in establishing the necessary record keeping and accounting to make sure Illinois material is being
processed and counted once only by Illinois OEM's

6/2/2015 1:30 PM

28

Certification establishes a set of standards that the public can be assured that their environmental concerns have
been fully met and outside of the regulatory framework.

6/2/2015 8:58 AM

29

Third party certification is good for industry. R2 or estewards should be accepted

6/1/2015 3:43 PM

30

Just to be sure that down stream receivers are legitimate, I feel a lot of this material still may end up not being
properly managed after it leaves our agency.

6/1/2015 2:35 PM

31

A certification program will help ensure that items donated for recycling are not dumped in a landfill domestically
or overseas down the line.

6/1/2015 11:13 AM

32

It is marginally profitable to collect and recycle material now. If certification becomes a requirement it will deter
participation

6/1/2015 11:08 AM
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Q15 Do you feel that there are cost-effective
and convenient options for consumers to
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#

If no, please provide any suggestions you might have on how to provide cost-effective, convenient
options for consumers to recycle their electronics.

Date

1

There are many counties without programs or even any options to recycling their material. Also there are
collectors and recyclers that only collect some of the banned items which leaves consumers with few options to
recycle certain items (i.e. TVs). Possible developing a convenience based model could help some of those
counties. Also requiring all collectors, recyclers and refurbishers to collect all items on the banned list would be
help all programs.

6/23/2015 8:52 AM

2

SWALCO had to decrease collection site since the law does not work. Under the law, consumers cannot be
charged; in many cases they are illegally being charged. Without SWALCO’s program, retail collection programs
alone would not be too convenient.

6/20/2015 11:25 PM

3

only cost effective way is to donate and then the agency taking the donation has to deal with the cost of
processing.

6/17/2015 12:26 PM

4

Many communities/regions are currently underserved or not served at all so must travel considerable distances to
follow the law. More dispersion of permanent collection sites and scheduled eDrives would offer additional
options.

6/12/2015 11:36 AM

5

Make it as easy to recycle a covered electronic device as it is to buy one. Every resident of the State of Illinois
should have access to the best available recycling of electronic products. In the case of LCDs this has yet to
become a reality. We need to boost LCD recycling now so we don't end up with LCDs becoming as big, or even
bigger problem, than CRTs.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

6

While I cannot speak for under served counties, the Chicagoland area definitely has convenient options for
recycling. As far as cost-effective for the consumer, yes as it is free!

6/10/2015 10:38 AM

7

I think the funding of the manufacturer programs doesn't make it back to the collector or smaller fish so it makes it
difficult for the consumer to find an avenue that is convenient and cost effective since the collectors are seeing no
money and are charging consumers.

6/9/2015 4:44 PM
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8

The cost of recycling and properly disposing of CRT monitors is too high and is leading many consumers to
dispose of them improperly such as dumping them in alleys, creeks, roadside, or trash headed to landfills.
Funding is needed to eliminate this cost to properly dispose of these products or else people will continue to
pollute with these materials.

6/9/2015 11:15 AM

9

be more aggressive

6/9/2015 9:15 AM

10

Short of curbside recycling (convenience only), I don't believe there is a cost-effective AND convenient solution.
That problem becomes even more magnified in rural areas of the state. My only suggestion and hope is that
whatever option is given to consumers MUST include the ability to recycle their TV's. No cherry picking the
valuable items and leaving the real problem (TV's) for other collectors and processors to deal with.

6/4/2015 8:34 AM

11

We provide a program (currently funded with taxpayer dollars from our residents - not compliant with the intent of
the law in my opinion) but many surrounding communities have stopped their programs due to lack of funds.
Retailers with take-back programs don't accept many of the items residents need to dispose of - inadequate
funding; inadequate programs = inadequate convenient options for residents.

6/3/2015 12:13 PM

12

There is no place to get rid of TV and CRT moitors because many collectors can't accept them because they
can't get rid of them. Since collectors registered with the State can't charge even a minimum fee for CRT
electronics they are at a distinct disadvantage

6/2/2015 7:56 PM

13

In many areas of the state, residents do not have collection sites available. Consumers should be able to recycle
electronics within 10 miles in a suburban area, 20 miles in a rural area and 5 miles in a densely populated area.
They should be able to recycle items within a week of realizing they need to dispose of the item so that people
cleaning a home after a death, selling a home, living in an apartment, etc are not confronted with a storage
situation that can lead to illegal dumping.

6/2/2015 2:30 PM

14

If in fact, municipal collectors drop out due to recyclers requesting fees to pick-up material then the access for
residents is greatly lacking statewide.

6/2/2015 1:30 PM

15

TV's and Computer monitors are currently being recycled at government cost by a firm from Janesville, WI. Aside
from this there is a real problem recycling these items.

6/2/2015 9:39 AM

16

Need more education and notices placed in the community to keep the information.

6/2/2015 8:58 AM

17

In rural areas there are very few, if any options available. That is why local government is often stuck trying to
come up with collection programs to fill the void. Many collectors simply do not take glass TV's and monitors
because they are charged per pound to recycle them. This results in illegal dumping and overloading of those
collectors who do accept those devices. We are the only collector of electronics in Ogle County that does not
charge an exorbitant fee for recycling electronics, and one of two entities that collect electronics. That means that
many people have to drive over 50 miles (round-trip) to recycle electronics.

6/1/2015 11:14 AM

18

We received 5 to 10 calls a day requesting a place to recycle TV's and tube monitors. We have no outlet for that
material unless we could charge a fee. There are currently little to no options.Our county sponsored collections
have long lines that can't service all who try to participate.

6/1/2015 11:08 AM

19

This law does not allow for adequate collection of CRTs at small town levels. For many recyclers, handling CRTs
comes at a significant cost, which is impossible for them to recoup under the current law because they can't
charge to accept them from residents. Smaller recyclers have no prayer of obtaining credits from manufacturers
for collections, so if we are to handle CRTs, it must come at a cost to the recycler, so most choose not to handle
or accept them. While the law was written to benefit the consumer, it is actually providing a disservice because it
eliminates their options. We, for example, would gladly handle CRTs if we could do it at a modest profit, which
can only be obtained by charging to accept them up front.

6/1/2015 9:44 AM
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Q16 Do you think consumers should be
charged a fee for recycling their electronic
devices?
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#

If yes, then should the fee be imposed at the time of purchase or at the time the device is returned for
recycling?

Date

1

Actually depends if the recyclers has to pay to get say a television recycled then they shouldon't be allowed to
push the fee to the consumer. Why should the recyclers be required to pay to recycle someone else's products.
Currently recycler's must pay to get tvs recycled but they aren't allowed to charge or off set what it cost them
again putting the financial burden on the small recyclers

6/23/2015 1:49 PM

2

Either

6/23/2015 8:53 AM

3

I think the OEMs should pay 50% of a total pre-determined number that the state agrees with and has evidence
supporting the total cost from collectors to processors to final disposition. The amount should be .30-.40/lb total.
The OEMs should pay half and the consumers should pay the other half.

6/19/2015 1:56 PM

4

Time of purchase.

6/19/2015 1:48 PM

5

At the time of purchase a $5or $10 fee wouldnt not be noticed and once told that its for recycling and that they
wouldnt be charged additional fees when it comes times to recycle the televisions consumers would probably be
more willing to abide by the rules.

6/15/2015 10:14 AM

6

: In situations where it is difficult to serve a community and costs are excessively high, the free market should be
allowed to play out and offer services at a competitive cost to the consumers.

6/12/2015 11:43 AM

7

When returned for recycling and only on crts

6/12/2015 10:02 AM

8

At time of purchase.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

9

when it is purchased.

6/11/2015 3:25 PM

10

The fee should be charged at the time of recycling. I do not trust the state to properly collect and use the fees that
are being held for their intended use. Additionally if the fees are collected at the end of life, it would be easier to
change that fee based on market conditions which could significantly change in future years.

6/10/2015 10:51 AM
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11

Time of purchase, it should be like a tax and at the end of the year when collectors/recyclers submit detailed
documentation to a third party showing their cost of processing they receive a tax refund. Manufacturers should
still have to fulfill their pounds and payment to collectors/recyclers for this would diminish the tax refund.

6/9/2015 4:52 PM

12

At the time of purchase

6/9/2015 3:56 PM

13

It should be paid to the recycler to cover costs.

6/9/2015 1:37 PM

14

At purchase

6/6/2015 9:25 PM

15

When device is recycled.

6/4/2015 9:54 AM

16

At the time the device is returned for recycling

6/4/2015 9:17 AM

17

Only if the item has been compromised. ie. cord cut, components with value scavenged.

6/4/2015 8:48 AM

18

Haven't the manufacturers assessed this in their pricing? This is preferable to an added fee - which consumers
will think is just another government tax. All fees should be imposed at the time of purchase - vehicles coming to
our events are served at a rate of 2 1/2 cars per minute. We are unable (nor do we want to) collect money at our
recycling events.

6/3/2015 12:16 PM

19

at least for some classes until somone comes up with an economically fesible way to dispose of TVs.

6/2/2015 7:57 PM

20

(They already pay a fee as they replace things that still work but are no longer upgrading)

6/2/2015 2:31 PM

21

Costs related to collecting and handling are at the local collector level. Any costs paid by consumers should be at
this level. Costs collected at the time of purchase provide no relief for those who handle it at the time of
return/recycling.

6/2/2015 9:49 AM

22

Imposed at time of recycling

6/2/2015 8:58 AM

23

upon recycling

6/1/2015 2:36 PM

24

I think the law should allow consumers to be charged a fee, if there are no free options available.

6/1/2015 11:16 AM

25

They shouldn't be charged a fee by the government. Let the free market dictate what recyclers charge for
accepting these items. Government intervention is not needed for setting pricing structure.

6/1/2015 9:45 AM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q17 Would you attend a public hearing on
the future of electronic product recycling in
the State of Illinois?
Skipped: 12
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Answered: 19

Skipped: 47

#

Responses

Date

1

N/A

6/29/2015 9:56 AM

2

The state of IL should have a comparative matrix of all the US state laws and understand which ones are/are not
working. Implementing new rules should be a discussion involving all the stakeholders directly impacted by the
proposed bill.

6/23/2015 5:24 PM

3

TV recycling must be discussed and the laws being pushed onto smaller recyclers

6/23/2015 1:49 PM

4

First, we need to use this process to work toward consensus on a bill for 2016 session. If SWALCO cannot attain
a no-cost program for 2016, we will no longer be a collector in which case the retailers will have to absorb the
nearly 5 million pounds our program collects. SWALCO and it members Spend approximately $150,000 to collect
and supporting e-scrap in Lake County. We continue to dedicate these resources but cannot be charged for
transportation, supplies or processing of e-scrap. Record keeping needs to tighten up, if incorrect recordkeeping
is found, they must be prosecuted and fined.

6/20/2015 11:40 PM

5

You should not allow any electronic waste to be land filled and at the same time allow it to count for recycling and
for required by the OEMs.

6/19/2015 1:56 PM

6

Since it is becoming harder and harder to find places that accept CRT monitors and televisions, people are just
starting to dump older style televisions into ditches and creeks. People are more likely to follow the law if it is
easy and convinent. The problem wont go away but get worse. And with all the toxins these older style CRT's
televisions contain we will end up paying the price with our health, livestock poisioning, plant and water posioning.
By not correcting problem and making manufacturers and recyclers accountable then its no better than the people
that are carelessly throwing televisions over bridges into waterways.

6/15/2015 10:14 AM

7

This program has been a resounding success that the public has embraced and therefore has helped reduce the
environmental impacts of disposed electronics. Although the program has faced some challenges under the
weight of its own success, as the funding mechanisms catch up the program will remain a strong benefit to the
citizens of Illinois.

6/12/2015 11:43 AM

8

Illinois has made a great start. Let's improve it to be the best electronics recycling program in the country. Thank
you for your efforts!

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

9

I would like to see some type of regulation that independents could not avoid in regards to obtaining end of life
electronics without reporting them.

6/10/2015 10:51 AM

10

calling landfilling recycling is an insult to intelligence! Why would anyone think that that would be rcycling in
anyway. Or put it in a cell for the future!! Who is going to pay for that? I don't think the consumers know that you
are even thinking of landfilling their items! There are more people who want to be green not make more trash.

6/9/2015 6:52 PM

11

Smaller companies who don't have the manufacturer contracts don't see any money to offset the recycling of
consumer electronics under the program. There is not enough enforcement to make people do things the right
way, since otherwise they only do what is best for the company which is often times financial not complying with
laws or fulfilling social obligations.

6/9/2015 4:52 PM

12

I would welcome the individuals who author these laws to spend a few days in our recycling center - to see
firsthand what we face as recyclers. We want to do the right thing, however some laws make it impossible to do.
The amount of documentation and handling of some items forces us to turn them away, almost guaranteeing
these will end up on the side of some backroad.

6/9/2015 1:37 PM

13

Program needs to help not only manufacturers and large processors but also the small collectors where they
incur costs associated with accepting CRT Monitors/TVs and never get reimbursed/compensated by the
processor/manufacturer.

6/9/2015 9:22 AM

14

Non-VCS are subject to abuse.

6/6/2015 9:25 PM
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Q18 Please share any additional
comments or recommendations that you
feel would be beneficial in our program
review.

15

The manufactures should be required to contact the actual collectors and recyclers with a plan to receive the
goods. The manufactures should be required to pay the actual people that are doing the recycling of the products
at a fair rate.

6/4/2015 9:54 AM

16

any electronic device can be properly recycled. It is not always financially faceable for recycler to do so without
charging for it. If we want to significantly reduce landfill we need to address it.

6/4/2015 9:17 AM

17

What isn't clear to me in the language of the survey is the goal weight for manufactures and the subsequent
credit or penalty. 80% of sales from 2 years prior is their minimum recycle goal without penalty and more than
100% of 2 years prior would trigger the 25% credit? I assume that it is clear in the legislation.

6/4/2015 8:48 AM

18

The state does not track underserved counties properly. The term is misleading and has not worked for the
greater good as intended.

6/2/2015 2:31 PM

19

If we could charge a fee for TV's and Monitors our customers say they would gladly pay it.

6/1/2015 11:12 AM
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Q1 Please specify whether you are or
represent any one or more of the following
(select each category that may apply):
Skipped: 0
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Other (please
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Responses

A collector (i.e., a person who receives covered electronic devices directly from a residence for recycling or processing for reuse)

64.29%

27

A recycler or refurbisher (i.e., a person who recycles or processes for reuse either covered electronic devices or eligible electronic devices)

100.00%

42

A manufacturer (i.e., a person who manufactures any covered electronic device)

7.14%

3

A unit of local government, State agency, or elected official

2.38%

1

Other (please specify)

2.38%

1

Total Respondents: 42

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Not for Profit Agency

6/1/2015 11:28 AM
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Answered: 42

Q2 Under existing law, manufacturers'
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goal for program year 2015 is
36,852,133 pounds (i.e., 50% of the total
weight of covered electronic devices sold in
Illinois during the calendar year two
years before the current year). Is that goal
sufficient?
Answered: 42

Skipped: 0
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Yes

52.38%

22

No

47.62%

20

Total

42

#

If no, please explain why you feel the current goal is insufficient.

Date

1

Please see our comments on Question #4

6/24/2015 1:09 AM

2

From a recycler's standpoint the total weight will never be sufficient due to self interests. However, from an OEM
standpoint the goal is always sufficient (again, due to self interests).

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

3

I don't feel that the total goal represents a sufficient weight amount considering IL is in the top 10 largest
populations in the US. but exactly I don't have enough data to make this conclusion except to look at the total
weight reported on ERCC's data documents year to year for manufacturer take back. So IL looks to be 3% of the
total collected/reported which doesn't like the correct pro rate share.

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

4

I don't know for sure that it is insufficient but I expect that the limit will be met before the end of 2015.

6/19/2015 11:25 AM

5

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

6

Although we have no OEM contracts; what we are hearing is what they are paying is not enough to cover all the
material being collected. Leaving it as an expense to the recyclers or collectors.

6/16/2015 2:40 PM

7

There isn't sufficient manufacturer reimbursement to cover recycling costs and more costs are being passed on to
collectors, recyclers, and residents. This target is low compared to other states such as Wisconsin.

6/15/2015 11:25 PM
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8

From being in the industry, it is hard to imagine every time someone gets a new laptop/cell phone/etc. they
recycle their old one. Many people hold on to their used electronics items, or even give them to friends or family. I
think it is hard to determine what is really being recycled from consumers, therefore it is hard to target a number
that actually makes sense.

6/15/2015 2:44 PM

9

There are several communities/regions that have shut down collections due to insufficient manufacturer funding
and others are exceeding their projected quotas.

6/12/2015 11:33 AM

10

CRTs remain the most significant covered electronic devices; however the United Nations sTEP numbers show
that LCDs will exceed CRTS in end-of-life status in the U.S. in July 2015. Illinois must rapidly increase its
responsible recycling stewardship for LCDs immediately. Funding is essential to this effort.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

11

Most devices are made from materials that can be made of at least 80% recycled materials.

6/10/2015 10:26 AM

12

The goal needs to be higher.

6/9/2015 6:37 PM

13

I don't believe it should be based on the total weight sold. I think it needs to factor in the usable lifespan of the
different electronics and the accessibility of the electronics which would lead to higher discarded amounts than
usable lifespan.

6/9/2015 4:31 PM

14

People tend to recycle their electronics after use of 3 or more years, we are still receiving Big bulky CRT
Televisions/Monitors, Projection/Wood TVs that were sold more than 5 years ago. These old products are much
more heavier than the products sold two years ago, i.e. a Projection TV can weigh anywhere between 120 lbs to
200 lbs and a 27 inch CRT TV weights 60-80 lbs. On the other side a 42" LCD Television (which most probably
was sold two years ago) weighs around 25 - 40 lbs only. So basically 4-5 LCD TVs sold two years ago will most
probably cover only one CRT TVs. Although, the televisions are used here as an example, this applies to any
covered electronics. For example, old Video cassette recorders are much heavier than newer DVD
player/recorders. Same thing goes for computers, laptops, record players, even the product as small as IPod.

6/9/2015 10:13 AM

15

The real amount of electronics that are collected is much higher statewide. Because of that, many
collectors/recyclers end up having a surplus of these pounds and a manufacturer doesn't need them. On top of
that, because there is such a surplus they are very competitive in price to sell. We end up selling them to
manufacturers for MUCH MUCH less than what it costs us to actually recycle them.

6/9/2015 9:52 AM

16

Yes, because storage times are going up and weights are going down.

6/6/2015 9:14 PM

17

It is too low.

6/1/2015 3:40 PM

18

The size / weight of electronics sold in 2015 does not reflect the size/weight of material still be recycled here
everyday.

6/1/2015 11:28 AM

19

Unsure. We need to assess how much volume is actually being generated by Illinois residences to determine
what the recycling and reuse goal should be if the end goal of the program is to have all volume generated
covered by an OEM program. Linking collection targets to weight sold when products are getting lighter and sales
of certain items seem to be on the decline is not necessarily a good link to cover what's being generated in the
state.

6/1/2015 10:49 AM
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Q3 Currently, each manufacturer must
individually recycle an amount that is equal
to at least 50% of the total weight of the
covered electronic devices that it sold in
Illinois two years prior. Is this formula for
determining individual manufacturer goals
fair?
Answered: 42
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Fair

57.14%

24

Unfair

42.86%

18

Total

42

#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

Please see our comments on Question #4

6/24/2015 1:09 AM

2

A manufacture cannot determine what a buyer does with their recycling

6/23/2015 1:36 PM

3

From a planning standpoint for the OEMs it helps to plan future recycling costs by using sales data from two
years prior. 50% is fair.

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

4

But it is in the favor of the OEMs. The good thing about it is that it incorporates two years prior which allows the
OEMs to properly budget for it in advance.

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

5

As new products weight goes down (smaller devices) there will be challenges in offsetting the mix of material that
can be recycled at a profit... ie. CRT cost money to recycle and are a big % of mix and weight. Commodities have
been dropping and with no rebound project for the next 1-2 years there could be additional pressure in the market
to recycle for profit.

6/17/2015 12:17 PM

6

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

7

To be honest I am unsure. I know there are some manufacturers that didn't even produce CRT's to begin with
and are being held accountable for covering costs. On the flip side recyclers can't cover the cost and stay in
business. So hard for me to say who should cover the costs..

6/16/2015 2:40 PM
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8

Manufacturers need to have more financial responsibility in the recycling process. Decreasing commodity
markets, continued high levels of CRT's in the recycling stream, and increased costs associated with recycling
have made it more challenging to provide environmentally friendly / sustainable solutions.

6/15/2015 11:25 PM

9

I'm not sure if it is fair or unfair, but based on my previous answer, I don't believe there is an easy "fair" way to
determine the amount that should be recycled.

6/15/2015 2:44 PM

10

The 50% target was formulated several years ago and has been insufficient in providing the necessary funding
for the volume of electronics for recycling. The commitment should ensure coverage.

6/12/2015 11:33 AM

11

It should be 80% so that we can ramp up for the tsunami of LCDs that will end up in the waste stream if we do not
take immediate action.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

12

I believe that some of the data received is not valid. There are small manufacturers that are weighing in on
recycled weight however not participating in the buyback program.

6/10/2015 10:26 AM

13

The weight of electronics are much lighter now.

6/9/2015 6:37 PM

14

The explanation is same as in Question number 2.

6/9/2015 10:13 AM

15

The formula needs to include some stipulation for the CRT's that were purchased 15 plus years ago and are now
being replaced with LCD's and LED's. Those alone will make up for a large portion of their pounds but they are
not accounted for in the amount because they haven't been sold for over 2 years.

6/9/2015 9:52 AM

16

It does not take into account the weight of older devises compared to newer

6/1/2015 3:40 PM

17

Why do they not have to recycle 100% of the amount sold?

6/1/2015 11:28 AM

18

Unsure. Market share (or sales) is the easiest way to determine goals/targets. A more accurate determination
might be to assign shares based on what's actually being returned in the system. However, this is more difficult
since many historical brand owners are no longer in business.

6/1/2015 10:49 AM
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Q4 This spring, the General Assembly
passed House Bill 1455, which, if enacted,
will modify manufacturers' annual recycling
and reuse goals. Under House Bill 1455, for
program year 2015, the Statewide electronic
product recycling and reuse goal for
television and computer monitor
manufacturers is 30,800,000 pounds (i.e.,
approximately 80% of the total weight of
televisions and computer monitors sold in
Illinois two years prior), and for the same
year, the Statewide electronic product
recycling and reuse goal for manufacturers
of all other covered electronic devices
is 15,800,000 pounds (i.e., approximately
50% of the total weight of those devices
sold in Illinois two years prior). For
program years 2016 and 2017, respectively,
the Statewide electronic product recycling
and reuse goal for television and computer
monitor manufacturers is 34,000,000
pounds (i.e., approximately 80% of the total
weight of televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior),
and for the same two years, the Statewide
electronic product recycling and reuse goal
for manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices is 15,600,000 pounds
(i.e., approximately 50% of the total weight
of those devices sold in Illinois two years
prior). Are these goals sufficient?
Answered: 42

Skipped: 0
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If no, please explain why you feel these goals are insufficient.
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Yes

1

The concept of raising the OEM goals came from the Illinois Counties Solid Waste Management Association
(ILCSWMA) as several major counties lost their long-time preferred recyclers such as our company SupplyChain Services, Inc. (SSI) and Sims due to the fact that we were not able to secure OEMs for retaining our
services, (SSI worked with the Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County, SWANCC and City of Chicago
since 1999. It was painful and extremely sad for us to tell them that we have lost a lot of money in the residential
e-waste field after the IL e-waste law was enacted and we could no longer service them. We just could not
compete against a well-known fraudulent recycler based in Romeoville/Plainfield who now dominate the
residential e-waste market in IL.) ILCSWMA members thought raising the OEM goals could resolve the problem.
However, in fact, the fundamental problem has no relation to the OEM goals. The major reasons are: 1) OEMs
do not want to pay fair prices for honest recyclers to recycle e-waste, especially CRT glasses. This is
understandable as they were forced by the law to pay for recycling residential e-waste, especially most of them
are facing tough competition in their own industries. (This is why we object to the Extended Producer
Responsibility, EPR, legislation. We prefer the California's Advanced Recovery FEE, ARF, model where both
recyclers and collectors can enjoy reasonable services fees from the California government. In the last few years,
many States did not pass EPR legislation because it is proven to be a failing program). 2) Most importantly, good
recyclers' business was significantly impacted by dishonest recyclers. These companies offered cheap per
pound prices (such as offering only $0.10-$0.12/lb to OEMs. The low prices definitely is not sufficient for recycling
residential e-Waste whereby 65% collected weight is CRT glasses. In addition to paying CRT processors, we
have high costs of on-site labor, transportation, demanufacturing/shredding and paying collectors -- minimum you
need $0.20-$0.30/lb in order to survive.) The dishonest recyclers usually submit fraudulent reports to OEMs as
well as IEPA -- They double and triple reported "Air" Pounds. (i.e. if they collect/process 10,000 lbs, they will
either report to OEMs 20,000-30,000 lbs, or report the same poundage collected to multiple OEMs. In other
words, they enjoy $0.20-$0.30/lb in total for doing less work. This type of fraudulent practices made the good
recyclers unable to compete. As a result, we were forced to exit the residential e-Waste market. After we exited,
the fraudulent recyclers have no competitors. They began to charge Counties and other collectors for recycling
fees. They also put limit on CRT TV's and monitors as they do not want to receive more CRT's. They just report
air pounds and get paid without being questioned. This is the major reasons that several large counties such as
DuPage County could not find recyclers to bid their program. 3) IEPA does not have good oversight programs
established to catch recyclers' fraudulent reporting. I asked David Walters, Director of Solid Waste of IEPA who is
in charge of the IL e-Waste Program why he has never performed oversight on fraudulent recyclers. He said that
he has no money and no manpower to do so. This no oversight scenario not only drove honest recyclers out of
the residential e-waste market, the fraudulent recyclers became the dominant force. As long as IEPA does not
check the reporting, OEMs enjoy low prices and they have no intention to perform due diligence on recyclers. 4) if
OEM's quota is raised, we can easily predict that OEMs will further lower their per pound prices. This will
encourage dishonest recyclers to submit more fraudulent weight and good recyclers can never come back to the
residential e-Waste market. As a result, the good intention and spirit of the IL e-Waste law was totally lost. As
evidenced above, raising OEM quota can not resolve the problem. Providing IEPA with resources to check the
reports from recyclers and forcing OEMs be responsible for accepting recyclers' numbers without checking is lot
more important. Our company, Supply-Chain Services, Inc. (SSI), has developed a reporting system that can
help IEPA and OEM verify fraudulent reporting and would like to share it with IEPA as well as legislators. SSI's
CEO Jade Lee has made presentations on this system at several national conferences and have won
compliments from other State EPA's. She can be reached at jadelee@supply-chainservices.com, Cell (630) 6759544.

6/24/2015 1:09 AM

2

They actually seem high because it makes the useful life of products seem too short

6/23/2015 1:36 PM

3

From a recycler's standpoint the total weight will never be sufficient due to self interests. However, from an OEM
standpoint the goal is always sufficient (again, due to self interests).

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

4

Same answer as #2

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

5

It's good that the goals increase over previous years but I still predict that they will be met before end of year.

6/19/2015 11:25 AM

6

time will tell... commodity prices is also a big factor in determining the ability to "pull" demand.

6/17/2015 12:17 PM

7

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured. This is especially true for tvs. CRT containing items are a huge problem.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

8

Likely not... Everything being sold now is getting smaller and weighs less. However, there many things out there
that weigh much more that still need to be recycled... So it won't accurately cover what is being recycled.

6/16/2015 2:40 PM

9

Same as above.

6/15/2015 2:44 PM

10

No one can be certain these goals will be sufficient and if volume exceeds the funding established by these goals
the program will still be at a deficit like it has been thus far.

6/12/2015 11:33 AM

11

Reuse and recycling rates should both be a least 80%.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM
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12

I think the goals should be higher for other electronics since they are more easily replaced.

6/9/2015 4:31 PM

13

The explanation is same as in Question number 2. Even 80% of TVs/Monitors sold two years ago is not sufficient.

6/9/2015 10:13 AM

14

Yes, because storage times are going up and weights are going down.

6/6/2015 9:14 PM

15

See previous answer

6/1/2015 3:40 PM

16

I maintain there should be 100% on the TV and monitor manufacturers.

6/1/2015 11:28 AM

17

Unsure. The question becomes what is the volume that was actually generated in these product categories?

6/1/2015 10:49 AM
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Q5 If House Bill 1455 becomes law, then for
program years 2015 through 2017,
television and computer monitor
manufacturers must collectively recycle
80% of the televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior, and
the manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices must collectively recycle
50% of the total weight of all other covered
electronic devices sold in Illinois two years
prior. Is this formula for determining
individual manufacturer goals fair?
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#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

Please see my comment on Questions *4 above. This will only drive the per pound rate OEMs would pay even
lower and encourage more fraudulent reporting by dishonest recyclers. Good recyclers will not benefit from it.

6/24/2015 1:09 AM

2

See comment above

6/23/2015 1:36 PM

3

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured. This is especially true for tvs. CRT containing items are a huge problem.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

4

I am also unsure what is fair. I know that recycling responsible is important and having the recyclers stay in
business while doing so is also important. I am unsure if this is the correct model to do so.

6/16/2015 2:40 PM

5

To think that people recycle their items every two years is crazy. People also do not know the environmental laws
most of the time and will still dump their electronics in the trash. To think that every citizen in Illinois can A). afford
to get new electronic devices every two years and B.) responsibly handle the materials is way above and beyond
what actually happens.

6/15/2015 2:44 PM
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Electronic Recycling

6

Again, these figures are arbitrary and will likely not reflect manufacturer volume ratios and associated
collection/processing costs appropriately. Although TVs and computer monitors place a disproportionately
heavier burden on the program, this change may actually be more unfair based upon what is collected. Suggest
possibly a premium cost factor be placed on TV volume but let the requirement for each manufacturer be
determined by the category collection volumes that actually occur.

6/12/2015 11:33 AM

7

It's better than we have now and will be law when the Governor signs it. We should up the out years in future
legislation.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

8

Newer monitors are lighter. Older monitors are heavier and last long enough to still be in the scrap market. This
may make it too easy for monitor manufacturers to reach their goals without recycling current scrap. Other
electronics tend to have a lesser usable lifespan than monitors. I think the goal should be higher.

6/9/2015 4:31 PM

9

The explanation is same as in Question number 2. Even 80% of TVs/Monitors sold two years ago is not sufficient.

6/9/2015 10:13 AM

10

See previous answer

6/1/2015 3:40 PM

11

100%

6/1/2015 11:28 AM

12

Unsure. We need to assess how much volume is actually being generated by Illinois residences to determine
what the recycling and reuse goal should be if the end goal of the program is to have all volume generated
covered by an OEM program. Linking collection targets to weight sold when products are getting lighter and sales
of certain items seem to be on the decline is not necessarily a good link to cover what's being generated in the
state.

6/1/2015 10:49 AM
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Q6 Please select the statement below that
best reflects your thoughts about the
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016
and 2017 as set forth in House Bill 1455.
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The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set much too low.
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Q7 The Electronic Products Recycling and
Reuse Act currently allows manufacturers
to obtain extra credit toward their annual
recycling and reuse goals for electronic
devices that are (i) processed for reuse; (ii)
donated for reuse to certain entities; (iii)
collected in underserved counties, or (iv)
collected, recycled or refurbished by a notfor-profit corporation that employs a
specified percentage of developmentally
disabled persons. Are these existing
credits adequate?
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Q8 Should all of the existing credits be
continued?
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#

If no, please specify which of the credits should be discontinued and explain why the credit should be
discontinued.

Date

1

Has any legislators seen what were collected? Hardly anything can be reused as most of them are junk. How do
you check upon reuse and refurbish? Who is going to do that as IEPA has very limited resources to check
reports? In other words, this is just naive thoughts that can hardly be verified. We recommend abolishing the
entire provision.

6/24/2015 1:24 AM

2

If they should continue, the goal needs to be revised to take into account the additional credits that are added into
the equation through these areas. Currently they inflate the problem of a shortage of OEM obligation. It is good to
add incentive to the under served areas, but if there are incentives, they need to be accounted for and added to
the total obligation.

6/15/2015 11:30 PM

3

Credits should still exist as recycling companies are being forced to take these items for free or low cost from the
public, yet it can cost those companies money to dispose of them properly.

6/15/2015 2:48 PM

4

With respect to extra credit for not-for-profit corporations that employs a specified percentage of developmentally
disabled persons, the program is available to any organization that wants to do so making it at fair offering. And,
the program has been an incredible success by creating sustainable, long-term employment for those who
otherwise have very limited options. In a time when economic hardship is causing many state programs to be
drastically cut or eliminated altogether, this program actually reduced the burden of supporting many individuals
with disabilities by providing gainful work. For the small percentage of the total manufacturer credits that are
absorbed by the extra credit offering, the overall benefits to the State and its citizens far outweigh the small
impact to the recycling program overall. The Department of Human Services is a strong advocate of this program
as evidenced through award distinction as a premier job creation provider.

6/12/2015 11:34 AM

5

I don't think they should get extra credits for reuse. Yes reuse is the best option as it has the least environmental
impact however reuse is still a form of recycling not to mention the fact that reused electronics will end up back in
the stream for recycling sooner than a new electronic thus manufacturers can double up their recycling
obligations. If a manufacturer reuses equipment than they should decrease new production which would reduce
their recycling obligations.

6/9/2015 4:38 PM
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6

Collect and count pound for pound. Regardless of where it came from. They are putting 150 pounds out, then
they need to bring in the correct percentage of those pounds back in...no matter what county it comes from or if
its reused.

6/9/2015 9:55 AM

7

The purpose of the ERP is environmental. The best environmental outcome is reuse not material recovery.

6/6/2015 9:16 PM

8

th

6/2/2015 3:54 PM

9

The credits result in less material being collected and recycled.

6/2/2015 10:13 AM

10

The weights are too low to begin with

6/1/2015 3:42 PM

11

Credits bring down the actual volume collected. For some OEMs, it does incentivize them to look for collection in
underserved areas, etc. The positive is that these help keep costs lower for OEMs for more expensive programs.
For example, collection in an underserved county might cost twice as much to service but since their pounds
count double those increased costs are neutralized. Is there data on how often these credits are utilized in past
program years? This could help to determine if OEMs are making an effort to utilize these incentives or not.

6/1/2015 10:55 AM

12

The credits need to be carried by the collector/recycler. They are the entities that are paying for the collection of
over collected electronics, not the manufacturer.

6/1/2015 10:40 AM
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Q9 In addition, if House Bill 1455 becomes
law, then, in program years 2015 and 2016,
manufacturers will receive a credit for
exceeding their recycling and reuse goals.
That credit will be equal to 25% of the
amount the manufacturer collects above its
annual goal, and it may be (i) used in the
program year after it is earned or (ii) sold to
other manufacturers in the program year
after it is earned. Do you feel the new credit
is adequate?
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Q10 If House Bill 1455 is enacted, then
should the credit (i.e., the credit
manufacturers would receive for exceeding
their recycling and reuse goals) created by
that bill be continued?
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#

If no, please explain why the credit should be discontinued.

Date

1

Please see our comments on Question #4. This will only create more fraudulent reporting by dishonest recyclers.
OEMs will not care if they receive fraudulent numbers or not as they want to get their credits. Unless you provide
IEPA the resources to perform stringent oversight, DO NOT OFFER THIS as this good intention will definitely be
abused.

6/24/2015 1:24 AM

2

No credit to manufacturer should be given for exceeding their recycling and reuse goals, instead, provide
benchmarks that would allow increase recycling overall as a responsibility.

6/23/2015 6:20 PM

3

This makes no sense. If you recycle more one year, then you won't have as much the next year? The
manufacturer's already get so many write-off's with the under-served counties, etc. rules. This means unless they
exceed their goals yearly, they will not be recycling the "required" amount.

6/15/2015 2:48 PM

4

I don't believe the credit should be transferrable.

6/9/2015 4:38 PM

5

No extra credit!!! They should be held accountable to their goals, and that's it!

6/9/2015 9:55 AM

6

It should be improved upon. Giving a manufacturer credit for 25% of the over collecting will result in reducing the
collection network over time. other states give 100% credit, but limit how much of the credit can be used in future
years.

6/2/2015 10:13 AM

7

Sold is ok, but not to defer for the next year

6/1/2015 3:42 PM

8

Credits won't encourage OEMs to collect beyond their targets if that is the purpose behind their incorporation. It is
a nice safety net in terms of over-collection but it does not encourage an OEM to collect and recycle beyond their
goal. Keep in mind that keeping a credit of only 25% means that the OEM would have paid 4 times as much for
that 1 lbs. to use in the future as they paid for the pounds they currently claimed in the program.

6/1/2015 10:55 AM
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Q11 Do you feel that the current penalties
are adequate?
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Q12 Do you feel that there is a need for the
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#

If yes, please explain the circumstances under which it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban.

Date

1

Definitely NOT -- do not listen to Kuusakoski and Peoria Hazardous Landfill. In Illinois, we have Com2 Recycling.
They pay IL taxes and hire employees. Most importantly, they have invested several millions of dollars to recycle
CRT glasses into fret as an agent for ceramic tiles. There is no shortage of outlets for CRT recycling. Com2's
prices for CRT Recycling are very reasonable. Legislators and IEPA, please do your research before making this
bad decision that will damage the life of IL residents. They will definitely question and object to the legislators who
voted on lifting the landfill ban. In addition, the encapsulation of CRT glasses is a ridiculous idea. Can any
legislator and IEPA guarantee that Kuusakoski and Peoria Disposal will still be existing when the so called "other
technologies" become available? We do not want another Superfund site in Illinois. Many legislators do not know
that the Peoria Landfill only takes 2 small sample jars to self perform TCLP test (i.e. Toxicity characteristic
leaching procedure) while receiving more than 250 tons (500,000 lbs) of hazardous waste daily. (This was told by
Kuusakoski and Peoria Landfill in their 2014 presentation at an ILCSWMA meeting.) Please do not make this
unwise decision that will be heavily criticized by your constituent when they found out. If this becomes laws, I
know quite a few good recyclers, including our company, will reach to media to accuse the unwise decision by
legislators.

6/24/2015 2:05 AM

2

Only if it was linked to CRT / Monitors. AND the product is de-manufactured, recycled and glass is treated to
become non-leachable for lead and put into a permitted site to accept such material.

6/17/2015 12:26 PM

3

It took a considerable time to establish the law and landfill ban and everyone is now used to following it. Allowing
landfilling again would dramatically impact this progress and its effectiveness may never be renewed.

6/12/2015 11:36 AM

4

Landfill disposal can never be considered as recycling, and this survey is all about recycling. Isn't it?

6/9/2015 10:17 AM
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temporary rescissions of the landfill ban, do
you feel that there are circumstances when
it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban?
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#

Please briefly explain your answer.

Date

1

However, the certification is just a baseline. A lot of R2 and/or e-Steward certified recyclers are not honest -submitting fraudulent reports and weight information, especially the ones certified by the notorious Perry Johnson
auditing company.

6/24/2015 2:05 AM

2

Certifications are not fairly assessed the requirements levied on smaller recyclers can put them out of business
due to the cost in gaining the certifications. Some smaller recyclers are only one or two people and putting the
same requirements that cost thousands of dollars will put them out of business these certifications aren't really
one size fits all

6/23/2015 1:43 PM

3

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18000, and R2 should be required of recyclers.

6/19/2015 1:43 PM

4

R2 Certification, plus ISO14001, plus OHSAS 18001. And if this were the case it will make it easier to go to a
universal statewide system for all US states.

6/19/2015 1:43 PM

5

R2, R2-RIOS and e-Stewards certifications provide annual audits and verification that the recycler is operating
responsibly.

6/19/2015 11:27 AM

6

In order to assure workers safety, environmental protection, and 'level the playing field' to assure all companies
involved in the industry who are 'investing' in doing the right thing are not penalized by being at a cost
disadvantage during what has become a recession in the commodity space... it is very important that all recyclers
are certified. If the state allows certification to become a 'nice to have', but not required, there could be significant
unintentional consequences.

6/17/2015 12:26 PM

7

Would be using tax payer funds to certify what are already the core service offering of recycling / refurbishment
business entities that could otherwise be applied to other public initiatives.

6/17/2015 11:43 AM

8

state laws differ

6/16/2015 11:30 AM

9

Not if they are certified by R2 or e-Stewards.

6/15/2015 11:31 PM
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Q14 Should there be a requirement for
recyclers and refurbishers to be certified
through a USEPA-recognized certification
program?

10

Many of the recyclers handling the material are not familiar with the correct processing, storing and
deconstructing of the materials. This is just as foolish as putting the material directly in the landfill.

6/15/2015 2:50 PM

11

Recommend the R2 standard as it is the most adopted and provides a solid foundation for responsible recycling.

6/12/2015 11:36 AM

12

This makes for a level playing field. there are many cost with being certified. It's hard to compete if one company
has less cost because of not being certified than the other.

6/11/2015 3:24 PM

13

Not unless the cost is reasonable. If it will be, then my answer would be definitely 'yes'.

6/10/2015 10:38 AM

14

Just because a company is certified doesn't mean they are compliant. Just because a company is not certified,
doesn't mean they are doing things wrong. Certifications are often a marketing tool and can only be pursued by
companies with deep pockets, so this would exclude all honest mom & pop shops. It is a step in the right
direction, but I believe that if a company wants to take part in the program they should volunteer for a USEPA
audit and that will be used to determine a companies eligibility.

6/9/2015 4:44 PM

15

Unclear as to what program that is.

6/9/2015 9:56 AM

16

Everyone should be on the same playing field and have the proper certification to run a safe a sound business.

6/9/2015 9:48 AM

17

US law 104-113, OMB Circular A119, and Executive Order 13963 say that Voluntary Consensus Standards
(VCS) should be used, not private standards when there are appropriate VCS. To include a certification to a
standard that is in violation of a law, a directive and an Executive Order is inappropriate.

6/6/2015 9:23 PM

18

This will ensure there is some control over how materials are processed and a means to record the results. It will
be less costly for the state, the recycler and the public to take this approach vs. additional state personnel to
monitor recycling points.

6/3/2015 1:01 PM

19

All recyclers should be required to be R2 or e-Steward certified. This gives the citizens of Il at least a little bit of
reassurance their material is being properly managed.

6/2/2015 10:15 AM

20

Third party certification is good for industry. R2 or estewards should be accepted

6/1/2015 3:43 PM
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Q15 Do you feel that there are cost-effective
and convenient options for consumers to
recycle their electronics?
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#

If no, please provide any suggestions you might have on how to provide cost-effective, convenient
options for consumers to recycle their electronics.

Date

1

For consumers yes... for other stakeholders in the marketplace, it is become obvious that commodity prices are
making it very difficult to turn profits and continue to invest in the people and technology needed to create a
sustainable model. CRT glass has also become one of the issues driving this trend.

6/17/2015 12:26 PM

2

Many communities/regions are currently underserved or not served at all so must travel considerable distances to
follow the law. More dispersion of permanent collection sites and scheduled eDrives would offer additional
options.

6/12/2015 11:36 AM

3

Make it as easy to recycle a covered electronic device as it is to buy one. Every resident of the State of Illinois
should have access to the best available recycling of electronic products. In the case of LCDs this has yet to
become a reality. We need to boost LCD recycling now so we don't end up with LCDs becoming as big, or even
bigger problem, than CRTs.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

4

While I cannot speak for under served counties, the Chicagoland area definitely has convenient options for
recycling. As far as cost-effective for the consumer, yes as it is free!

6/10/2015 10:38 AM

5

I think the funding of the manufacturer programs doesn't make it back to the collector or smaller fish so it makes it
difficult for the consumer to find an avenue that is convenient and cost effective since the collectors are seeing no
money and are charging consumers.

6/9/2015 4:44 PM

6

I took No because "Maybe" was not an option. Consumers will do what is convenient and hassle-free. Our nonscientific research shows that consumers will simply hold onto used electronics rather than go through the trouble
of locating a recycler and the ensuing transporting of the material. Neighborhood recycling programs work for
cans, paper, etc. because it is easy and convenient.

6/3/2015 1:01 PM
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Q16 Do you think consumers should be
charged a fee for recycling their electronic
devices?
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If yes, then should the fee be imposed at the time of purchase or at the time the device is returned for
recycling?

Date

1

Definitely yes, When consumers buy electronics, they should share the responsibility of recycling costs,
especially OEMs do not want to pay fair prices for recycling electronics. For political reasons, legislators dare not
to charge consumers which has caused so many problems through the

6/24/2015 2:18 AM

2

Actually depends if the recyclers has to pay to get say a television recycled then they shouldon't be allowed to
push the fee to the consumer. Why should the recyclers be required to pay to recycle someone else's products.
Currently recycler's must pay to get tvs recycled but they aren't allowed to charge or off set what it cost them
again putting the financial burden on the small recyclers

6/23/2015 1:49 PM

3

I think the OEMs should pay 50% of a total pre-determined number that the state agrees with and has evidence
supporting the total cost from collectors to processors to final disposition. The amount should be .30-.40/lb total.
The OEMs should pay half and the consumers should pay the other half.

6/19/2015 1:56 PM

4

Time of purchase.

6/19/2015 1:48 PM

5

at the time of purchase

6/17/2015 5:23 PM

6

: In situations where it is difficult to serve a community and costs are excessively high, the free market should be
allowed to play out and offer services at a competitive cost to the consumers.

6/12/2015 11:43 AM

7

At time of purchase.

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

8

when it is purchased.

6/11/2015 3:25 PM

9

The fee should be charged at the time of recycling. I do not trust the state to properly collect and use the fees that
are being held for their intended use. Additionally if the fees are collected at the end of life, it would be easier to
change that fee based on market conditions which could significantly change in future years.

6/10/2015 10:51 AM
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10

Time of purchase, it should be like a tax and at the end of the year when collectors/recyclers submit detailed
documentation to a third party showing their cost of processing they receive a tax refund. Manufacturers should
still have to fulfill their pounds and payment to collectors/recyclers for this would diminish the tax refund.

6/9/2015 4:52 PM

11

At purchase

6/6/2015 9:25 PM

12

When device is recycled.

6/4/2015 9:54 AM

13

They are charged already. The manufacturer has buried their cost of recycling into the product.

6/3/2015 1:02 PM

14

A fee imposed as the time of purchase is the most straightforward public education piece to lead consumers to
understand that electronics recycling costs money. A fee up front on electronics that are typically expensive to
begin with isn't noticeable to a consumer as much as a fee when the product reaches its end of life.

6/1/2015 10:59 AM
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Q17 Would you attend a public hearing on
the future of electronic product recycling in
the State of Illinois?
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Answered: 30

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Answered: 14

Skipped: 28

#

Responses

Date

1

Please definitely contact me for future hearing on electronic product recycling. I will make an in-depth analysis on
the issues and solutions. I can be contacted via: email: jadelee@supply-chainservices.com phone: cell: 630-6759544 (please call me at my cell as I travel frequently to visit our enterprise customers and give speeches at
conferences); O: 630-629-9344, x22

6/24/2015 2:18 AM

2

TV recycling must be discussed and the laws being pushed onto smaller recyclers

6/23/2015 1:49 PM

3

You should not allow any electronic waste to be land filled and at the same time allow it to count for recycling and
for required by the OEMs.

6/19/2015 1:56 PM

4

There should be some mechanism whereby a certain minimum rate is established that manufacturers have to
pay per pound to recyclers that covers the actual cost of recycling. Transportation is an important part of the
recycling process and that should be assumed to be part of the manufacturers obligation to cover the cost of
recycling their quota.

6/19/2015 11:32 AM

5

Shared responsibility between counties/municipalities, OEM's, Recyclers, Consumers needs to be the focus for a
sustainable model.

6/17/2015 12:28 PM

6

Adding provisions to not be able to charge municipal collectors to the new legislation will drive recyclers away
from working with some collectors. There isn't enough obligation and the system isn't set up to support these
provisions.

6/15/2015 11:34 PM

7

This program has been a resounding success that the public has embraced and therefore has helped reduce the
environmental impacts of disposed electronics. Although the program has faced some challenges under the
weight of its own success, as the funding mechanisms catch up the program will remain a strong benefit to the
citizens of Illinois.

6/12/2015 11:43 AM

8

Illinois has made a great start. Let's improve it to be the best electronics recycling program in the country. Thank
you for your efforts!

6/11/2015 7:35 PM

9

I would like to see some type of regulation that independents could not avoid in regards to obtaining end of life
electronics without reporting them.

6/10/2015 10:51 AM

10

calling landfilling recycling is an insult to intelligence! Why would anyone think that that would be rcycling in
anyway. Or put it in a cell for the future!! Who is going to pay for that? I don't think the consumers know that you
are even thinking of landfilling their items! There are more people who want to be green not make more trash.

6/9/2015 6:52 PM

11

Smaller companies who don't have the manufacturer contracts don't see any money to offset the recycling of
consumer electronics under the program. There is not enough enforcement to make people do things the right
way, since otherwise they only do what is best for the company which is often times financial not complying with
laws or fulfilling social obligations.

6/9/2015 4:52 PM

12

Non-VCS are subject to abuse.

6/6/2015 9:25 PM

13

The manufactures should be required to contact the actual collectors and recyclers with a plan to receive the
goods. The manufactures should be required to pay the actual people that are doing the recycling of the products
at a fair rate.

6/4/2015 9:54 AM

14

Greatly discourage the approval of ADC and storage cell options for CRT glass. We do not believe it is recycling
nor has the industry reached this as an option of last resort. In addition, neither R2 nor e-Stewards approve of
this downstream option currently.

6/1/2015 10:59 AM
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Q18 Please share any additional
comments or recommendations that you
feel would be beneficial in our program
review.

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q1 Please specify whether you are or
represent any one or more of the following
(select each category that may apply):
Skipped: 0

A collector
(i.e., a per...

A recycler or
refurbisher...

A manufacturer
(i.e., a per...

A unit of
local...

Other (please
specify)
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Answer Choices

Responses

A collector (i.e., a person who receives covered electronic devices directly from a residence for recycling or processing for reuse)

7.89%

3

A recycler or refurbisher (i.e., a person who recycles or processes for reuse either covered electronic devices or eligible electronic devices)

7.89%

3

A manufacturer (i.e., a person who manufactures any covered electronic device)

100.00%

A unit of local government, State agency, or elected official

0.00%

0

Other (please specify)

2.63%

1

Total Respondents: 38

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

trader who distributes name brands

6/17/2015 11:25 AM
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Answered: 38

Q2 Under existing law, manufacturers'
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goal for program year 2015 is
36,852,133 pounds (i.e., 50% of the total
weight of covered electronic devices sold in
Illinois during the calendar year two
years before the current year). Is that goal
sufficient?
Answered: 38

Skipped: 0
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Responses

Yes

73.68%

28

No

26.32%

10

Total

38

#

If no, please explain why you feel the current goal is insufficient.

Date

1

The goal is sufficient for all devices EXCEPT TELEVISIONS due to the glut of CRT televisions needing
processing. In most states with readily available data, CRT TV collections have climbed steadily for many years
to over approximately 5 lbs/capita, while CRT computer monitor collections have declined for many years to
around 0.5 lbs/capita in most states with take-back laws. In summary, ONLY TV TARGETS MAY WARRANT
INCREASES.

6/24/2015 3:16 PM

2

The method of obtaining this goal should be called into question. Using sales from to year's prior to the current
program year is an inaccurate method of determining how much weight is actually available for collection and
coming in through the return network. Further, the individual manufacturer goal allocation based on sales two
years prior to the program year does not accurately reflect the amount of each branded product coming in for
recycling. Typical product life cycles for consumer electronics is 7+ years, not two years. A better approach
would be to either follow a return share model where each brand is responsible for recycling their own branded
materials that are actually returned for recycling, or an advance recovery fee model similar to how electronic
waste is handled in California.

6/23/2015 1:30 PM

3

From a recycler's standpoint the total weight will never be sufficient due to self interests. However, from an OEM
standpoint the goal is always sufficient (again, due to self interests).

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

4

I don't feel that the total goal represents a sufficient weight amount considering IL is in the top 10 largest
populations in the US. but exactly I don't have enough data to make this conclusion except to look at the total
weight reported on ERCC's data documents year to year for manufacturer take back. So IL looks to be 3% of the
total collected/reported which doesn't like the correct pro rate share.

6/19/2015 1:30 PM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

5

See explanation #3 below.

6/9/2015 2:07 PM

6

They are too high.

6/2/2015 8:25 AM

7

real market conditions should dictate. Additionally, recycling does not have to be free of charge at all times and
under every circumstance, just home-delivery of new product is not free of charge

6/1/2015 12:01 PM

8

50% recovery is too high a goal. Consumer hang on to equipment for years and may or may not even return their
items for recycling. Selling one product with the idea that another product (or even 1/2 of a product) could be
recovered is not accurate. Consumers should be pushed to turn in their EOL products and not have this "goal"
placed simply on the OEM.

6/1/2015 11:30 AM

9

Since Wyse Technology have merged with Dell in May 2012. the recycling weight is combined and Dell
Environmental Department should have the Data.

6/1/2015 10:19 AM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q3 Currently, each manufacturer must
individually recycle an amount that is equal
to at least 50% of the total weight of the
covered electronic devices that it sold in
Illinois two years prior. Is this formula for
determining individual manufacturer goals
fair?
Answered: 38
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Fair

68.42%

26

Unfair

31.58%

12

Total

38

#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

It is unfair to apply the same target percentage of sales to both TV manufacturers and manufacturers of other
devices that are far less problematic to process and which often are diverted (for example, computers with value
being processed for value recovery outside of manufacturer take-back programs). The target for TVs should be
set independently of other covered devices due to the continuing increase in CRT TV recycling needs, and the
unique challenges in recycling CRT TVs.

6/24/2015 3:16 PM

2

This formula for obtaining manufacturer recycling goals is patently unfair. Consumer electronics typically have a
life cycle of 7+ years, not two years. The products sold two years ago are not yet being disposed of by
consumers in Illinois and the sales weight of these products have nothing to do with the weight of products
actually being returned for recycling. Accordingly, newer companies who currently have little to no products in the
return stream but have decent current market share are forced to pay to recycle the legacy products
manufactured by their older competitors. Manufacturers and brands who have been in business for a long time
actually benefit financially from the electronic waste model in Illinois because their newer competitors are paying
to recycle their old products.

6/23/2015 1:30 PM

3

From a planning standpoint for the OEMs it helps to plan future recycling costs by using sales data from two
years prior. 50% is fair.

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

4

But it is in the favor of the OEMs. The good thing about it is that it incorporates two years prior which allows the
OEMs to properly budget for it in advance.

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

5

How does a manufacturer have control over their goods being recycled.

6/17/2015 11:25 AM
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Electronic Recycling

6

Our products have a three year warranty and returned units are refurbished. Warranty replacement claims are far
less than 50%. Very few of our products are scrapped after two years and more than 50% of them are still being
used after 5 years.

6/10/2015 1:51 PM

7

The number is too low to ensure all material is collected and processed.

6/9/2015 3:29 PM

8

It assumes that all products have the same useful life and the useful life is about 18 months. Longer life products
are at a disadvantage in that their goal is the same as a short life cycled product. Can't recycle what is still in use.
The emphasis is on recycling not creating a longer life product or repurposing the item to non-profits.

6/9/2015 2:07 PM

9

It's up to the customers discretion on whether or not to use the manufacturers FREE recycling program. We
believe the majoriy of customers use their local ewaste drop off center to do so which means the manufacturer is
still responsible for meeting the shortfall of recycling by purchasing pounds even if the product was recycled
elsewhere. Typically, if a customer drops off their product to be recycled (if not to the manufacturer recycler), the
recycler will log the info and send a notificiaton to the manufacturer. For the state of Illinois we have not recieved
any notice if any of our products have been recycled or not to claim recycling credits.

6/9/2015 11:38 AM

10

It should be based on the waste experience, in states that use that this formula we see only 100 lbs. a year as our
share, where Illinois is making us buy 200K+ lbs. of TV's and computer every year. Video games are not part of
the waste stream, they hold value even when completely broken. There is a whole secondary market for used
video games and the systems that employ thousands of people in Illinois. All I am asking for this for this to be fair,
I have no problem taking care of our obligations as far as what is in the recycling and waste stream, but do not
want to pay for those industries that contribute the lion's share of the problem. My question is why electronics is
being singled out, there are a lot more Huggies out there filling the waste stream than video game systems, why
are those manufacturers exempt from this requirement. There are many more items that make up the waste
stream than electronics, which usually only comprises less than 3 % of the problem.

6/2/2015 10:47 AM

11

My company manufacture's desktop computers. This is a product that people keep for many years before
recycling so it's unreasonable to think we can take in 50% of what we sold from 2 years prior. Type of product
manufactured and sold should be taken into account.

6/2/2015 8:25 AM

12

As manufacturer's, once a product (device) is sold to a consumer, we have no control over how or when they
might want to turn in their end of life electronic for reuse, refurbishment or recycling. To mandate that
manufacturer's take back 50% of everything they sell, is unreasonable and leads to the "purchasing of pounds" in
order to meet our obligation (there is no way to recover 50% equivalent of sold products). By purchasing pounds
from recyclers who "claim" to have excess weight for sale, we risk "double dipping/counting" by the Recycler in
order to sell more pounds than they actually have. This does not benefit anyone.

6/1/2015 11:30 AM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q4 This spring, the General Assembly
passed House Bill 1455, which, if enacted,
will modify manufacturers' annual recycling
and reuse goals. Under House Bill 1455, for
program year 2015, the Statewide electronic
product recycling and reuse goal for
television and computer monitor
manufacturers is 30,800,000 pounds (i.e.,
approximately 80% of the total weight of
televisions and computer monitors sold in
Illinois two years prior), and for the same
year, the Statewide electronic product
recycling and reuse goal for manufacturers
of all other covered electronic devices
is 15,800,000 pounds (i.e., approximately
50% of the total weight of those devices
sold in Illinois two years prior). For
program years 2016 and 2017, respectively,
the Statewide electronic product recycling
and reuse goal for television and computer
monitor manufacturers is 34,000,000
pounds (i.e., approximately 80% of the total
weight of televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior),
and for the same two years, the Statewide
electronic product recycling and reuse goal
for manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices is 15,600,000 pounds
(i.e., approximately 50% of the total weight
of those devices sold in Illinois two years
prior). Are these goals sufficient?
Answered: 38

Skipped: 0
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63.16%
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36.84%
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Total

38

#

If no, please explain why you feel these goals are insufficient.

Date

1

These goals are sufficient EXCEPT POSSIBLY FOR TVs. The collection goal for TV manufacturers should be
addressed separately, and TV manufacturers should be engaged to identify adequate financing without deferring
costs to other industries.

6/24/2015 3:16 PM

2

1) The goal for computer monitor alone is quite high. 2) The goal for all other covered electronic devices is quite
high is a bit low. 3) The manufacturer of television might not also the manufacturer of computer monitors.
Computer monitor should be included as all other covered electronic devices.

6/23/2015 8:38 PM

3

Setting arbitrary goals will not help ensure that all electronic waste in the state is properly disposed of and shifting
a significant portion of the burden from computer manufacturers to television manufacturers makes little sense
when so many products being returned for recycling are non-television products. Further, allocating recycling
responsibility based on market share results is in the unfair and potentially unconstitutional treatment of new
manufacturers whose products are not yet being returned for recycling.

6/23/2015 1:30 PM

4

From a recycler's standpoint the total weight will never be sufficient due to self interests. However, from an OEM
standpoint the goal is always sufficient (again, due to self interests).

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

5

Same answer as #2

6/19/2015 1:30 PM

6

The target difference is too wide from current target, and manufacture need some time to prepare the changed
program.

6/15/2015 4:01 PM

7

Not sure if the goals match consumption patterns.

6/9/2015 2:07 PM

8

We beleive the goal should be less.

6/9/2015 11:38 AM

9

These new goals are actually confusing and confusing goals are neither sufficient nor insufficient. Instead they
are just confusing. The existing law was crystal clear with an explicit percentage stated for each and every year.
However, HB1455 completely removed every reference to explicit percentages for years 2015, 2016 and 2017
and replaced it with ambiguous references to weight goals for the state.

6/3/2015 1:30 PM

10

It is unclear why there was a need to increase the target to approximately 80% for TV and monitor manufacturers.
It is also unclear how you derrived goals of 30.8M pounds for 2015 and 34M pounds for 2016.

6/2/2015 3:26 PM

11

They are too high.

6/2/2015 8:25 AM

12

real market conditions should dictate. Additionally, recycling does not have to be free of charge at all times and
under every circumstance, just home-delivery of new product is not free of charge

6/1/2015 12:01 PM
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Yes

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling
Same comments as above. Very unrealistic goals. If you want fraud instilled into the take back and recycling
process, then it is a good goal. It is impossible for the OEM to take back the listed goal amounts. With the stiff
penalties IL imposes, the OEM will do whatever they need to do to meet their goals. This inability to meet goals
will increase the chance of corruption and fraud within the system.

6/1/2015 11:30 AM

14

Overly sufficient. The products becoming lighter it makes it harder to justify why manufacturers have to collect
more. The TV market is a dying market and cost makes a huge impact. The more manufacturers pay to recycle,
the cost of the product can go up to offset the increase in recycling cost.

6/1/2015 10:33 AM
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13
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Q5 If House Bill 1455 becomes law, then for
program years 2015 through 2017,
television and computer monitor
manufacturers must collectively recycle
80% of the televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior, and
the manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices must collectively recycle
50% of the total weight of all other covered
electronic devices sold in Illinois two years
prior. Is this formula for determining
individual manufacturer goals fair?
Answered: 38
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Fair

52.63%

20

Unfair

47.37%

18

Total

38

#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

Because CRT processing volumes and costs are so unique, it is absolutely fair to set targets on related devices
at different levels than for other far less problematic devices. The only thing that may not be fair is that the trend
for CRT monitor collections has been declining for years while CRT TV collections have been increasing for
years (data from, for example, WA and WI is readily available for CRTs), so monitor manufacturers may end up
with excessive obligation as CRT monitors dwindle from the collection stream and CRT TVs continue.

6/24/2015 3:16 PM

2

Manufacturers that don't have high volume sales in the state of Illinois, should not be "penalized" by having to
collectively recycle the volume put in the market by other manufacturing companies. The cost will increase
significantly for companies that don't have a strong presence in that state.

6/23/2015 5:10 PM

3

As stated above the setting of arbitrary goals not based on the actual returns of products is not only unfair but is
potentially unconstitutional. The formula used to determine individual manufacturer goals is not based on the
manufacturers branded materials that are actually being returned for recycling. new manufacturers with little to no
products coming back in the return stream are therefore forced to pay to recycle the products created by their
competitors.

6/23/2015 1:30 PM
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Electronic Recycling

4

unrealistic

6/17/2015 11:25 AM

5

The target difference is too wide from current target, and manufacture need some time to prepare the changed
program.

6/15/2015 4:01 PM

6

Our products have a three year replacement warranty and useful lives of 5 years.

6/10/2015 1:51 PM

7

Not sure if the goals match consumption patterns.

6/9/2015 2:07 PM

8

The manufacturers that sell products in large volumes also have a larger market share. Whereas it will be difficult
for the smaller manufacturers to meet their goal. If it's collective effort it may seem fair. But when it is broken
down to individual manufacturer, it is not fair if the percentage is the same.

6/9/2015 11:38 AM

9

80% is entirely too high an amount to assume will come back so quickly. I'm not sure I'm following these
questions well. The goal at 50% for this year is higher than 80% in future years??

6/9/2015 10:57 AM

10

There simply is no "formula" provided in HB1455 for arriving at the percentage goals for these two classes of ewaste. Replacing the clear percentage goals with an implied equivalent does not seem like a fair implementation
and when the change is revealed to be a 60% increase in the obligation it seems especially unfair. I can imagine
that a 60% increase in the e-waste recycling obligation implemented halfway through the current collection year
will be a substantial hardship for manufacturers in that affected group.

6/3/2015 1:30 PM

11

TV and monitor manufacturers should be held accountable for recycling the TVs and CRT monitors that are
flooding the collection sites if those are products they have previously put on the market or continue to sell today
(TVs). However, it is unclear how you derrived the goals using 30.8M pounds for 2015 and 34M pounds for 2016.

6/2/2015 3:26 PM

12

Again base the formula on what is actually getting into the waste stream, not on sales.

6/2/2015 10:47 AM

13

Television and computers aren't recycled every 2 years like some other products are. Most people keep them for
5-10 years so how do you expect manufacturer's to collect 80% of sales back in 2 years?

6/2/2015 8:25 AM

14

real market conditions should dictate. Additionally, recycling does not have to be free of charge at all times and
under every circumstance, just home-delivery of new product is not free of charge

6/1/2015 12:01 PM

15

Same comment as above.

6/1/2015 11:30 AM

16

Changing the target mid-year is unfair for manufacturers since the budgets have already been set. It's one thing
to make the bill effective the upcoming year, but changing it mid-year is unfair to manufacturers. Also, with the
products becoming lighter it makes it harder to justify why manufacturers have to collect more. The TV is a dying
market and cost makes a huge impact. The more manufacturers pay to recycle, the cost of the product can go up
to offset the increase in recycling cost.

6/1/2015 10:33 AM

17

If the bill becomes law at this point, a good portion of the program year has passed making it unfair and difficult to
change the collection targets for the 2015 program year. Commencing the 80% in program year 2016 would be
fair.

6/1/2015 9:50 AM
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Electronic Recycling

Q6 Please select the statement below that
best reflects your thoughts about the
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016
and 2017 as set forth in House Bill 1455.
Answered: 36
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The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set much too high.

41.67%

15

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set somewhat high.

30.56%

11

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set just about right.

22.22%

8

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set somewhat low.

5.56%

2

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set much too low.

0.00%

0

Total

36
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Q7 The Electronic Products Recycling and
Reuse Act currently allows manufacturers
to obtain extra credit toward their annual
recycling and reuse goals for electronic
devices that are (i) processed for reuse; (ii)
donated for reuse to certain entities; (iii)
collected in underserved counties, or (iv)
collected, recycled or refurbished by a notfor-profit corporation that employs a
specified percentage of developmentally
disabled persons. Are these existing
credits adequate?
Answered: 36
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q8 Should all of the existing credits be
continued?
Skipped: 2
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Yes

97.22%

35
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2.78%

1

Total

36

#

If no, please specify which of the credits should be discontinued and explain why the credit should be
discontinued.

Date

1

Working with entities such as Goodwill should be recognized as not-for-profit corporation serving disadvantaged
people and enable the manufacturer to receive extra credit.

6/2/2015 3:30 PM

2

why should manufacturers pay twice? once for collection of usable product so it can be resold and then a second
time when its finally a waste. I thought the intention of the law was to prevent improper disposal of e-waste.

6/1/2015 12:09 PM
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Answered: 36

Q9 In addition, if House Bill 1455 becomes
law, then, in program years 2015 and 2016,
manufacturers will receive a credit for
exceeding their recycling and reuse goals.
That credit will be equal to 25% of the
amount the manufacturer collects above its
annual goal, and it may be (i) used in the
program year after it is earned or (ii) sold to
other manufacturers in the program year
after it is earned. Do you feel the new credit
is adequate?
Answered: 36
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Q10 If House Bill 1455 is enacted, then
should the credit (i.e., the credit
manufacturers would receive for exceeding
their recycling and reuse goals) created by
that bill be continued?
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#

36

If no, please explain why the credit should be discontinued.
There are no responses.
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Q11 Do you feel that the current penalties
are adequate?
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Q12 Do you feel that there is a need for the
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#

If yes, please explain the circumstances under which it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban.

Date

1

Landfill should not be an option.

6/23/2015 5:20 PM

2

If there is a regulation ban electronics disposal in the landfill, it would make our environment more greener and
more unwanted electronics will be collected whether to support State recycling program or not. It can be a way to
educate consumers on greener initiatives.

6/17/2015 2:27 PM
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Q13 Although there have not been any
temporary rescissions of the landfill ban, do
you feel that there are circumstances when
it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban?
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Yes
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36

#

Please briefly explain your answer.

Date

1

Requiring recyclers to meet eStewards, R2, or possibly other recognized certification programs can help to at
least set a baseline for performance among processors. Participants in take-back in IL can then have some basic
expectation for the quality of processing, though, of course, certification does not guarantee that processing
problems will never arise.

6/24/2015 3:22 PM

2

We think yes, but not knowing the details for we are not recyclers and do not know if there is any difficulty to get
this certification program.

6/23/2015 8:45 PM

3

There are many globally recognized certifications available. Why should one more be introduced? Besides that,
we have to bear in mind that certifications are costly. Recyclers should at least have one certification in place,
being e-Stewards or R2, plus ISO.

6/23/2015 5:20 PM

4

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18000, and R2 should be required of recyclers.

6/19/2015 1:43 PM

5

R2 Certification, plus ISO14001, plus OHSAS 18001. And if this were the case it will make it easier to go to a
universal statewide system for all US states.

6/19/2015 1:43 PM

6

We (States, manufacturers, recycler and collectors) can be rest assure that recycling activities and processes are
legitimate.

6/17/2015 2:27 PM

7

To ensure third party monitoring.

6/16/2015 7:21 PM

8

Two many recyclers out there, hard to know who is good and who is not.

6/11/2015 12:46 PM

9

We favor additional assurance of vendor competency and veracity.

6/10/2015 2:01 PM

10

At the end of the day these are the groups that make sure recycled items are handled in an environmentally
sound manner. Their good stewardship is essential certification increases the likelihood that items are handled
properly.

6/9/2015 2:10 PM
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Q14 Should there be a requirement for
recyclers and refurbishers to be certified
through a USEPA-recognized certification
program?

11

To ensure that recylers and refurbishers abide by laws in respect to landfills, dumping, and proper recycling.

6/3/2015 2:30 PM

12

Just another layer of beaucracy that manufacturers have to pay for.

6/2/2015 10:50 AM

13

this is micro managing.

6/1/2015 12:10 PM

14

Maybe. Recyclers should be certified through some type of recognized certification program that ENSURES
above board operations and accountability. There are too many small recyclers who are "here today, gone
tomorrow".

6/1/2015 11:36 AM

15

If there are recyclers that are not certified, they will not follow practices minimally required by manufacturers to be
partnered. If manufacturers are required to use recyclers that don't agree with their principles it will put the
manufacturer's name/brand at risk if something were to go wrong. If the recycler is certified it gives a little
assurance they are doing what's right for the environment and manufacturer.

6/1/2015 10:45 AM

16

Current system works, and there is no need to fix a working system until it is broken.

6/1/2015 10:36 AM
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Electronic Recycling

Q15 Do you feel that there are cost-effective
and convenient options for consumers to
recycle their electronics?
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Total

36

#

If no, please provide any suggestions you might have on how to provide cost-effective, convenient
options for consumers to recycle their electronics.

Date

1

We think the options we have in place is very good

6/15/2015 10:04 AM

2

More return locations and events are needed.

6/10/2015 2:01 PM

3

Consumers should be able to place their products on the curb and have the local waste management company
pick up and dispose of the EOL products.

6/1/2015 11:36 AM
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Q16 Do you think consumers should be
charged a fee for recycling their electronic
devices?
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33

#

If yes, then should the fee be imposed at the time of purchase or at the time the device is returned for
recycling?

Date

1

An advance recovery fee similar to what is used in California, and similar to what Illinois already does to handle
the disposal of tires in the state, would make the most sense. Rather than having hidden recycling fees charged
to consumers in the purchase price of their products a consumer in Illinois would know exactly what they are
paying for at the time of purchase.

6/23/2015 1:34 PM

2

I think the OEMs should pay 50% of a total pre-determined number that the state agrees with and has evidence
supporting the total cost from collectors to processors to final disposition. The amount should be .30-.40/lb total.
The OEMs should pay half and the consumers should pay the other half.

6/19/2015 1:56 PM

3

Time of purchase.

6/19/2015 1:48 PM

4

at the time of purchase

6/17/2015 5:23 PM

5

Pay fee when purchase a new unit.

6/17/2015 2:29 PM

6

The fee should be imposed at the time of purchase.

6/17/2015 1:11 PM

7

I think it should be done like California. The consumer pays for E-Waste at the point of sale.... period- end of
story. None of these other issues to deal with, register, pay etc...

6/17/2015 11:32 AM

8

At the time of purchase.

6/16/2015 7:22 PM

9

At time of disposal

6/11/2015 12:47 PM

10

Fee should be imposed at purchase.

6/10/2015 2:03 PM

11

At the time of purchase.

6/9/2015 6:46 PM

12

Yes

6/9/2015 2:11 PM
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Answered: 33

13

When device is returned for recycling - small fee could go a long way to offsetting costs. Allow a waiver for low
income households

6/9/2015 10:59 AM

14

At the time of return for recycling. This could help offset the costs imposed on the manufacturer's.

6/3/2015 2:32 PM

15

Like in California and British Columbia, they charge the fee at the time they buy the product. Consumers are the
ones deciding to buy these products they should be the ones responsible for paying for the recycling.

6/2/2015 10:55 AM

16

Data from California speaks for itself. No other state is close to the perfomance of CA. However, lessons from MN
and WI can show that charging a fee at time of disposal is viable as well

6/1/2015 12:10 PM

17

If the consumer were charged a fee at the time of purchase that would cover the cost of recycling their device at
its EOL, it would make the program much easier to administer. This is how most Provinces in Canada operate
(and the State of California) and it seems to work fairly well.

6/1/2015 11:42 AM

18

Consumers are the ones making a decision to use electronic devices. So they should be responsible to recycle or
pay for recycling.

6/1/2015 10:37 AM
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Electronic Recycling

Q17 Would you attend a public hearing on
the future of electronic product recycling in
the State of Illinois?
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Answered: 33
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Electronic Recycling

Answered: 8

Skipped: 30

#

Responses

Date

1

The state of IL should have a comparative matrix of all the US state laws and understand which ones are/are not
working. Implementing new rules should be a discussion involving all the stakeholders directly impacted by the
proposed bill.

6/23/2015 5:24 PM

2

You should not allow any electronic waste to be land filled and at the same time allow it to count for recycling and
for required by the OEMs.

6/19/2015 1:56 PM

3

None

6/18/2015 4:17 PM

4

Again, I think E-Waste; the way it's set up in IL is unfair. The definition used for a manufacturer, is inaccurate to
say the least. I firmly believe it should be $3.50 charge to $5.00 on the item at the POS for the consumer and
viola- done!

6/17/2015 11:32 AM

5

Thanks for allowing comments, most states don't really care to hear the truth.

6/2/2015 10:55 AM

6

The program in unfair to smaller manufacturer's.

6/2/2015 8:30 AM

7

The State of IL program is the most complex, complicated and onerous program of any State. It is very confusing
and requires submission of data 4 out of 12 months of the year. This is very time consuming and makes it easy to
miss a required deadline. Streamline the program to align all data submissions into one or two dates.

6/1/2015 11:42 AM

8

The bill takes into consideration the recyclers' point of view, but not the TV manufacturer's position. The program
changing will have a huge cost impact on TV manufacturers. Which will also impact the cost of the products sold
to consumers.

6/1/2015 10:45 AM
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Q18 Please share any additional
comments or recommendations that you
feel would be beneficial in our program
review.

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q1 Please specify whether you are or
represent any one or more of the following
(select each category that may apply):
Skipped: 0

A collector
(i.e., a per...
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(i.e., a per...
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Other (please
specify)
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Responses

A collector (i.e., a person who receives covered electronic devices directly from a residence for recycling or processing for reuse)

21.95%

9

A recycler or refurbisher (i.e., a person who recycles or processes for reuse either covered electronic devices or eligible electronic devices)

2.44%

1

A manufacturer (i.e., a person who manufactures any covered electronic device)

0.00%

0

A unit of local government, State agency, or elected official

100.00%

Other (please specify)

2.44%

Total Respondents: 41

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

We were classified as a collector, but now our recycler is the "collector" and we are simply the program manager
contracting for the service.

6/24/2015 11:11 AM
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Answered: 41

Q2 Under existing law, manufacturers'
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goal for program year 2015 is
36,852,133 pounds (i.e., 50% of the total
weight of covered electronic devices sold in
Illinois during the calendar year two
years before the current year). Is that goal
sufficient?
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#

If no, please explain why you feel the current goal is insufficient.

Date

1

I believe manufacturers should be required to recycle 100% of all electronics collected; particularly because there
is a landfill ban in Illinois.

6/25/2015 2:52 PM

2

We have exceeded the goal for the last couple of years, bringing collection programs to a halt in the last months
of the year or mid-year. This goal may likely be on the brink of being met, if not met already, for 2015.

6/24/2015 11:11 AM

3

Based on information available from Product Stewardship Council regarding state programs in 20+ other states,
the goal set by current e-waste legislation in IL is low. The crisis over the past few years of meeting associated
CRT glass processing costs, this year has virtually shut down or incapacitated many local govt programs and
efforts of collectors. More manufacturers' support of the manufacturers' take-back program is needed. Local
governments cannot afford to continue to subsidize efforts of e-waste collectors.

6/23/2015 3:28 PM

4

I believe manufacturers should recycle 100% of the electronic devices collected for recycle, regardless of what
was sold in prior years. Since Illinois has a landfill ban, people have no other option and must recycle these
devices. All electronic devices should be covered and able to be recycled, even if that means a small recycling or
eco fee on electronics at time of purchase to fund recycling in the State. We can't continue to store these devices
and must come up with a feasible solution.

6/23/2015 8:35 AM

5

Goal should be 100% of items turned in any given year.

6/23/2015 8:34 AM
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Electronic Recycling

6

Western Illinois has been collecting E-waste since 2005. The amount collected each year continues to go up.
CRT's are comprising over 50%. People are still not in the loop of information that E-waste is banned. Go to any
village or city cleanup and you will see TV's and electronics at the curb waiting to go to the landfill. If "everyone"
knew we were collecting E-waste I would not have enough room to hold the flow and nor I would have a contract
(or the money) with a de-manufacture to process the material.

6/23/2015 8:20 AM

7

The current law does not meet collection demand as demonstrated by the last few years of collections that
exceeded 50 million pounds. It is clear that demand is greater. Collections in coordinated by SWALCO for Lake
County have been averaging about six pound per capita. If this program would truly have convenient collections
statewide the volumes seen in Lake County would mean the goal would have to be nearly 66 million pounds.

6/20/2015 11:03 PM

8

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

9

I really have no idea

6/15/2015 7:24 PM

10

The main hurdle is the weight of the old tube TV's that are still plentiful in the community. They weigh probably 45 times more than new flat screen TV's.

6/11/2015 2:57 PM

11

DuPage County's current contractor has already achieved its 1.4 million lb CRT glass limit only 5 months into the
contract. DuPage typically collects more than 2.7 million lbs of all electronics annually. The contractor specified
that he would use the lbs allocation strictly for the the CRT devices which hopefully would enable him to collect
the other ewaste with some value to off set any expenses.

6/5/2015 4:11 PM

12

Last year it was necessary for our recycler to charge a substantial fee from September through January as the
goals (or the resulting quotas) were reached in September.

6/5/2015 12:18 PM

13

The vendors we deal with will reach their quotas typically in September. This leaves us paying a premium to the
vendor from September (typically) until the new quotas are received and contracts negotiated early the next year.
This situation makes it difficult to justify continued collection at our facility.

6/5/2015 10:08 AM

14

Would like to see a minimum of 75%

6/5/2015 8:39 AM

15

The target weights do not factor for the fact items brought in for recycling are significantly heavier. Also, there is
nothing to balance the cost of handling hazardous material - largely the crt glass,.

6/4/2015 10:47 AM

16

Should be based on percentage of market rather than number of pounds. We are bringing in the older heavier
items, so weight goals are achieved too early to cover all year long's collections

6/4/2015 6:48 AM

17

The weight of electronics is decreasing for newer items, the older electronics are much heavier so it is not a fair
comparison. One older TV could weigh as much as 5 new TVs. The weight of old electronics out there surpasses
the weight of what is being sold by far.

6/3/2015 1:00 PM

18

I believe that 1) the pounds per capita was underestimated and 2) the 50% is too low. Our collector/recycler is
underfunded for the materials that we are collecting.

6/3/2015 12:10 PM

19

Downstate there are very few options for electronic recycling. The companies that serve our counties are often
traveling to do collections and collecting large numbers with TVs still overwhelming the programs. If recyclers do
not have OEM credits, or sufficient OEM credits, they are and will continue to either charge municipalities in
some way or refuse to do collections and serve our areas.

6/2/2015 4:00 PM

20

We are being asked to pay once we hit a specific amount and given what we have taken in already, we will hit the
amount. The program goal is far too low. Many areas around us do not even have funded recycling and their
residents are crossing county lines to use our drop-off sites..

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

21

While I am only one community in Illinois and fairly removed from the program, I hear from other counterparts that
the goal amount is insufficient to guarantee all counties to have manufacturers cover programs for the entire
year. With a goal, manufacturers are inclined to achieve their goal early and can do so with the more populated
counties which puts the less populated areas at a disadvantage. The goal should include operating a program
throughout the year even if goals are met.

6/2/2015 2:19 PM

22

it allows for manufacturers to stop collecting, but material keeps coming in, plus weights coming into recycling
programs are still high due to crt material, even though current products sold weigh so much less.

6/1/2015 2:28 PM

23

Because the manufacturers stop funding electronics recycling when their goals are met. Because the weight of
electronics are getting lighter, the goals are going down. The weight of collected electronics (mostly TV's) does
not appear to be decreasing. So the processors are charging the collectors for electronics recycling, which should
be paid for by the manufacturers. We have been paying for recycling glass TV's & monitors for several years
since the manufacturers are not paying enough.

6/1/2015 11:05 AM
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Electronic Recycling
Manufacturers should be paying for 100% recycling and/or reuse

6/1/2015 10:13 AM
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Q3 Currently, each manufacturer must
individually recycle an amount that is equal
to at least 50% of the total weight of the
covered electronic devices that it sold in
Illinois two years prior. Is this formula for
determining individual manufacturer goals
fair?
Answered: 41
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41

#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

I believe that amount is too low. A new formula needs to be developed because past electronic purchases don't
foresee future weights. As electronic devices become more and more popular, prevalent and affordable, more
individuals will purchase a new device every year (with affordability electronics become more disposable).

6/25/2015 2:52 PM

2

The equipment we are receiving from the residents of Kane County, and throughout the state are on average 5060% CRT TVs and monitors, which are very heavy. What the manufacturers are selling is all much lighter weight.
A goal that requires them to recycle a percentage of that low weight does not come close to covering the bulk
weight we are receiving. The requirement should be that they support the cost of recycling all legislated items that
we receive.

6/24/2015 11:11 AM

3

I'm a zero-waste proponent, and support extended producer responsibility for all products, including electronics
items covered by IL legislation. So, representing this extreme view-- I would support manufacturers' being
responsible for 100% of total weight of CEDs sold. How could any one answer this type of question without
referring to information collected nationally, and perhaps globally regarding effectiveness of electronics
manufacturer take-back programs. My recommendation would be that IEPA refer to studies and reports available
from PSI in this regard.

6/23/2015 3:28 PM

4

it should be the consumer's responsibility to recycle the product

6/23/2015 8:36 AM
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5

The goal should be 100% (everything that comes in for recycling). More and more individuals are purchasing
electronic devices every day and every year individuals are purchasing the newest gadgets. The thought process
that there will be less electronics out there to recycle as the years go by in my opinion is incorrect. There will be
much more electronics in the future and as computers and mobile phones become less expensive every year,
more and more people will purchase them. I believe in the future electronics will become even more disposable
as manufacturers want people to buy the newest and greatest every year. I believe there should be a small fee to
manage recycling for manufacturers on the sale of electronic devices. Otherwise 100% should be recycled.

6/23/2015 8:35 AM

6

Goal shouild be 100% of items turned in during any year.

6/23/2015 8:34 AM

7

It should be more!

6/23/2015 8:20 AM

8

The formula does not recognize the collection reality of dealing with heavy legacy weight, primarily CRT devices.
The formula needs to be replaced with a take all program that does not include artificial collection goals.

6/20/2015 11:03 PM

9

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

10

The main hurdle is the weight of the old tube TV's that are still plentiful in the community. They weigh probably 45 times more than new flat screen TV's.

6/11/2015 2:57 PM

11

We are still collecting electronics that were 10 to 20x the weight of those currently being sold.

6/5/2015 4:11 PM

12

They should be responsible for a much higher number

6/5/2015 12:18 PM

13

Similar reasoning as above. This leaves a surplus of electronics to be collected and premium amounts paid by
collectors and recyclers to get rid of these products.

6/5/2015 10:08 AM

14

More responsibility should be placed on the manufacturer based on the durability of the products they sell.
Additionally, the measures taken to monitor this initiative must be in place. Less, it becomes an intention that
does nothing to advance electronics recycling.

6/4/2015 10:47 AM

15

Should be based on percentage of market rather than number of pounds. We are bringing in the older heavier
items, so weight goals are achieved too early to cover all year long's collections

6/4/2015 6:48 AM

16

As stated today the weights of what is sold today is not comparable to what was sold 10 years ago. This is even
more the case due to many electronics were saved at home (stockpiled if you will) causing excessive weights to
be collected as compared to weights of newer electronics.

6/3/2015 1:00 PM

17

The reasoning for the time lag between "now" and sold two years prior is sound, however the 50% goal is too
low. The state statute bans 100% of these materials. We are collecting some things purchased many years ago
and some things purchased last year.

6/3/2015 12:10 PM

18

There is a continuing gap with the pounds of material sold due to devices becoming smaller and smaller so
weights need to be increased to account for this deficit.

6/2/2015 4:00 PM

19

This is an arbitrary goal - it is not based on population nor does it guarantee that all the electronics brought into a
drop-off will be funded by the manufacturers. The goal should be to have manufactures pay for everything that
comes into the drop-off sites. Perhaps it is fair to base responsibility on them by how much they sell but not set
the goal based on it.

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

20

I put an answer just to complete the survey, but I am removed from the discussions as to how this formula was
deemed the best way to determine a goal.

6/2/2015 2:19 PM

21

see above, same idea, they sell light weight products, but items coming in are high in weight

6/1/2015 2:28 PM

22

See answer to #2.

6/1/2015 11:05 AM

23

Should be 100%

6/1/2015 10:13 AM
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Electronic Recycling

Q4 This spring, the General Assembly
passed House Bill 1455, which, if enacted,
will modify manufacturers' annual recycling
and reuse goals. Under House Bill 1455, for
program year 2015, the Statewide electronic
product recycling and reuse goal for
television and computer monitor
manufacturers is 30,800,000 pounds (i.e.,
approximately 80% of the total weight of
televisions and computer monitors sold in
Illinois two years prior), and for the same
year, the Statewide electronic product
recycling and reuse goal for manufacturers
of all other covered electronic devices
is 15,800,000 pounds (i.e., approximately
50% of the total weight of those devices
sold in Illinois two years prior). For
program years 2016 and 2017, respectively,
the Statewide electronic product recycling
and reuse goal for television and computer
monitor manufacturers is 34,000,000
pounds (i.e., approximately 80% of the total
weight of televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior),
and for the same two years, the Statewide
electronic product recycling and reuse goal
for manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices is 15,600,000 pounds
(i.e., approximately 50% of the total weight
of those devices sold in Illinois two years
prior). Are these goals sufficient?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 0
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48.78%
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51.22%

21

Total

41

#

If no, please explain why you feel these goals are insufficient.

Date

1

I believe the goals need to be higher. There are many electronic devices being stored throughout homes/barns in
Illinois for many years that aren't accounted for in the numbers.

6/25/2015 2:52 PM

2

They are certainly an improvement that will help us to continue to collect equipment from residents for
responsible recycling, but I fear that we will still continue to exceed the weights each year.

6/24/2015 11:11 AM

3

Again, let's hope so. Certainly an improvement over 50%. Without access to information regarding effective state
e-waste collection manufacturers' take-back program models, I feel ill prepared to respond. (I checked 'yes' only
because the question requires an answer.) I'm wondering how this requirement compares nationally or globally. I
am still hopeful that HB 1455 will be signed by governor, and hopeful that this serves as a 'quick-fix' so that local
governments are not asked to subsidize collection of e-waste by collectors. I ams also hopeful that HB 1455,
once passed, will alleviate all problems currently experienced with regards to processing costs of CRT glass.

6/23/2015 3:28 PM

4

The goal should be 100% for all electronic devices.

6/23/2015 8:35 AM

5

Goal shouild be 100% of items turned in during any year.

6/23/2015 8:34 AM

6

Based on the current in flow of materials, We have underestimated the amount of E-waste that is out there. As
new products get smaller, the "sold" numbers will drop and not offset the "old" CRT items that are still out there.

6/23/2015 8:20 AM

7

While SWALCO supported HB1455, the goals set were a compromise that is still lower than the amount being
collected.

6/20/2015 11:03 PM

8

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured. This is especially true for tvs. CRT containing items are a huge problem.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

9

The main hurdle is the weight of the old tube TV's that are still plentiful in the community. They weigh probably 45 times more than new flat screen TV's.

6/11/2015 2:57 PM

10

It appears that the increase will be negligible and will not sustain collections statewide.

6/5/2015 4:11 PM

11

No. It remains to be seen if these goals are sufficient. This is a great improvement and we support this bill.

6/5/2015 12:18 PM

12

Remains to be seen if these goals will be sufficient. This is a significant step in the right direction.

6/5/2015 10:08 AM

13

Again - The target weights do not factor for the fact items brought in for recycling are significantly heavier. Also,
there is nothing to balance the cost of handling hazardous material - largely the crt glass,.

6/4/2015 10:47 AM

14

Should be based on percentage of market rather than number of pounds. We are bringing in the older heavier
items, so weight goals are achieved too early to cover all year long's collections

6/4/2015 6:48 AM
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Yes

15

As explained above the weights of older electronics is not comparable to weights of newer electronics.

6/3/2015 1:00 PM

16

Again, 100% of these items are banned from landfills no matter when they were purchased - we need to assure
sufficient funding for our residents to recycle electronics if they are unable to throw them away. This Bill is a good
start but may have to be amended again if the problems continue.

6/3/2015 12:10 PM

17

There should have been an "I hope so" choice. Separating the goal amounts between manufacturers of TVs and
monitors versus covered electronic devices is a good move forward. Looking ahead 2 years is difficult when it
comes to technology. I never would have imagined what a smart phone would be capable of just 3 or 4 years
ago. So, I am sticking with "I hope so".

6/2/2015 4:00 PM

18

This is still an arbitrary goal. It doesn't provide service across the state. The goal should be to have manufactures
pay for everything that comes into the drop-off sites and to have as many drop-off sites as possible so residents
can get to them conveniently. However, HB1455 is a compromise and was the only way manufacturers would
agree to any increase in the goals.

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

19

I have a difficult time answering if these goals are sufficient without a report identifying a breakdown of what was
collected from each community in prior years. I hear from counterparts, especially those in large population
counties, that they are shutting down programs due to manufacturers meeting their individual goals. Did ALL
manufacturers meet 50% goal of their goal? Or just the manufacturers these particular counties had an
agreement with?

6/2/2015 2:19 PM

20

I suppose we do not know yet if these goals are sufficient, it's a start though

6/1/2015 2:28 PM

21

Should be 100% for all electronics

6/1/2015 10:13 AM
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Electronic Recycling

Q5 If House Bill 1455 becomes law, then for
program years 2015 through 2017,
television and computer monitor
manufacturers must collectively recycle
80% of the televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior, and
the manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices must collectively recycle
50% of the total weight of all other covered
electronic devices sold in Illinois two years
prior. Is this formula for determining
individual manufacturer goals fair?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 0
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60.98%

25
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39.02%

16

Total

41

#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

Personally I believe the goals need to be higher. This is a positive step in the right direction, but a long-term fix
needs to be established, and again I believe manufacturers should recycle 100% of what they receive. I will be
happy if HB 1455 becomes law for a short-term fix.

6/25/2015 2:52 PM

2

Without access to information about effective models of state e-waste collection manufacturers' take-back
programs, I feel unqualified to say. (I check the 'fair' selection only because the question requires an answer.) I'm
aware that much negotiation occurred to arrive at the proposed HB 1455 formula. Those representing the local
governments who cannot sustain paying for electronics collections did their best to try to reach agreement on a
'best deal.' Lobbyists representing manufacturers and retailers pushed for minimizing costs on their end. It seems
IEPA, in proposing to form the best e-waste manufacturers' take back program possible, would be well served by
relying on what works best and reviewing and improving upon successful models in use nationally or globally.

6/23/2015 3:28 PM

3

it should be the consumer's responsibility to recycle the product

6/23/2015 8:36 AM

4

The goals for electronics purchased two years ago does not take into effect the present situation as year by year
more individuals are purchasing more electronics as they become more affordable. Two years ago is old data.

6/23/2015 8:35 AM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

5

Goal shouild be 100% of items turned in during any year.

6/23/2015 8:34 AM

6

As stated in #4, HB1455 was a compromise bill. SWALCO still believes that the overall goal remains still too low.

6/20/2015 11:03 PM

7

Products sold in the past two years weigh significantly less than the ewaste that is brought to be
recycled/demanufactured. This is especially true for tvs. CRT containing items are a huge problem.

6/17/2015 11:00 AM

8

We are still collecting electronics that were 10 to 20x the weight of those currently being sold.

6/5/2015 4:11 PM

9

It is fair that the manufacturers should be responsible for the recycling. It remains to be seen if the goals are
sufficient.

6/5/2015 12:18 PM

10

Again - More responsibility should be placed on the manufacturer based on the durability and compatibility of the
products they sell. Additionally, the measures taken to monitor this initiative must be in place. Less, it becomes
an intention that does nothing to advance electronics recycling.

6/4/2015 10:47 AM

11

Should be based on percentage of market rather than number of pounds. We are bringing in the older heavier
items, so weight goals are achieved too early to cover all year long's collections

6/4/2015 6:48 AM

12

Same argument, weights have changed of products.

6/3/2015 1:00 PM

13

Monitors and TVs are less than half of our total weights collected since 2010. Using the new formula, our
community will still have a sizable amount of electronics not funded for recycling - the goal doesn't cover the total
weight for monitors and TVs but really falls short for the "other covered electronics".

6/3/2015 12:10 PM

14

50% for other covered electronic devices is a little too low, especially if OEM fees continue to drop, commodities
pricing doesn't dive, and if end markets for materials don't take another hit.

6/2/2015 4:00 PM

15

Manufacturers of electronic devices that were never CRT based manufacturer items that replace TVs. Many
people today use handheld devices for what used to be watched on TV. Everyone should be treated equally,
even if they never made a CRT device.

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

16

These goals are setting a limit on manufacturers responsibilities. Their responsibility should be for 100% of
eligible electronics collected for the entire year.

6/2/2015 2:19 PM

17

I feel it is fair now but as time goes on and products are made with smaller weights or more durable to last
beyond 2 years this formula may need to decrease the manufacturers responsibility.

6/2/2015 12:02 PM

18

Needs to be for 100%

6/1/2015 10:13 AM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q6 Please select the statement below that
best reflects your thoughts about the
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016
and 2017 as set forth in House Bill 1455.
Answered: 39

Skipped: 2
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The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set much too high.

2.56%

1

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set somewhat high.

7.69%

3

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set just about right.

30.77%

12

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set somewhat low.

28.21%

11

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set much too low.

30.77%

12

Total

39
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Electronic Recycling

Q7 The Electronic Products Recycling and
Reuse Act currently allows manufacturers
to obtain extra credit toward their annual
recycling and reuse goals for electronic
devices that are (i) processed for reuse; (ii)
donated for reuse to certain entities; (iii)
collected in underserved counties, or (iv)
collected, recycled or refurbished by a notfor-profit corporation that employs a
specified percentage of developmentally
disabled persons. Are these existing
credits adequate?
Answered: 39
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Electronic Recycling

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q8 Should all of the existing credits be
continued?
Skipped: 2
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39

#

If no, please specify which of the credits should be discontinued and explain why the credit should be
discontinued.

Date

1

All - I don't think credits helps the issue with an over-abundance of electronics waiting to be recycled. I think
manufacturers that conduct these steps should be recognized, however.

6/25/2015 2:57 PM

2

Kane County has contracted with eWorks, one of the not-for-profit organizations whose mission is to provide jobs
for the developmentally disabled and utilizes the extra credit provision in the law for that purpose. We are very
pleased not only with the high-level of service and professionalism offered but also to be part of and support this
worthy cause. At a time when difficult economic conditions are affecting our State and many of its support
programs, this provision in the law helps organizations who elect to do so create jobs for those with special
challenges.

6/24/2015 11:19 AM

3

Only if a thorough study of the effectiveness of these credits is done. PSI probably is most expert regarding
comparison of models of electronics manufacturers' take-back programs nationally, and my recommendation
would be that IEPA consult with PSI.

6/23/2015 3:30 PM

4

Manufacturers should provide recycling services to all of the above regardless of extra credit.

6/23/2015 9:51 AM

5

Goal shouild be 100% of items turned in during any year regardless of county.

6/23/2015 8:37 AM

6

None of the credits should be continued because they lower the overall actual goal in Illinois. In 2014 such credits
lowered the statewide goal by over 5 million pounds per Illinois EPA estimates. The more populated counties are
at a disadvantage economically vs. the underserved counties. A better approach would be a convenience
standard that guarantees locations in rural or urban areas with a program that remains open year round with no
limit on the volume accepted.

6/20/2015 11:14 PM

7

Yes, if they support the reuse of the devices.

6/5/2015 12:22 PM

8

this is just decreasing their overall goal.

6/5/2015 8:42 AM

9

would need to revaluate this information on credits, underserved counties for sure should continue.

6/3/2015 1:03 PM
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Answered: 39

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling
I'm not sure if these credits are adequate for the manufacturers. If we are trying to deal with 100% of the
materials that are banned from the landfill, perhaps these credits can be counted toward reaching a goal of 100%
and not be included in the 80% or 50% goals in the proposed Bill.

6/3/2015 12:12 PM

11

No - they corrupt the goal and they fail to provide service in areas of major density and in areas that fail to find
reputable, manufacturer funded pounds. They also undermine struggling private sector companies squeezed by
markets and manufacturers.

6/2/2015 2:22 PM
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10

15 / 34

Q9 In addition, if House Bill 1455 becomes
law, then, in program years 2015 and 2016,
manufacturers will receive a credit for
exceeding their recycling and reuse goals.
That credit will be equal to 25% of the
amount the manufacturer collects above its
annual goal, and it may be (i) used in the
program year after it is earned or (ii) sold to
other manufacturers in the program year
after it is earned. Do you feel the new credit
is adequate?
Answered: 39
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q10 If House Bill 1455 is enacted, then
should the credit (i.e., the credit
manufacturers would receive for exceeding
their recycling and reuse goals) created by
that bill be continued?
Answered: 39
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#

If no, please explain why the credit should be discontinued.

Date

1

Again I don't think credits help the long term goals of the Electronics Products Recycling and Reuse Act.

6/25/2015 2:57 PM

2

This seems like an unhelpful element to the bill. It does not serve the purpose of helping us to recycle all of the
equipment that we are receiving, does it?

6/24/2015 11:19 AM

3

Only if a thorough study of the effectiveness of these credits is done. PSI probably is most expert regarding
comparison of models of electronics manufacturers' take-back programs nationally, and my recommendation
would be that IEPA consult with PSI.

6/23/2015 3:30 PM

4

No credit. Manufacturers should collect 100% of set

6/23/2015 9:51 AM

5

Goal shouild be 100% of items turned in during any year regardless of how they are managed.

6/23/2015 8:37 AM

6

NO. They sold these products for a profit and continue to do so.....anything that slows down the recovery of their
old products is a bad thing.

6/23/2015 8:23 AM

7

If you mean should the “credit” be part of a term by term fix, then the answer is no. If you mean until 2017 for the
short term., then yes, that is what was agreed up in HB 1455.

6/20/2015 11:14 PM

8

Manufacturers that go above and beyond their recycling goal shouldn't get a pass on the next years annual goal.
If the goal is set at 80% annually then they should meet that goal annually regardless if they recycled more than
that goal in the previous year.

6/16/2015 8:59 AM

9

I don't think manufacturers should get credit for exceeding their goals. Why should they? I feel they should be
penalized for not meeting the goal, but not rewarded for exceeding the goal--it should be an expectation. Probably
a good thing I'm not involved in the decision making . . .

6/8/2015 12:45 PM

10

This may negatively affect our collection program or the ability to predict the program needs.

6/5/2015 12:22 PM
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Electronic Recycling

11

Isn't this balancing each year out for their required goals anyway?

6/5/2015 8:42 AM

12

I think there should be some reward for exceeding goals (by paying for the recycling) but not to offset another that
hasn't met goals - they should be fined. This should be measured in dollars - the collectors and processors are
the entities that would actually exceed the goals - the manufacturers only exceed their goals if they are paying for
the recycling of their items.

6/3/2015 12:12 PM

13

Some would eventually become complacent in a year they did not need to achieve goals due to their
accumulated credits.

6/2/2015 4:04 PM

14

manufacturers should be responsible for 100% of eligible electronics collected throughout the entire year.

6/2/2015 2:20 PM

15

why a credit for reaching a goal?

6/1/2015 2:33 PM
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Q11 Do you feel that the current penalties
are adequate?
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Q12 Do you feel that there is a need for the
penalties to continue?
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#

If yes, please explain the circumstances under which it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban.

Date

1

If necessary, in the case of the CRT Kuusakoski/PDC process, which should be allowed as a local solution to the
CRT cost burden.

6/24/2015 11:22 AM

2

under limited conditions --such as the retrievable storage options being considered by PDC, provided the
dangers of treated CRT glass is adequately addressed, and provided treated CRT glass is not located in a landfill
situated over a Sole-Source Provider Aquifer, such as the Mahomet Aquifer which is a primary water source for
east central Illinois population.

6/23/2015 3:37 PM

3

if new technology provides assurances for safe disposal of products in the future

6/23/2015 8:41 AM

4

Three years ago a tornado destroyed a residential portion of Harrisburg, IL. Tv's and electronics were mixed with
storm debris and had to be hand sorted and collected for recycling. This created a bottle-neck in the clean-up
process and sorting storm debris is hazardous to personel, I would like an exemption for storms, earthquakes
ect.

6/17/2015 11:11 AM

5

During disaster declarations

6/11/2015 3:00 PM

6

I think there are components of an electronic device that cannot be recycled safely or economically. I also believe
that electronics are not a substantial part of the waste stream.

6/8/2015 12:52 PM

7

The current recycling market cannot sustain the recycling of these commodities. The ban puts the burden on local
governments to find solutions, manage programs and clean up any fly dumping.

6/5/2015 4:15 PM

8

If the products may be processed in a productive way - such as landfill cover.

6/5/2015 12:26 PM

9

There are rural areas without means to recycle electronics. Also, should be a consideration when funds to recycle
are depleted and no

6/4/2015 11:10 AM

10

If no cost-free option exists for residents, they need to be able to landfill an item.

6/4/2015 6:51 AM
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Q13 Although there have not been any
temporary rescissions of the landfill ban, do
you feel that there are circumstances when
it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban?

11

If the product can be made inert as to not cause health or environmental effects and the financial burden is to
great to continue not putting it in the landfill.

6/3/2015 1:07 PM

12

Only with a specific plan with dates and limited circumstances after discussion and input from all areas of Illinois.

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

13

Removal of CRTs from the waste/"recycling" stream. It's a short term problem that could easily be handled by
allowing CRTs to be disposed in a landfill the same way they have been for the last 60 years.

6/2/2015 1:08 PM

14

If not placed in a landfill, it will end up along roadside ditches, fields or in roads. You need to have a plan for
people to get rid of these or there is going to be a larger problem with waste being disposed illegally.

6/2/2015 12:42 PM

15

Disposal of CRT televisions and monitors.

6/2/2015 11:59 AM

16

If the manufactures do not have to do 100%

6/1/2015 10:18 AM
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#

Please briefly explain your answer.

Date

1

I'm saying yes, here. But I would need to recall what USEPA recognizes as a certification program-- I'm assuming
R2 is such a USEPA recognized program. Third party certification, such as R2 is what I'd like the requirement to
be.

6/23/2015 3:37 PM

2

there should be some standard to attain to ensure safety and quality control

6/23/2015 8:41 AM

3

This would allow for a more professionally trained program accross Illinois. This might also generated greater
citizens acceptance of the program.

6/23/2015 8:39 AM

4

Anyone that does not use a "certified" processor is not being responsible. You are responsible for what you buy
FOREVER!

6/23/2015 8:29 AM

5

Not sure why the question refers to US EPA-recognized certification programs. US EPA does not formally
recognize e-scrap certifying bodies such as R2 or E-Stewards to the best of our knowledge. HB1455, requires
recyclers to be R2 or E-Stewards certified.

6/20/2015 11:25 PM

6

determine if they are legit

6/17/2015 12:39 PM

7

I have seen a variety of Recyclers and some standardization would be helpful.

6/17/2015 11:11 AM

8

I feel that registering with the state is sufficient.

6/16/2015 9:06 AM

9

Keeps a level playing field and assures products are recycled.

6/11/2015 3:00 PM

10

I think those businesses need some type of certification to prevent cherry-picking and stock-piling the undesirable
materials.

6/8/2015 12:52 PM

11

This will help guarantees that the products are disposed of in a responsible manner.

6/5/2015 12:26 PM

12

Needs to be a process by which the material is managed in compliance with the law.

6/4/2015 11:10 AM
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Q14 Should there be a requirement for
recyclers and refurbishers to be certified
through a USEPA-recognized certification
program?

13

Someone has to monitor!

6/4/2015 6:51 AM

14

Recyclers and refurbishers should be certified to ensure sound environmental policies and procedures. Our
residents pay attention to this and frequently ask where these materials go and how are they processed.

6/3/2015 12:13 PM

15

There needs to be a certification that customers and governments can trust. I think certification through a federal
agency is too much to expect in terms of an efficient system.

6/2/2015 4:09 PM

16

One of the problems the recyclers have had to contend with is an unlevel playing field - some recyclers
processed CRT items and some did not - this automatically meant the ones that did not accept CRT items could
price their services to manufacturers lower. In addition, some recyclers earned E-Stewards and R2 certifications
while others did not - again, this meant that the non-certified recyclers were able to price services to
manufacturers lower than those that had proven they were handling items properly. Lastly, the EPA has limited
resources and third-party certifications act as a means to assurance that these materials are being properly
handled, not dumped or taken apart in unsafe and contaminating ways.

6/2/2015 2:30 PM

17

The counties could be financially responsible for cleaning up after fly-by-night collectors/recyclers have extracted
all materials that have value.

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

18

Anyone making decisions about recycling and/or refurbishing of electronic products should be making educated
decisions, and certification would help ensure that these individuals are knowledgeable.

6/2/2015 1:14 PM

19

Recyclers should be regulated in some way.

6/2/2015 11:59 AM

20

Just to be sure that down stream receivers are legitimate, I feel a lot of this material still may end up not being
properly managed after it leaves our agency.

6/1/2015 2:35 PM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q15 Do you feel that there are cost-effective
and convenient options for consumers to
recycle their electronics?
Skipped: 2
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Yes
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64.10%

25

Total

39

#

If no, please provide any suggestions you might have on how to provide cost-effective, convenient
options for consumers to recycle their electronics.

Date

1

Unfortunately due to the high cost of recycling CRT monitors/TVs there are very limited options to recycle these
items statewide. I personally believe there should be EPR legislation in place where an eco-fee is in place either
incorporated into the cost of the electronic device or a point-of-purchase. Those "eco" funds would be used to
fund the recycling of CRT and non-CRT electronic devices that are banned from Illinois landfills, and create
convenient recycling options for statewide residents.

6/25/2015 3:02 PM

2

There was for a few years, but at this point many programs refuse TVs and so residents are stumped with what
to do with them. Kane County continues to take them at 5 locations but there is a widespread issue with dumping,
as you know, because of lack of cost-effective and convenient programs.

6/24/2015 11:22 AM

3

At present, there are no options for residents to recycle large TVs over 32" in diameter in my area. That is a
major immediate problem.

6/23/2015 3:37 PM

4

Living in a small rural county, there is limited opportunities to properly dispose of or recycle electronics. Perhaps
the manufacturers could receive credits for providing two free collection dates in counties with small populations.
This would benefit manufacturers by achieving their credits and help community residents with an opportunity to
properly recycle and not just dump the electronics on country roads.

6/23/2015 10:04 AM

5

Not at the moment. There are issues in our community with recyclers accepting CRT monitors and TVs due to
cost. I do believe an eco fee at point-of-sale would be a good solution to fund the cost of recycling materials such
as CRT monitors and TVs. That way the fund could be used to fund the cost of recycling CRTs and other CEDs.

6/23/2015 9:58 AM

6

Our area consumers are contributing to the process of collecting, hauling, consolidating and shipping over and
above the manufactures costs. In rural Illinois distances and low populations to not lend to "easy" collections of
anything.

6/23/2015 8:29 AM

7

SWALCO had to decrease collection site since the law does not work. Under the law, consumers cannot be
charged; in many cases they are illegally being charged. Without SWALCO’s program, retail collection programs
alone would not be too convenient.

6/20/2015 11:25 PM
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Answered: 39

8

I am in rural area and there is no cost effect or easy way to markets or collections.

6/17/2015 11:11 AM

9

Not enough options for televisions, especially tv's bigger than 32 inches.

6/12/2015 8:33 AM

10

It would be helpful to have sites available to residents on a more permanent basis.

6/11/2015 3:00 PM

11

I think the best method of collecting electronics is at the place of sale. When someone buys a new TV or
computer, they bring their old one in. You have to also take into consideration that there are a number of people
who are just not going to get rid of their old televisions or computer equipment. They are of the mindset that there
is value in the equipment and they aren't going to just give it away . . . .

6/8/2015 12:52 PM

12

There need to be more. We currently offer the only "free" public site in our community. Without an easy and costeffective disposal option, these products will be disposed of illegally.

6/5/2015 12:26 PM

13

Not every municipality can afford to manage a drop-off and contract with a recycler.

6/4/2015 11:10 AM

14

Many programs are being shut-down

6/3/2015 1:07 PM

15

We provide a program (currently funded with taxpayer dollars from our residents - not compliant with the intent of
the law in my opinion) but many surrounding communities have stopped their programs due to lack of funds.
Retailers with take-back programs don't accept many of the items residents need to dispose of - inadequate
funding; inadequate programs = inadequate convenient options for residents.

6/3/2015 12:13 PM

16

Best Buy provides a convenient option for residents in this county but TVs are a huge problem. (And recycling for
the commercial sector is not convenient or cost effective in many cases.)

6/2/2015 4:09 PM

17

In many areas of the state, residents do not have collection sites available. Consumers should be able to recycle
electronics within 10 miles in a suburban area, 20 miles in a rural area and 5 miles in a densely populated area.
They should be able to recycle items within a week of realizing they need to dispose of the item so that people
cleaning a home after a death, selling a home, living in an apartment, etc are not confronted with a storage
situation that can lead to illegal dumping.

6/2/2015 2:30 PM

18

I am aware that our community (Peoria County) is currently served by private programs and should they cease to
exist, the residents would be in need of government sponsored programs.

6/2/2015 2:21 PM

19

Paying to recycle is not going to encourage people to drop off TV's is not going to work. Money is tight and
people are not going to pay it.

6/2/2015 12:42 PM

20

In rural areas there are very few, if any options available. That is why local government is often stuck trying to
come up with collection programs to fill the void. Many collectors simply do not take glass TV's and monitors
because they are charged per pound to recycle them. This results in illegal dumping and overloading of those
collectors who do accept those devices. We are the only collector of electronics in Ogle County that does not
charge an exorbitant fee for recycling electronics, and one of two entities that collect electronics. That means that
many people have to drive over 50 miles (round-trip) to recycle electronics.

6/1/2015 11:14 AM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q16 Do you think consumers should be
charged a fee for recycling their electronic
devices?
Skipped: 5
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36

#

If yes, then should the fee be imposed at the time of purchase or at the time the device is returned for
recycling?

Date

1

At time of purchase.

6/25/2015 3:02 PM

2

It could/should be embedded in the cost of the product. It is up to the manufacturer to incorporate that cost into
the products so that they can recycle all that we receive.

6/24/2015 11:24 AM

3

My opinion is that manufacturers should internalize the fee and do whatever they can without this being called out
as a 'consumer fee' specifically.

6/23/2015 3:40 PM

4

At purchase if there is a guarantee of someplace that will take the item for recycling when the time comes.

6/23/2015 2:45 PM

5

at the time of recycling

6/23/2015 8:48 AM

6

Up front at the time of purchase.

6/23/2015 8:32 AM

7

purchase

6/17/2015 12:39 PM

8

Purchase

6/17/2015 11:12 AM

9

Sure I think consumers could pay a small fee for recycling like tires. I would prefer it at the time of purchase.

6/16/2015 9:06 AM

10

If needed then yes and it should be imposed at the time of purchase.

6/11/2015 3:02 PM

11

I don't have a clear cut answer. If you charge them, they will dump them. Probably the best scenario would be
for manufacturers to build the recycling costs into the price of the merchandise.

6/8/2015 12:55 PM

12

undecided

6/5/2015 4:19 PM

13

At the time of purchase or at the time of disposal if the retail outlet accepts the waste. It would be an additional
administrative burden for many pubic facilities to accept fees (much of the fee would go to administer the fee
collection).

6/5/2015 12:30 PM
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Answered: 36

14

Should be responsible for their purchase and end of life for product. Fee should be attached at time of purchase

6/5/2015 8:45 AM

15

I support a recycling fee at the time of purchase.

6/4/2015 11:11 AM

16

At time of purchase

6/3/2015 1:13 PM

17

Haven't the manufacturers assessed this in their pricing? This is preferable to an added fee - which consumers
will think is just another government tax. All fees should be imposed at the time of purchase - vehicles coming to
our events are served at a rate of 2 1/2 cars per minute. We are unable (nor do we want to) collect money at our
recycling events.

6/3/2015 12:16 PM

18

If that is the answer to TV recycling then yes. A small fee at time of recycling would be best so the fund doesn't
get swept.

6/2/2015 4:12 PM

19

(They already pay a fee as they replace things that still work but are no longer upgrading)

6/2/2015 2:31 PM

20

It should be imposed at the time of purchase. Consumers will be charged to recycle in any event whether they
should be or not. They question should simply be when.

6/2/2015 1:11 PM

21

At the time of purchase

6/2/2015 12:05 PM

22

At the point of purchase.

6/2/2015 12:00 PM

23

upon recycling

6/1/2015 2:36 PM

24

I think the law should allow consumers to be charged a fee, if there are no free options available.

6/1/2015 11:16 AM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q17 Would you attend a public hearing on
the future of electronic product recycling in
the State of Illinois?
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Answered: 36

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Answered: 7

Skipped: 34

#

Responses

Date

1

my recommendation is that IEPA consult Product Stewardship Council regarding improving upon the current
legislation regarding electronics manufacturers' take-back program.

6/23/2015 3:40 PM

2

I think the consumer of products has a responsibility to take care of recycling the products they purchase, I don't
think the burden should solely or mostly be on the business's making the products.

6/23/2015 8:48 AM

3

Illinois has a great start on keeping the E-waste from contaminating ground water....the plan just needs some
adjusting...

6/23/2015 8:32 AM

4

First, we need to use this process to work toward consensus on a bill for 2016 session. If SWALCO cannot attain
a no-cost program for 2016, we will no longer be a collector in which case the retailers will have to absorb the
nearly 5 million pounds our program collects. SWALCO and it members Spend approximately $150,000 to collect
and supporting e-scrap in Lake County. We continue to dedicate these resources but cannot be charged for
transportation, supplies or processing of e-scrap. Record keeping needs to tighten up, if incorrect recordkeeping
is found, they must be prosecuted and fined.

6/20/2015 11:40 PM

5

These are my personal comments. While the County Board has been apprised of several of the opinions shared
in this survey and supports HB1455, their input was not solicited for this survey. These are staff opinions.

6/5/2015 4:19 PM

6

I appreciate the opportunity to voice my opinions. Thank you.

6/2/2015 4:12 PM

7

The state does not track underserved counties properly. The term is misleading and has not worked for the
greater good as intended.

6/2/2015 2:31 PM
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Q18 Please share any additional
comments or recommendations that you
feel would be beneficial in our program
review.

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q1 Please specify whether you are or
represent any one or more of the following
(select each category that may apply):
Skipped: 0

A collector
(i.e., a per...

A recycler or
refurbisher...

A manufacturer
(i.e., a per...

A unit of
local...

Other (please
specify)
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Responses

A collector (i.e., a person who receives covered electronic devices directly from a residence for recycling or processing for reuse)

10.00%

1

A recycler or refurbisher (i.e., a person who recycles or processes for reuse either covered electronic devices or eligible electronic devices)

10.00%

1

A manufacturer (i.e., a person who manufactures any covered electronic device)

10.00%

1

A unit of local government, State agency, or elected official

10.00%

1

Other (please specify)

100.00%

10

Total Respondents: 10

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

We were classified as a collector, but now our recycler is the "collector" and we are simply the program manager
contracting for the service.

6/24/2015 11:11 AM

2

nonprofit solid waste agency

6/23/2015 4:03 PM

3

trader who distributes name brands

6/17/2015 11:25 AM

4

dismantler

6/12/2015 9:30 AM

5

Trade Association, Illinois Manufacturers' Association

6/12/2015 9:27 AM

6

Consultant for IL e-Recycler

6/9/2015 1:48 PM

7

We are a transporter for recycling.

6/9/2015 1:06 PM

8

OEM and Collector

6/9/2015 9:10 AM
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Answered: 10

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling
As part of a solid waste contract Waste Management is required to accept CEDs.

6/4/2015 3:38 PM

10

Not for Profit Agency

6/1/2015 11:28 AM
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Q2 Under existing law, manufacturers'
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goal for program year 2015 is
36,852,133 pounds (i.e., 50% of the total
weight of covered electronic devices sold in
Illinois during the calendar year two
years before the current year). Is that goal
sufficient?
Answered: 10
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Yes
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5
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50.00%

5

Total

10

#

If no, please explain why you feel the current goal is insufficient.

Date

1

We have exceeded the goal for the last couple of years, bringing collection programs to a halt in the last months
of the year or mid-year. This goal may likely be on the brink of being met, if not met already, for 2015.

6/24/2015 11:11 AM

2

The goals set in the existing law are not meeting the actual need of residents, which leaves local units of
government stuck with picking up the extra expense (especially with CRTs), which can be quite significant. This
expense of course is then passed down to the residents. This was not the intent of the existing law.

6/23/2015 4:03 PM

3

Recycling markets are a big factor in the financial viability of the e-waste program. The goals don't account for
fluctuations in the value of recycled materials vs. virgin raw materials. With the price of oil low, the price of metals
low and a glut of CRT glass there is little economic value downstream for these recycling efforts. When recycling
markets are high the municipal programs make a surplus of money. When markets are low they experience a
shortfall. The targets are inherently flawed in that they fail to account for these fluctuations.

6/12/2015 9:27 AM

4

The processors are charging the collectors once the various manufacturers' goals have been met for the year.
The goal should be increased to make sure CED recycling is funded and programs are available to Illinois
residents.

6/4/2015 3:38 PM

5

The size / weight of electronics sold in 2015 does not reflect the size/weight of material still be recycled here
everyday.

6/1/2015 11:28 AM
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q3 Currently, each manufacturer must
individually recycle an amount that is equal
to at least 50% of the total weight of the
covered electronic devices that it sold in
Illinois two years prior. Is this formula for
determining individual manufacturer goals
fair?
Answered: 10
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Fair

30.00%

3

Unfair

70.00%

7

Total

10

#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

The equipment we are receiving from the residents of Kane County, and throughout the state are on average 5060% CRT TVs and monitors, which are very heavy. What the manufacturers are selling is all much lighter weight.
A goal that requires them to recycle a percentage of that low weight does not come close to covering the bulk
weight we are receiving. The requirement should be that they support the cost of recycling all legislated items that
we receive.

6/24/2015 11:11 AM

2

The goals set in the existing law are not meeting the actual need of residents, which leaves local units of
government stuck with picking up the extra expense (especially with CRTs), which can be quite significant. This
expense of course is then passed down to the residents. This was not the intent of the existing law.

6/23/2015 4:03 PM

3

How does a manufacturer have control over their goods being recycled.

6/17/2015 11:25 AM

4

Illinois should try to be recycling more then 50%.

6/12/2015 9:30 AM

5

The program is collecting legacy material that may or may not have been produced by an OEM currently in the
marketplace. Manufacturers of smaller, lighter and more environmentally friendly electronics are funding
collection of products which in some cases were manufactured by OEM's who are no longer in business. By
hiding the cost of program in the purchase price with mho transparency to the consumer the program artificially
increases the cost of electronics. The majority of Illinois citizens live within 30 miles of a state border. It is also
becoming increasingly easier to purchase electronics online. This tips the scales against Illinois companies. At
the same time, programs still collect all materials regardless of where they were purchased giving some
consumers a free ride.

6/12/2015 9:27 AM
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Electronic Recycling

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling
The manufacturers produced the product. My personal opinion is that only being responsible for 50% is too low.
Manufacturers would receive positive publicity for being responsible for recycling more than half of their product.
Why only aim to recycle 50%?

6/4/2015 3:38 PM

7

Why do they not have to recycle 100% of the amount sold?

6/1/2015 11:28 AM
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Q4 This spring, the General Assembly
passed House Bill 1455, which, if enacted,
will modify manufacturers' annual recycling
and reuse goals. Under House Bill 1455, for
program year 2015, the Statewide electronic
product recycling and reuse goal for
television and computer monitor
manufacturers is 30,800,000 pounds (i.e.,
approximately 80% of the total weight of
televisions and computer monitors sold in
Illinois two years prior), and for the same
year, the Statewide electronic product
recycling and reuse goal for manufacturers
of all other covered electronic devices
is 15,800,000 pounds (i.e., approximately
50% of the total weight of those devices
sold in Illinois two years prior). For
program years 2016 and 2017, respectively,
the Statewide electronic product recycling
and reuse goal for television and computer
monitor manufacturers is 34,000,000
pounds (i.e., approximately 80% of the total
weight of televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior),
and for the same two years, the Statewide
electronic product recycling and reuse goal
for manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices is 15,600,000 pounds
(i.e., approximately 50% of the total weight
of those devices sold in Illinois two years
prior). Are these goals sufficient?
Answered: 10

Skipped: 0
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5.2.b

Electronic Recycling
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#

If no, please explain why you feel these goals are insufficient.

Date

1

They are certainly an improvement that will help us to continue to collect equipment from residents for
responsible recycling, but I fear that we will still continue to exceed the weights each year.

6/24/2015 11:11 AM

2

No, but it is an improvement in the right direction. While I understand that these formulas are the result of
negotiations between competing interests, the resulting compromise doesn't adequately meet the need and
burdens all parties involved. A better system in the direction of extended producer responsibility would put the full
expense of the full life cycle of the product on the manufacturers/retailers who would then pass along that cost to
the consumers actually buying the product. In contrast, the current system and even the increased but yet not
100% quotas distribute the burden of the cost of recycling somewhat more randomly with consumers being
burdened multiple times from multiple angles - i.e. additional product cost passed down from the
retailer/manufacturer, increased taxes from recycling costs absorbed by local units of government when the
quotas run out each year (which are assessed to all taxpayers, not just those purchasing the product in question),
and possibly fees assessed through the collector if that is allowed.

6/23/2015 4:03 PM

3

It is a short term stop gap measure to keep the programs running while a long term solution is negotiated. At the
negotiating table this is the number the County Municipal Solid Waste Agencies said they needed to fund the
program over the next two years.

6/12/2015 9:27 AM

4

That means that Illinois residents "hope" that legislation will get passed in the next few years because the new
increased goals go away after 2017. Residents are still using CRT televisions and it is surprising the number of
console televisions that are still in the waste stream. The CRT devices are heavy and unfortunately it appears
they will be around for several more years. The weight of CEDs being collected in our area is still increasing and I
predict this will happen for years to come - not for just a few more years to come.

6/4/2015 3:38 PM

5

I maintain there should be 100% on the TV and monitor manufacturers.

6/1/2015 11:28 AM
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Yes

Q5 If House Bill 1455 becomes law, then for
program years 2015 through 2017,
television and computer monitor
manufacturers must collectively recycle
80% of the televisions and computer
monitors sold in Illinois two years prior, and
the manufacturers of all other covered
electronic devices must collectively recycle
50% of the total weight of all other covered
electronic devices sold in Illinois two years
prior. Is this formula for determining
individual manufacturer goals fair?
Answered: 10
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Fair

40.00%

4

Unfair

60.00%

6

Total

10

#

If unfair, please explain why you feel that the formula is not fair.

Date

1

No, but it is an improvement in the right direction. While I understand that these formulas are the result of
negotiations between competing interests, the resulting compromise doesn't adequately meet the need and
burdens all parties involved. A better system in the direction of extended producer responsibility would put the full
expense of the full life cycle of the product on the manufacturers/retailers who would then pass along that cost to
the consumers actually buying the product. In contrast, the current system and even the increased but yet not
100% quotas distribute the burden of the cost of recycling somewhat more randomly with consumers being
burdened multiple times from multiple angles - i.e. additional product cost passed down from the
retailer/manufacturer, increased taxes from recycling costs absorbed by local units of government when the
quotas run out each year (which are assessed to all taxpayers, not just those purchasing the product in question),
and possibly fees assessed through the collector if that is allowed.

6/23/2015 4:03 PM

2

unrealistic

6/17/2015 11:25 AM

3

It's a short term solution. Hopefully it will be quickly replaced by an overhaul of the e-waste program.

6/12/2015 9:27 AM
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Electronic Recycling

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling
The weight is increasing instead of decreasing for the collectors. 100% of CEDs cannot be placed in an Illinois
landfill. That is why my personal opinion is that it needs to be higher. Electronics last for a long time and it will
take several years, not just a few years to see the weight of the items collected decrease.

6/4/2015 3:38 PM

5

100%

6/1/2015 11:28 AM
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Q6 Please select the statement below that
best reflects your thoughts about the
Statewide electronic product recycling and
reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016
and 2017 as set forth in House Bill 1455.
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and reuse go...

The recycling
and reuse go...

The recycling
and reuse go...

The recycling
and reuse go...
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60%
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90% 100%

Responses

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set much too high.

22.22%

2

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set somewhat high.

22.22%

2

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set just about right.

22.22%

2

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set somewhat low.

11.11%

1

The recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016, and 2017 are set much too low.

22.22%

2

Total

9
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Q7 The Electronic Products Recycling and
Reuse Act currently allows manufacturers
to obtain extra credit toward their annual
recycling and reuse goals for electronic
devices that are (i) processed for reuse; (ii)
donated for reuse to certain entities; (iii)
collected in underserved counties, or (iv)
collected, recycled or refurbished by a notfor-profit corporation that employs a
specified percentage of developmentally
disabled persons. Are these existing
credits adequate?
Answered: 9
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9
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Electronic Recycling

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q8 Should all of the existing credits be
continued?
Skipped: 1
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Yes

88.89%

8

No

11.11%

1

Total

9

#

If no, please specify which of the credits should be discontinued and explain why the credit should be
discontinued.

Date

1

Kane County has contracted with eWorks, one of the not-for-profit organizations whose mission is to provide jobs
for the developmentally disabled and utilizes the extra credit provision in the law for that purpose. We are very
pleased not only with the high-level of service and professionalism offered but also to be part of and support this
worthy cause. At a time when difficult economic conditions are affecting our State and many of its support
programs, this provision in the law helps organizations who elect to do so create jobs for those with special
challenges.

6/24/2015 11:19 AM

2

The only one that I definitely see a need for is the extra credit for underserved counties. Rural communities often
don't have any e-waste recycling options. I don't feel strongly about the rest of these but am supportive if the
economic development benefits can be demonstrated.

6/23/2015 4:08 PM

3

Our area has been fortunate to have been recycling CEDs since September of 2005. Our area is not considered
an "underserved county". This is disappointing because doing the right thing before it was legislated does not
count for any special credit.

6/4/2015 3:38 PM
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Answered: 9

Q9 In addition, if House Bill 1455 becomes
law, then, in program years 2015 and 2016,
manufacturers will receive a credit for
exceeding their recycling and reuse goals.
That credit will be equal to 25% of the
amount the manufacturer collects above its
annual goal, and it may be (i) used in the
program year after it is earned or (ii) sold to
other manufacturers in the program year
after it is earned. Do you feel the new credit
is adequate?
Answered: 9

Skipped: 1
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Total

9
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Q10 If House Bill 1455 is enacted, then
should the credit (i.e., the credit
manufacturers would receive for exceeding
their recycling and reuse goals) created by
that bill be continued?
Answered: 9
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7
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22.22%

2

Total

9

#

If no, please explain why the credit should be discontinued.

Date

1

This seems like an unhelpful element to the bill. It does not serve the purpose of helping us to recycle all of the
equipment that we are receiving, does it?

6/24/2015 11:19 AM

2

I think this is worth experimenting with to see if it incentivizes recyclers to go above and beyond. But if it
ultimately still leaves local communities footing the bill when the recyclers pull support from local programs, this
could be very problematic.

6/23/2015 4:08 PM

3

Yes, additionally the carry forward period should be extended beyond one year and the credit should be
transferable.

6/12/2015 9:28 AM

4

The manufacturer's goal will be met faster so the funding for the processors could be end sooner.

6/4/2015 3:38 PM
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Electronic Recycling

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q11 Do you feel that the current penalties
are adequate?
Skipped: 1
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Total
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Q12 Do you feel that there is a need for the
penalties to continue?
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Answered: 9
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4

Total

9

#

If yes, please explain the circumstances under which it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban.

Date

1

If necessary, in the case of the CRT Kuusakoski/PDC process, which should be allowed as a local solution to the
CRT cost burden.

6/24/2015 11:22 AM

2

Not yet. Not if we can solve this CRT crisis through better options.

6/23/2015 4:11 PM

3

The overall goal of the program is to recover the economic value of material in an environmentally friendly way. In
some cases the collection, transportation and methods of recycling cause a great deal of environmental harm.
Simply paying to ship materials overseas is not necessarily a good environmental outcome. Resources should be
focused on doing the most good. If a product poses little environmental harm and also has little economic value
then there should be a consideration of landfill as the best option so that resources can be focused on better
alternatives.

6/12/2015 9:45 AM

4

For products that have no established market.

6/9/2015 9:10 AM

5

If there are no programs available in our area then residents will see the CEDs in rail yards, back yards, farm
fields and ditches. Local governments need affordable options to able to handle the CED waste.

6/4/2015 3:39 PM
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Q13 Although there have not been any
temporary rescissions of the landfill ban, do
you feel that there are circumstances when
it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban?

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Answered: 9
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6
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33.33%

3

Total

9

#

Please briefly explain your answer.

Date

1

Yes, this is a good idea.

6/23/2015 4:11 PM

2

There are many different accreditation organizations. While oversight is important, at some point meeting multiple
requirements adds to the administrative burden of doing business. The program should create the fewest barriers
possible while still eliminating bad actors.

6/12/2015 9:45 AM

3

They should be certified but also required to subscribe to a third party tracking system and be monitored.

6/9/2015 1:56 PM

4

My personal opinion is to handle things locally as possible. I would prefer an IEPA recognized program. I feel
there needs to be regulations for refurbishers but the requirements need to be reasonable - not unattainable or
unaffordable.

6/4/2015 3:39 PM
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Q14 Should there be a requirement for
recyclers and refurbishers to be certified
through a USEPA-recognized certification
program?

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Q15 Do you feel that there are cost-effective
and convenient options for consumers to
recycle their electronics?
Skipped: 1
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Yes

77.78%

7
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22.22%

2

Total

9

#

If no, please provide any suggestions you might have on how to provide cost-effective, convenient
options for consumers to recycle their electronics.

Date

1

There was for a few years, but at this point many programs refuse TVs and so residents are stumped with what
to do with them. Kane County continues to take them at 5 locations but there is a widespread issue with dumping,
as you know, because of lack of cost-effective and convenient programs.

6/24/2015 11:22 AM

2

yes, in my community, but not everywhere. and maintaining those options when OEM credit was pulled last
summer mean significant expenses had to be absorbed by local governments in order to avoid dumping of
CRTs, which would still need to be disposed of properly after being collected by local government staff from the
ditches.

6/23/2015 4:11 PM

3

In my personal experience I can only find one option to dispose of televisions in my community and they charge
$25 per set. (a coupon is given) There are have and have not counties. While services are excellent in some
areas they are virtually non existent in others. Consumers still pay the same either way. It is poor public policy to
ban materials from landfills, charge consumers for alternatives and then not provide alternatives. It leads to
stockpiling in garages and basements because of a lack of options.

6/12/2015 9:45 AM

4

Our area is extremely fortunate to be working with TriCounty Collection Facility.

6/4/2015 3:39 PM
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Q16 Do you think consumers should be
charged a fee for recycling their electronic
devices?
Skipped: 1
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Total
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#

If yes, then should the fee be imposed at the time of purchase or at the time the device is returned for
recycling?

Date

1

It could/should be embedded in the cost of the product. It is up to the manufacturer to incorporate that cost into
the products so that they can recycle all that we receive.

6/24/2015 11:24 AM

2

Yes, absolutely. The manufacturers do not need to absorb this cost, but pass it along to the consumer.

6/23/2015 4:14 PM

3

I think it should be done like California. The consumer pays for E-Waste at the point of sale.... period- end of
story. None of these other issues to deal with, register, pay etc...

6/17/2015 11:32 AM

4

When returned for recycling and only on crts

6/12/2015 10:02 AM

5

They already are. The fee should be transparent so they know they are paying for a service and should expect
that service to be available when the time comes. It should not be a hidden fee.

6/12/2015 9:48 AM

6

At time of purchase, for sure.

6/9/2015 2:03 PM

7

Returned for recycling.

6/9/2015 1:10 PM

8

Returned for recycling.

6/9/2015 9:10 AM

9

My personal opinion: If funding is still an issue after the new legislation becomes effective then local
governments need additional options to fund the program or additional changes should be made.

6/4/2015 3:39 PM
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Answered: 9
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Electronic Recycling

Q17 Would you attend a public hearing on
the future of electronic product recycling in
the State of Illinois?
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Answered: 9

5.2.b

Electronic Recycling

Answered: 5

Skipped: 5

#

Responses

Date

1

My organization surveyed recycling coordinators across the state late last year to determine the impact of the
CRT crisis county by county. Please email me for a copy of this report if you haven't seen it already.

6/23/2015 4:14 PM

2

Again, I think E-Waste; the way it's set up in IL is unfair. The definition used for a manufacturer, is inaccurate to
say the least. I firmly believe it should be $3.50 charge to $5.00 on the item at the POS for the consumer and
viola- done!

6/17/2015 11:32 AM

3

We need to take a serious look at the landfill ban. The goals should be to move material back into the marketplace
in an environmental and economically beneficial way. The current program is overburdened in it's scope.

6/12/2015 9:48 AM

4

It is unconscionable to allow manufacturers recycling credit for glass that is landfilled. I don't believe the good
residents of IL would appreciate knowing that their best intentions to recycler are not honored and that hazardous
leaded CRT glass, which CAN BE recovered, was landfilled. Currently there is EXCESS CRT RECYCLING
CAPACITY in the US. There is data to prove it. The manufacturers just don't want to pay for it and the state is
being swayed by the landfilling company. IL has some of the best CRT recycling capacity in the US with COM2
(Carol Stream) just coming on board with a new system capable of processing 62,000 tons per year of CRT glass
(it is currently operating but not yet at full capacity). Finally, considering calling landfilling recycling is an insult to
intelligence. You might as well just send all of the IL resource recovery and recycling people home now.

6/9/2015 2:03 PM

5

Thank you very much for asking for input on this important issue.

6/4/2015 3:39 PM
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Q18 Please share any additional
comments or recommendations that you
feel would be beneficial in our program
review.

Appendix B

Public Meeting Presentation Materials
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Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Electronic Recycling Program
Stakeholder Survey Results

Question 1:
Please specify whether you are or represent any one or more of the following:
Collector – 66
Recycler/Refurbisher - 42
Manufacturer - 38
Local Government – 41
Question 2:
Under existing law, manufacturers' Statewide electronic product recycling and reuse goal for program year
2015 is 36,852,133 pounds (i.e., 50% of the total weight of covered electronic devices sold in Illinois during
the calendar year two years before the current year). Is that goal sufficient?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
48.48
52.38
73.68
36.59

No
51.52
47.62
26.32
63.41

Question 3:
Currently, each manufacturer must individually recycle an amount that is equal to at least 50% of the total
weight of the covered electronic devices that it sold in Illinois two years prior. Is this formula for
determining individual manufacturer goals fair?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Fair
53.03
57.14
68.42
39.02

Unfair
46.97
42.86
31.58
60.98

Question 4:
This spring, the General Assembly passed House Bill 1455, which, if enacted, will modify manufacturers'
annual recycling and reuse goals. Under House Bill 1455, for program year 2015, the Statewide electronic
product recycling and reuse goal for television and computer monitor manufacturers is 30,800,000 pounds
(i.e., approximately 80% of the total weight of televisions and computer monitors sold in Illinois two years
prior), and for the same year, the Statewide electronic product recycling and reuse goal for manufacturers of
all other covered electronic devices is 15,800,000 pounds (i.e., approximately 50% of the total weight of
those devices sold in Illinois two years prior). For program years 2016 and 2017, respectively, the
Statewide electronic product recycling and reuse goal for television and computer monitor manufacturers is
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Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
56.06
64.29
63.16
48.78

No
43.94
35.71
36.84
51.22

Question 5:
If House Bill 1455 becomes law, then for program years 2015 through 2017, television and computer
monitor manufacturers must collectively recycle 80% of the televisions and computer monitors sold in Illinois
two years prior, and the manufacturers of all other covered electronic devices must collectively recycle 50%
of the total weight of all other covered electronic devices sold in Illinois two years prior. Is this formula for
determining individual manufacturer goals fair?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Fair
66.67
66.67
52.63
60.98

Unfair
33.33
33.33
47.37
39.02

Question 6:
Please select the statement below that best reflects your thoughts about the Statewide electronic product
recycling and reuse goals for program years 2015, 2016 and 2017 as set forth in House Bill 1455.
50
45
40
Percentage

35
30
25

Too High

20

Somewhat High

15

Right

10
5

0

Somewhat Low
Too Low
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34,000,000 pounds (i.e., approximately 80% of the total weight of televisions and computer monitors sold in
Illinois two years prior), and for the same two years, the Statewide electronic product recycling and reuse
goal for manufacturers of all other covered electronic devices is 15,600,000 pounds (i.e., approximately
50% of the total weight of those devices sold in Illinois two years prior). Are these goals sufficient?

5.2.c

The Electronic Products Recycling and Reuse Act currently allows manufacturers to obtain extra credit
toward their annual recycling and reuse goals for electronic devices that are (i) processed for reuse; (ii)
donated for reuse to certain entities; (iii) collected in underserved counties, or (iv) collected, recycled or
refurbished by a not-for-profit corporation that employs a specified percentage of developmentally disabled
persons. Are these existing credits adequate?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
77.78
81.58
75.0
66.67

No
22.22
18.42
25.0
33.33

Question 8:
Should all of the existing credits be continued?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
68.25
73.68
97.22
66.67

No
31.75
26.32
2.78
33.33

Question 9:
In addition, if House Bill 1455 becomes law, then, in program years 2015 and 2016, manufacturers will
receive a credit for exceeding their recycling and reuse goals. That credit will be equal to 25% of the
amount the manufacturer collects above its annual goal, and it may be (i) used in the program year after it is
earned or (ii) sold to other manufacturers in the program year after it is earned. Do you feel the new credit is
adequate?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
74.6
76.32
80.56
71.79

No
25.4
23.68
19.44
28.21

Question 10:
If House Bill 1455 is enacted, then should the credit (i.e., the credit manufacturers would receive for
exceeding their recycling and reuse goals) created by that bill be continued?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
69.84
71.05
100
48.72

No
30.16
28.95
0
51.28
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Question 11:

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
33.33
36.11
41.67
28.21

No
15.0
19.44
11.11
25.64

Unfamiliar
51.67
44.44
47.22
46.15

Question 12:
Do you feel that there is a need for the penalties to continue?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
65.0
66.67
36.11
71.79

No
6.67
8.33
25.0
5.13

Unknown
28.33
25.0
38.89
23.08

Question 13:
Although there have not been any temporary rescissions of the landfill ban, do you feel that there are
circumstances when it would be beneficial to lift the landfill ban?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
11.67
5.56
16.67
41.03

No
88.33
94.44
83.33
58.97

Question 14:
Should there be a requirement for recyclers and refurbishers to be certified through a USEPA-recognized
certification program?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
70.0
63.89
63.89
89.74

No
30.0
36.11
36.11
10.26

Question 15:
Do you feel that there are cost-effective and convenient options for consumers to recycle their electronics?

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
63.3
83.33
91.67
35.9

No
36.67
16.67
8.33
64.10
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Do you feel that the current penalties are adequate?
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Question 16:

Collector
Recycler/Refurbisher
Manufacturer
Local Government

Yes
50.0
46.67
66.67
61.11

No
50.0
53.33
33.33
38.89
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Do you think consumers should be charged a fee for recycling their electronic devices?

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Illinois Electronic Products Recycling and Reuse Act
Program Statistics
Survey Findings

July 29, 2015
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Electronic Products
Recycling and Reuse Act History
 2008- PA 95-0959 (SB2313) Effective September 17, 2008
Electronics Recycling and Reuse Act Enacted.
 2010 – First program year.
 2011 – PA 97-0287 (SB 2106) Effective August 10, 2011
Makes changes in provisions concerning: legislative findings; definitions;
responsibilities of manufacturers of certain electronic products; responsibilities of
the collectors of those products; collection strategies for underserved counties.
 2014 – PA 98-0714 (HB4227) Effective July 16, 2014
Reduces the number of categories of electronic items manufacturers and
collectors must segregate, weigh and report to the IEPA.
 2015 – PA 99-0013 (HB1455) – Effective July 10, 2015
Increases manufacturer goals; requires recyclers and refurbishers to have R2, esteward or some other USEPA approved certification; changes manufacturer
penalties; added an additional manufacturer credit; CRT glass storage.
2
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2010 – 81
2011 – 71
2012 – 88
2013 – 92
2014 – 99
2015 – 97
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2010 – 31,336,903
2011 – 28,203,213
2012 – 39,116,413
2013 – 47,502,372
2014 – 42,204,162
2015 – 36,852,133
46,600,000
New 2015 goal as a result of HB1455 signed
into law July 10, 2015.

2012 =40% of sales
2013 and thereafter=50% of sales
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Manufacturer Pounds Recycled
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2011 – 32,466,674
2012 – 42,867,533
2013 – 51,657,615
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2015 –Report due 1/31/16
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Manufacturer Goals
Compared to Pounds Recycled
Goals in Pounds

2010 – 31,336,903
2011 – 28,203,213
2012 – 39,116,413
2013 – 47,502,372
2014 – 42,204,162
2015 – 36,852,133
46,600,000

60,000,000

50,000,000

40,000,000

New 2015 goal as a result of HB1455
signed into law July 10, 2015.
Goals

30,000,000

Pounds Recycled

2010 – 32,921,667
2011 – 32,466,674
2012 – 42,867,533
2013 – 51,657,615
2014 – 49,287,827
2015 –Report due 1/31/16
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2012
Goals
39,116,413
Actual Pounds Collected
39,682,409
Weight with Credits Applied
42,867,553
2013
Goals
47,502,372
Actual Pounds Collected
47,174,395
Weight with Credits Applied
51,657,615

60,000,000

50,000,000

40,000,000

Goals
30,000,000

Actual Pounds Collected
Weight with Credits Applied

2014
Goals
42,204,162
Actual Pounds Collected
43,544,058
Weight with Credits Applied
49,287,827

20,000,000

10,000,000

0
2012

2013

2014
7
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Processed for reuse – double credit
Collected in an underserved county – double credit
(underserved county – 190 persons or less per square mile)



Donated for reuse to a primary or secondary public education institution
where the majority of the students are considered low income
or developmentally disabled – triple credit
If an entity collects, recycles or refurbishes for a manufacturer and qualifies for
non-profit status according to the Internal Revenue Code 501(c)(3), and at least
75% of its employees are developmentally disabled – triple credit
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Manufacturer Credits

An additional credit under HB1455:
A manufacturer may earn recycling credit equal
to 25% of the weight the manufacturer collects over its target.
This 25% credit can be applied to the manufacturers’ next
program year goal or sold to another manufacturer for use in the
next program year.

8

Pounds Recycled By Device
30,000,000.00

Covered Electronic Devices:

25,000,000.00

Cable Receivers
Computers (laptop, notebook,
netbook, tablet, desktop)
Digital Converter Boxes
Digital Video Disc Players
Digital Video Disc Recorders
Electronic Keyboards
Electronic Mice
Facsimile Machines
Monitors
Portable Digital Music Players
Printers
Satellite Receivers
Scanners
Small Scale Servers
Televisions
Videocassette Recorders
Video Game Consoles

20,000,000.00
15,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
5,000,000.00

0.00

2012
2013
2014

Eligible Electronic Devices:
Cell Phones
Portable Digital Assistant (PDA)
Computer Cables
Zip Drive

9
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Grants
2013 – 47 applied, 46 approved*
2014 – 30 applied, 30 approved
2015 – 33 applied, 32 approved*
A portion of the manufacturer, recycler, and refurbisher registration fees
enables Illinois EPA to provide a $2,000 grant to the recycling coordinator
in each county of the State in order to inform residents about this Act and
opportunities to recycle covered and eligible electronic devices.
*Two counties applied for the grant but did not return the signed
paperwork.

10
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2010 – 98 (10 of the 98 were not collectors)
2011 – 107 (8 of the 107 were not collectors)
2012 – 191 (13 of the 191 were not collectors)
2013 – 175 (18 of the 175 were not collectors)
2014 – 152 (19 of the 152 were not collectors)
2015 – 128 (15 of the 128 were not collectors)
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Collectors/Recyclers/Refurbishers
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200
150
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50
0
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2010 – 218
2011 – 276
2012 – 413
2013 – 576
2014 – 637
2015 – 534
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Registered Collection Location Sites
# of Collection Sites
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Of the 534 collection
locations:

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

135 – Cook
57 – DuPage
31 – Lake
21 – Will
244 (45.69%) of the
collection sites are in
these four counties.
12
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Registered Collection Location Sites
In program year 2015, of the 102
counties, 37 have no collection
opportunities for residents:
Alexander
Bond
Brown
Bureau
Calhoun
Carroll
Cass
Clark
Cumberland
DeWitt
Edwards
Ford
Franklin
Gallatin
Greene
Hamilton
Hardin
Jasper

Johnson
Lawrence
Mason
Massac
Menard
Monroe
Moultrie
Perry
Pike
Pope
Pulaski
Scott
Shelby
Stark
Union
Wabash
Wayne
White
Woodford

13
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Electronic Recycling Survey
Issued June 1, 2015 to solicit written comments as
required by Section 20(j).
Grouping of individuals who took the survey. More than
one can apply to an individual.






Collector - 43.1%
Recycler/Refurbisher – 27.5%
Manufacturer – 24.8%
Local Government – 26.8%
Other
6.5%
14
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Manufacturer Goals/Formulas
Goals Fairness

Are the current goals fair?
55.6% - Yes
44.4% - No

Is the current formula for
calculating goals fair?
54.9% - Fair
45.1% - Unfair

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Yes
No
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Manufacturer Goals/Formulas
HB 1455 proposes 80% share for television and monitor
manufacturers and 50% share for manufacturers of all other
covered devices. Resulting in 2015-2017 goals of:
2015
30.8 million for television/monitor
15.8 million for other
2016 & 2017
34.0 million for television/monitor
15.6 million for other

16
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Are these goals sufficient?
58.8% - Yes
41.2% - No
Is the formula fair?
62.1% - Yes
37.9% - No
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Manufacturer Goals/Formulas
Are the 2015-2017 goals:
Much too high – 13.9%
Somewhat high – 16.7%
Just about right – 31.9%
Somewhat low – 19.4%
Much too low – 18.1%

17
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Manufacturer Credits
Are the existing credits adequate?
75.7% - Yes
24.3% - No
Should they be continued?
75.7% - Yes
24.3% - No
HB1455 allows an additional credit equal to 25% of the amount the
manufacturer collects over their goal. Is this credit adequate?
75.7% - Yes
24.3% - No
If HB1455 is enacted, should the 25% credit be continued?
73.6% - Yes
26.4% - No

18
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Manufacturer Penalties
Are the current penalties accurate?
32.9% - Yes
18.6% - No
48.6% - Unfamiliar
Should penalties continue?
57.1% - Yes
11.4% - No
31.4% - Unfamiliar

19

Rescission of Landfill Ban
Do you feel there are
circumstances when
lifting the landfill ban
would be beneficial?
24.3% - Yes
75.7% - No

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Yes
No
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Certification for
Recycler/Refurbishers
Do you feel recyclers
and refurbishers
should be certified
through a USEPArecognized
certification program?
72.9% - Yes
27.1% - No

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Yes
No
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Do you feel there
are convenient
options for
consumers to
recycle their
electronics?
67.1% - Yes
32.9% - No

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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Options for Recycling

Yes
No
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Do you think a consumer
should be charged a fee
for recycling their
electronics?
58.7% - Yes
41.3% - No

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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Fees for Recycling

Yes

No
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Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Electronic Recycling Program
Other States Review

Overview: E-waste State Laws


To date, 25 states have passed laws to encourage the recycling of scrap electronics.



Of these, 23 state laws rely on a model known as extended producer responsibility (EPR), where
manufacturers fund the recycling infrastructure for products at end-of-life.



Two states rely on different approaches: California, which adopted the consumer-funded advanced
recovery fee (ARF) model, and Utah, which focused on consumer education.

8

E-scrap collection pounds per capita in states with recycling

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Data Source: Electronics Recycling Coordination Clearinghouse
*2013 data


The states with the highest volume of e-waste collected (on a per capita basis) are Vermont, Oregon
and Minnesota. States with very low per capita collection are Oklahoma, Virginia and Missouri.



In 2014, Illinois collected 3.37 pounds of e-scrap per capita and ranked 14th highest among the 25
states with e-waste legislation.



Most state electronics programs implement collection targets and/or convenience standards.



The most stable and effective programs—in Vermont, Oregon and Washington, for example—are
driven by convenience standards.
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States that use collection targets provide each manufacturer with a goal of how much e-scrap it
must collect. Typically this figure is expressed as a number of pounds, based on either a percentage
of the manufacturer’s sales or its share of a statewide goal.



States that rely on collection targets, also known as performance standards, include Illinois,
Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.



A common problem has arisen for states using performance standards: manufacturer funding has
not covered the full cost of e-scrap recycling.



Often, manufacturers pay for the collection and recycling of the amount of e-scrap they are required
to collect, stopping once their goals have been reached. These goals are sometimes met midway
through the year.

Convenience Standards


For the current program year, there are no e-waste
collection opportunities for 37 out of 102 counties in
Illinois.



States that offer robust collection opportunities with
year-round financial support, regardless of volumes
collected, implement convenience standards in
their e-waste laws.



Convenience standards require manufacturers to
operate enough collection opportunities to meet a
specific standard of convenience for consumers
wanting to properly dispose of their electronics (e.g.,
one collection site per county, one collection site for
every community with a population greater than
10,000, etc.).



Government typically ensures accountability and
coordination in these programs by contracting for the
management of a statewide collection network. This
is funded by the manufacturers.



There are eight states that prescribe minimum
convenience standards, including: Connecticut,
Maine, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Vermont,
Washington and Rhode Island.



Oregon and Washington both require at least one
collection site or service in every county, as well as
one collection site in each city with a population of
10,000 or more. New Jersey requires each county to
have at least one collection site.
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Collection Targets
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Open Dumping and Stockpiling
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Problems with Open Dumping
 Risk of exposure to heavy
metals from broken or
crushed CRT glass
 Increases threat to the
environment from leaching
metals into soil and
groundwater
 Increases costs to local
government for clean up
and disposal
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Hazards of Open Dumping

East St. Louis
 CRTs make up 60-70% of the weight of the TV
 Average 4 pounds of lead
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 Local government pays for clean up
 Overnight dumping at drop off locations
 Broken CRTs present problems

Lawrenceville, IL

Stockpiling
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Creative Recycling

2-3 Million Pounds
 One of several facilities
 10% their inventory was in Illinois

Glendale Heights, Illinois
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Eagle Recycling
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Eagle Recycling

 2,300 pounds of monitors
 3,975 pounds of TVs
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Eagle Recycling
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No legal requirement in many states to recycle electronics
Inconsistent state laws
Products with no OEM in existence
CRTs are big and heavy and inconvenient to recycle
CRT rule doesn’t apply to households
Consumers may be unwilling to pay to recycle if disposal is
cheaper
Technology change (CRTs replaced by flat panel)
With EPR laws, responsibility for disposition of CRTs has
shifted from consumers to manufacturers (Note: this has
different perspectives.)
Regional variation in collection systems
“Cherry picking” high-value parts lowers value down the
chain
Economic incentive needed to recycle
Broken CRTs harder to recycle
Enforcement needed against illegal disposal by generators

Substitute for raw material
Doesn’t require energy to separate lead from
glass
• Large global capacity potentially available
•
•

CRT Problem Statement
CRTs and CRT glass were once easily recycled
into new CRTs; however, the demand for new
CRTs has collapsed in favor of new flat panel
technologies.
Because of rising costs, negative economic
incentives, and shifts in CRT glass markets,
some CRT processors and recyclers are
choosing to store the glass indefinitely rather
than send it for recycling (or disposal), which
increases the risk of mismanagement and/or
abandonment of the CRTs.

•

Thousands of collectors are highly fragmented and hard to
organize
No standard or requirements for a “collector”
Subsidies and manufacturer payments going to collectors
rather than recyclers
Collectors have no solution for CRT glass
Breakdown in contracting/auditing for ensuring proper CRT
glass disposition
Recyclers collecting without contracts with manufacturers
“Cherry picking” high-value parts lowers value down the
chain
Lack of/varying levels of education about CRT regulation in
different states
CRTs are heavy and pose a challenge to ship long-distance
Inconsistency in state programs
Lack of up-to-date information for consumers on which
collectors will take CRTs
Hiring of recyclers sometimes leads to funding being split by
two recyclers
Lack of rural route density increases cost per unit
Bad actors in the industry misrepresenting “air pounds”
Broken CRTs are harder to recycle
Shipments out of state can’t be regulated by original
jurisdiction
Use of pounds as basis for performance encourages CRTs to
be collected
Ergonomic challenges of managing CRTs—physical wear and
tear on people

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial incentive for entities to get paid to receive
CRTs and then not pay to recycle (or dispose)
Lack of enforcement of CRT rule by states and EPA
Lack of tracking of CRTs to final disposition
Barriers to entry are low
Lack of awareness about phosphor, silica and lead
hazards in the workplace
Certification is not assurance of compliance or
responsible recycling
Stewardship organizations represent a monopsony
and consolidate the control of contracts by selecting
vendors. This creates lack of competition, which in
certain states raises costs. (Note: this has different
perspectives.)
Recyclers aren’t charging enough to cover costs for
recycling
Too many recyclers are exporting CRTs improperly
Whenever the state manages CRT recycling, it
seems issues of mismanagement increase
Lack of knowledge about outlets for recycling CRTs
Lack of engagement of glass manufacturers who
made the glass
Lack of adequate closure plans
Ergonomic challenges of managing materials—
physical wear and tear on people
Costs are high to switch to new technologies
Lack of clear specs for recycling grade material
Need to ship trailer loads of CRTs/glass in order to
be accepted
Thin operating margins, insufficient funds held

Smaller and regional in scale; could be colocated with large piles of glass
• Multiple furnaces would lower freight costs
• Lead recovered from CRT glass
•

•
•

There is niche market for CRTs
CRTs are inexpensive and are more robust
equipment for variable power situations

•
•

Huge capacity
Regional markets

Large capacity likely

•

•
•
•
•
•

State bans on landfilling CRTs
Doesn’t count toward state recycling obligations
Cost
Not environmentally-friendly
Potential stigma issues

•
•

Large capacity likely

Doesn’t count toward state recycling obligations
ADC may be considered a form of recycling by some,
which discourages other recycling options for CRT glass
o (Note: Different perspectives on this point)
• State approval required for use as ADC
• Potential stigma issues

Would likely require export
May not be able to export to non-OECD countries
Shifts the lead to ceramics, which may create legacy issue
Proper firing required in order to minimize exposure
Needs regulatory certainty/acceptance
Real capacity unknown

•
•

Very few in operation
High energy consumption; lifecycle assessment may be
helpful
Needs longer timeframes to store glass
Small capacity
Permitting/regulatory issues
Disposition of slag

•
•
•
•

New CRTs will eventually need recycling
Lack of engagement with the glass manufacturers in
recycling options for CRTs
• Declining market
•
•

Shifts the lead to concrete products, which may create
legacy issue
• Whether treatment process adequately prevents leaching
• Permitting issues
• Potential stigma issues
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited capacity and no growth potential
o (Note: Different perspectives on this point)
Lead recovery may not be very efficient
Disposition of slag
Air emissions
Variable commodity prices
Permitting of new smelters is difficult
Few smelters in North America accept CRT glass
Perception of taking in hazardous waste
Needs longer term storage of glass

•
•
•
•

Low demand in US
Hard to export; exports can be abused as “sham reuse”
Wiring diagrams are needed to refurbish
Reused CRTs will eventually need recycling

•
•
•
•
•

Funding needed/Need to devise a financial structure to
account for recovery
May create a legacy issue
Competes with viable recovery technologies
Hazardous waste permit and regulations may apply
Seen as a “kick the can down the road” approach

•
•
•
•

Not operational commercially
Could be expensive
Potentially slow and time intensive
Limited capacity

•
•
•
•

Existing process in operation
Regulated
Large capacity
o (Note: Different perspectives on this
point)

There is niche market for CRTs
CRTs are more robust equipment for variable
power situations
• Inexpensive compared to LCDs
•
•

Avoids irresponsible speculative accumulation
Allows material to be held until solutions
appear
• Quantify the amount of available feed stock
or supply
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Potentially environmentally friendly process
Complete recovery of lead
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Appendix C

List of Stakeholder Participants
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Comments Received prior to October 1, 2015 deadline:
Mark Domnenko – AVA Recycling
Rob Cardona – J&C Ecycling
Jade Lee – Supply Chain Services
Mark North – Randolph County
Tony Michelassi – DuPage County
David VanVooren – Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County
Stephen Rypkema – Ogle County
Walter Willis – Solid Waste Agency of Lake County
Walter Alcorn – Consumer Electronics Association
Todd Maisch – Illinois Chamber of Commerce
David Wagger – Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries
Rich Hipp – Kuusakoski – Chris Coulter – Peoria Disposal Company
Jerry Peck – Illinois Manufacturers’ Association
Illinois Product Stewardship Council
Susan Monte – Champaign County
Kerri Gale – Jackson County
Dean Olsen – Will County
Lauren Roman – Transparent Planet
Adam Jaquet – Eagle Enterprises Recycling
Chris Dickey – Secure Processors
Larry King – Sims Recycling
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Rich Vernam – Panasonic

Emily Fultz – Madison County

Dinah Rhee – Samsung

Lisa Kneller – Vintage Tech

Kerri Gale – Jackson County

Jerry Peck – Illinois Manufacturers’
Association

Becky Tracy – Perry County
Linda Borowiak – Washington County
Mike Babcock – Pro Earth
Jay Shattuck – Shattuck and Associates
Walter Alcorn – Consumer Electronics
Association

Alec Laird – Illinois Retail Merchants
Association
Rich Hipp – Kuusakoski
Donna Vojensky – Com2
Lauren Roman – Transparent Planet
Lisa Disbrow – Waste Management

Walter Willis – Solid Waste Agency of Lake
County

Phil Murphy – Waste Management

Adam Jaquet – Eagle Recycling

Brea Curry – Curry & Associates

Andi Dierich – DuPage County

Tim Lobdell – Tri County Regional Facility

Matt Wolski – Vizio

Jeff DeGarmo – Universal Recycling
Technologies

Dave VanVooren – Solid Waste Agency of
Northern Cook County

Deb LeVault – Christian County

Marta Keane – Will County

Brian Dickerson – BLH

Dean Olson – Will County

Mark Stevens – BLH

Christina Seibert – CB&I

Paula Cross – Macon County

Clara Garner – Tazewell County

Deb Garrett – Macon County

Jeffery Robison – Tazewell County

Jade Lee – Supply Chain Services

Steve Pfeiffer – Universal Recycling
Technology

Susan Monte – Champaign County

Brent Hassen – Will County

Chad Braatz – City of Monmouth

Chris Lipman – Cook County

Michelle Gibson – DeKalb County

Andriana Kontovrakis – Sims Recycling

Eliot Clay – Senate GOP

Larry King – Sims Recycling

Joe Antonacci – Springfield Housing
Authority

Jim Morphew – National Waste and
Recycling Association
Chris Dickey – Secure Processors

Kate Wolff – CJD

Chris Coulter – Peoria Disposal
Ron Welk – Peoria Disposal
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October 19, 2015 Collectors Stakeholder Meeting – 9:00-11:00
In Person:
Walter Willis – Solid Waste Agency of Lake County
Adam Jaquet – Eagle Recycling
On Phone:
Jennifer Jarland – Kane County
Joy Hinz – DuPage County
Andi Dierich – DuPage County
Susan Monte – Champaign County
Michele Gibson – DeKalb County
Chris Newman – Region 5
Terry Sheahan – City of Chicago
Shawn Finn - Goodwill of the Heartland
Donna Vojensky – Com2
Pete Adrian – Solid Waste Agency of Lake County
Paul Cooney – Ogle County
October 27, 2015 Recyclers Stakeholder Meeting – 1:00-3:00
In Person:
Larry King – Sims Recycling
Brian Dickerson – BLH Computers
On Phone:
Jennifer Jarland – Kane County
Shawn Finn - Goodwill of the Heartland
Donna Vojensky – Com2
Jade Lee – Supply Chain
Brett Barton – Elgin Recycling
Lou Fyda – Eworks
Lisa Kneller – Vintage Tech
Jason Schott– Dynamic Recycling
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October 29, 2015 Local Government Stakeholder Meeting – 9:00-11:00
In Person:
Chad Bradtz – City of Monmouth
Emily Fultz – Madison County
Dave Van Vooren – Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County
Marta Keane – Will County
Kerri Gale – Jackson County
Becky Tracy – Perry County
Mark Stevens – BLH Computers
Brian Dickerson – BLH Computers
Debra Garrett – Macon County
On Phone:
Andi Dierich – DuPage County
Steve Rypkema – Ogle County
Paul Cooney – Ogle County
Susan Monte – Champaign County
Joy Hinz – DuPage County
Chris Libman – Cook County
Justin Miller – Boone County
Michelle Gibson – DeKalb County
Chris Newman – Region 5
Julie Main – Galesburg
Courtney Kwong – City of Urbana
Jennifer Jarland – Kane County
Brian Younker – Orland Park Township
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November 2, 2015 Manufacturer Stakeholder Meeting – 9:00-11:00
In Person:
Mark Stevens – USMe
Matt Wolski – Vizio
Alec Laird – Illinois Retail Merchants Association
Jerry Peck – Illinois Manufacturers’ Association
Walter Alcorn – Consumer Electronics Association
Dinah Rhee – Samsung
Taylor Shattuck – Consumer Electronics Association/Shattuck and Associates
Rich Vernam – Panasonic
Jay Shattuck - Consumer Electronics Association/Shattuck and Associates
Alexi Madon - ComTIA
On Phone:
Brandon Seegmiller – HP
Beth Johnson – Dell
Melissa Mallory – Dell
Joy Hinz – DuPage County
Eric Gilbert – Acer
Dave VanVooren – Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County
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Staci Wilson – Illinois Chamber of Commerce

Will County Executive Committee

RESOLUTION OF THE COUNTY BOARD
WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS
Request to Speak Re: Issues with Same Day Registration
Request to Speak Re: Issues with Same Day Registration

Adopted by the Will County Board this 12th day of April, 2016.

Result: -

__________________________________
Nancy Schultz Voots
(SEAL)
Will County Clerk

Approved this ______________ day of____________________, 2016.
__________________________________
Lawrence M. Walsh
Will County Executive

7.1

7.2.a

Bill Status of SB2202 99th General Assembly
Short Description: MUNI CD-RECYCLED MATERIALS
Senate Sponsors
Sen. Pamela J. Althoff - Melinda Bush - Don Harmon - Michael Noland, James F. Clayborne,
Jr. and Chris Nybo

Last Action
Date
Chamber
3/10/2016

Senate

Action
Postponed - Environment and Conservation

Statutes Amended In Order of Appearance
65 ILCS 5/11-19-2
from Ch. 24, par. 11-19-2
65 ILCS 5/11-19-5

from Ch. 24, par. 11-19-5

Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Illinois Municipal Code. Provides that material that is intended or collected to be recycled is
not garbage, refuse, or ashes. Effective immediately.
Actions
Date

Chamber

Action

12/4/2015

Senate

Filed with Secretary by Sen. Pamela J. Althoff

12/4/2015

Senate

First Reading

12/4/2015

Senate

Referred to Assignments

1/27/2016

Senate

Assigned to Environment and Conservation

3/8/2016

Senate

Senate Committee Amendment No. 1 Filed with Secretary by Sen. Pamela
J. Althoff

3/8/2016

Senate

Senate Committee Amendment No. 1 Referred to Assignments

3/10/2016

Senate

Postponed - Environment and Conservation

3/10/2016

Senate

Added as Co-Sponsor Sen. James F. Clayborne, Jr.

3/10/2016

Senate

Added as Chief Co-Sponsor Sen. Melinda Bush

3/16/2016

Senate

Senate Committee Amendment No. 1 Assignments Refers to Environment
and Conservation

3/17/2016

Senate

Added as Chief Co-Sponsor Sen. Don Harmon

3/21/2016

Senate

Added as Chief Co-Sponsor Sen. Michael Noland

3/29/2016

Senate

Added as Co-Sponsor Sen. Chris Nybo
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Environment and Conservation Hearing Apr 7 2016 11:00AM Capitol 400 Springfield, IL
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From: Dean Olson
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:57 PM
To: Brent Hassert (bhassert@comcast.net)
Cc: Bruce Friefeld; SuzanneHart; SuzanneHart
Subject: FW: SB 2059

The attached Bill has a provision in it to ensure that our work under the grant for
the IEPA (i.e. CCDD, landfill, compost, transfer station, land application & open
dumping inspections) is paid (appropriated) See the Section below to find the
reference. I did not check the rest of the Bill, but I certainly would want to
support that portion of it.
Dean

Just checking status:
I just checked the text of this bill: the Article and Section I am referring to is this:
Article 4: Section 20; p. 18 (bottom) – (top) p. 19
Thank you.
ELLEN

Attachment: Email frm Dean Olson Re SB2059 07apr16 (3506 : SB2059)

Brent/Bruce/Suzanne:

7.3.b

SB2059 Engrossed

-17-

SDS099 00077 MRR 20077 b

1

for the ordinary and contingent expenses of the Department on

2

Aging:

3

DISTRIBUTIVE ITEMS

4

COMMUNITY CARE

6

Payable from General Revenue Fund:
For grants and for administrative

7

expenses associated with the purchase

8

of services covered by the Community

9

Care Program, including prior year costs .......450,000,000

10

For the Balancing Incentive Program ...............3,398,400

11

For grants and for administrative

12

expenses associated with Comprehensive

13

Case Coordination, including prior year

14

costs ...........................................59,390,800

15

Total

$512,789,200

16

ARTICLE 4

17

Section

5.

The

following

named

amounts,

or

so

much

18

thereof as may be necessary, respectively, for the objects

19

and

20

Environmental Protection Agency:

21

Payable from the U.S. Environmental Protection Fund:

22
23

purposes

hereinafter

named,

are

appropriated

to

the

For Underground Storage Tank Program ...........2,600,000
Payable from the Underground Storage Tank Fund:

Attachment: SB2059 - Article 4 only 07apr16 (3506 : SB2059)
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7.3.b

-18-

SDS099 00077 MRR 20077 b

1

For Contracts for Site Remediation and

2

for Reimbursements to Eligible Owners/

3

Operators of Leaking Underground

4

Storage Tanks, including claims

5

submitted in prior years .......................60,100,000

6

Section 10. The amount of $773,000, or so much of that

7

amount

8

Underground Storage Tank Fund to the Environmental Protection

9

Agency for case processing of leaking underground storage

10

11

as

may

be

necessary,

is

appropriated

from

the

tank permit and claims appeals.

Section

15.
as

may

The
be

following
necessary,

named
are

sums,

or

appropriated

so
to

much

12

therefore

the

13

Environmental Protection Agency for all costs associated with

14

solid waste management activities, including costs from prior

15

years:

16

Payable from the Solid Waste

17

Management Fund ...................................3,000,000

18

Section 20. The following named sum, or so much thereof

19

as may be necessary, is appropriated from the Solid Waste

20

Management Fund to the Environmental Protection Agency for

21

use in accordance with Section 22.15 of the Environmental

22

Protection Act:

Attachment: SB2059 - Article 4 only 07apr16 (3506 : SB2059)

SB2059 Engrossed

7.3.b

SB2059 Engrossed

SDS099 00077 MRR 20077 b

For financial assistance to units of

2

local government for operations under

3

delegation agreements ............................1,700,000

4

Section 25. The following named sum, or so much thereof

5

as may be necessary, is appropriated to the Environmental

6

Protection Agency for use in accordance with Section 22.2 of

7

the Environmental Protection Act:

8

Payable from the Hazardous Waste Fund:

9

For Contractual Services for Site

10

Remediations, including costs

11

in Prior Years ...................................3,000,000

12

ARTICLE 5

13

Section 5.

The sum of $12,000,000, or so much thereof as

14

may be necessary, is appropriated from the Disaster Response

15

and Recovery Fund to the Illinois Emergency Management Agency

16

for

17

disaster response and recovery.

all

current

and

18

year

expenses

associated

with

ARTICLE 6

19
20

prior

Section 5.
as

may

be

The following named sums, or so much thereof

necessary,

respectively,

for

the

objects

and
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-19-

Bill Status of SB2870

99th General Assembly

Short Description: ELEC MONITOR-DRUGS & ALCOHOL
Senate Sponsors
Sen. John G. Mulroe
Last Action

Date
3/17/2016

Chamber
Senate

Action
Placed on Calendar Order of 2nd Reading April 5, 2016

Statutes Amended In Order of Appearance

725 ILCS 5/110-10

from Ch. 38, par. 110-10

730 ILCS 5/5-6-3

from Ch. 38, par. 1005-6-3

730 ILCS 5/5-6-3.1

from Ch. 38, par. 1005-6-3.1

730 ILCS 5/5-7-1

from Ch. 38, par. 1005-7-1

Synopsis As Introduced
Amends the Code of Criminal Procedure of 1963 and the Unified Code of Corrections. Provides that the Chief Judge of the circuit court of the county
may by administrative order establish a program for electronic monitoring of offenders with regard to drug-related and alcohol-related offenses, in
which a vendor approved by the county board supplies and monitors the electronic monitoring device, and collects the fees on behalf of the county.
Provides that the program shall include provisions for indigent offenders and the collection of unpaid fees. Provides that the program shall not unduly
burden the offender and shall be subject to review by the Chief Judge. Effective immediately.
Actions

Date

Chamber

Action

2/17/2016

Senate

Filed with Secretary by Sen. John G. Mulroe

2/17/2016

Senate

First Reading

2/17/2016

Senate

Referred to Assignments

3/2/2016

Senate

Assigned to Criminal Law

3/9/2016

Senate

Postponed - Criminal Law

3/17/2016

Senate

Do Pass Criminal Law; 011-000-000

3/17/2016

Senate

Placed on Calendar Order of 2nd Reading April 5, 2016

Attachment: Bill Status of SB2870-Electronic Monitoring-Drugs & Alcohol 23mar16 (3461 : SB2870-Electronic Monitor-Drugs & Alcohol)

7.4.a

County Board Admin

RESOLUTION OF THE COUNTY BOARD
WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS
Resolution in Support of FRA Crew Size Rule
WHEREAS, the safe operation of freight and passenger trains are vital to commerce; and
Will County supports efforts to keep train operations safe in our (state, county)
WHEREAS, the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has published a notice of
proposed rulemaking (NPRM) regarding adequate staffing on trains, a factor we believe is
vital to ensuring safe train operations; and
WHEREAS, national studies show that a minimum of two on-board crew members are
vital to operate a train safely and minimize the likelihood of train-related accidents; and
WHEREAS, virtually all trains in North America are already operated by crews of at
least two individuals, making the economic impact of this proposed rule minimal; and
WHEREAS, the FRA agrees that, while advancements in automated technology such as
Positive Train Control (PTC) systems improve railroad safety, they are not a substitute for a
train's on-board crew members.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Will County Board hereby supports the
Federal Railroad Administration’s proposed ruling, requiring that trains operated in America
be operated by no less than a two-person crew.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the County Clerk shall send a copy of this Resolution
to the United States Department of Transportation in the form of comments in support of
the proposed federal rule.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Preamble of this Resolution is hereby adopted as
if fully set herein. This Resolution shall be in full force and effect upon its passage and
approval as provided by law.

7.5

Will County Legislative & Policy Committee

Meeting of April 12, 2016

Adopted by the Will County Board this 12th day of April, 2016.

Result: -

__________________________________
Nancy Schultz Voots
(SEAL)
Will County Clerk

Approved this ______________ day of____________________, 2016.
__________________________________
Lawrence M. Walsh
Will County Executive

7.5

